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Introduction

'I am old-fashioned from the other side. . . . American women . . . they got different manners . . . But the young Italian girls, my daughters, they’re up to date, just as good, just as polite. . . .’

The speaker is Maria Zambello, an Italian immigrant living in the United States. This book explores the lives of foreign-born women who, like her, entered the United States from what many of them called “the other side.” Where was the other side? And how did a person like Zambello know when she had crossed over the boundary between it and the United States? In thinking about her own life, Maria Zambello compared herself only to other women; she disparaged herself as “old-fashioned” and less “good” than American women, rather than merely as poor. For Zambello, polite “modern” behavior—not her nativity or ethnicity—excluded her from American womanhood. The younger girls she saw as up-to-date and “just as good” had—in her view, at least—crossed the boundary from the other side while remaining Italian. Her daughters, however, almost certainly thought of themselves as Italian Americans.

Zambello’s comments remind us of the centrality of gender—in a world divided between powerful and less powerful regions, and in the lives of immigrants who had moved from one to the other by migrating to the United States. Zambello could not easily isolate gender from other dimensions of her life. Immigrant women like her carried with them not merely Italian or German or Japanese ways, but also the distinctive female traditions found within their native cultures. To become American, these women invented “ethnic” female identities. Most immigrant women—like most men—creatively blended old and new in doing so. Most women welcomed the challenges and economic opportunities of a dynamic American economy; yet, like men, they also exhibited some ambivalence about accepting unmodified the individualism and voluntarism they associated with American modernity.

In one very significant way, too, immigrant women’s confrontation with American life differed sharply from men’s. Both ethnic conservators and Americanizers who wanted to “go after the women” saw women’s loyalties as central to cultural transformation. Associated symbolically with cultural identity—indeed, with the very “heart” of a culture—immigrant women and their daughters became markers of the line dividing Americans from outsiders; as a result, they found their lives subjected to intensive scrutiny both from other immigrants and from Americans.

While most histories of immigrants in the United States begin with the experiences of migratory men disguised as genderless humans, From the Other Side instead begins with the experiences of migratory women. But though centered on women, its analysis does not stop with them. Immigrant women cannot be studied apart from men of their own backgrounds, nor apart from American women. As mobile and culturally
foreign-born women shared key experiences with foreign-born men, as well as with native-born women who migrated from country to city, poor women who struggled to survive and prosper, and native-born minorities seeking dignity and acceptance as Americans. Immigrants’ daughters, in turn, encountered elite majority women eager to guide them toward American-style womanly behavior.

Not all immigrant women were alike, of course, and From the Other Side demonstrates how class, ethnicity, and time of migration shaped important variations in women’s experiences, whether on the other side, in the process of migrating, or in the United States. A woman’s starting place on the “other side” of an international economy proved the greatest influence. Whether in subsistence farming, humble wage-earning classes, or elite society, a woman’s origins opened a specific range of migration choices and of opportunities for adjusting to life in the United States as an immigrant. Ethnic culture worked its influence through distinctive family, kinship, and communal traditions which gave women precise ethnic identities but also masked work, community, and cultural tensions shared by women of many backgrounds. Thus, even though each wave of immigrants originated in different regions around the globe, continuities in the experiences of the female and foreign-born are striking. For all these reasons, From the Other Side may strike the reader as slighting ethnic variation at times. When it does so, however, it is in order to highlight how the lives of women from the other side resembled, intertwined with, and departed from both the lives of immigrant men and the lives of other groups of American women—especially middle-class women and women of the “racial” minorities of the United States.

From the Other Side works outward from its focus on immigrant women, along with their interactions with foreign-born men and native-born women, to develop a general but also gendered interpretation of linkages among world development, migration, and American immigrant life. Although woman-centered, it can be read as an alternative to general studies that have privileged men’s experience as immigrants. The boundary linking the United States to the “other side” was global in dimension; it was defined by economic inequalities under capitalism and by the inequalities of political centralization through colonialism and nation-building. From the Other Side begins by pointing to parallels between migration and nation- or empire-building as organizers of an integrated but hierarchical world economy in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Hierarchical integration continued within multiethnic nations of immigrants such as the United States. Incorporation into both the global economy and multiethnic polities proceeded differently for men and for women. But rather than contrasting the successful integration of women immigrants into an American mainstream from which racial minorities (groups subordinated as expanding nations and empires conquered them) have been excluded, From the Other Side suggests how migration has repeatedly challenged the American notion of biological difference in both its “racial” and its “sexual” varieties. As foreign women crossed
over from the other side, they did not simply adjust to American life—they redefined the meaning of American womanhood.

*From the Other Side* focuses on change and continuity in migration and immigrant life between 1820 and 1990. It does not tackle the complex and fascinating story of the European and African settlement of the Western Hemisphere; there seemed no sensible way to treat the settlement of the United States separately from that of other colonies prior to its existence as a nation-state. It was in 1820 that an independent United States, acknowledging the resurgence of immigration following the Napoleonic Wars, began to count and to monitor migration over its borders, thus providing a logical starting date for this study.

Working within this 170-year period, *From the Other Side* offers an interpretive synthesis of several large multidisciplinary literatures on immigrant women. As such, it draws large strokes on a large canvas in order to attract the reader’s attention to common themes across the disciplines. Some readers will miss in this method the cacophony of individual women’s voices, and specialists may find the book does not advance debates on female difference or specific time periods. The broad approach of *From the Other Side* is, however, intended to highlight the connections of many groups of women to global transformations, as well as reinforcing the linkages among scholarly agendas.

*From the Other Side* was undertaken with several other goals in mind as well. One was to encourage scholars to write more monographs on immigrant women of particular backgrounds; another was to identify topics that beg for comparative study. The book should stimulate scholars in immigration studies to consider gender more systematically, by introducing them to issues central in women’s studies. And it may encourage scholars in women’s studies to continue submitting key concepts—from modernization and race to emancipation and patriarchy—to ever more intensive cross-cultural scrutiny.

Demographically and culturally, women immigrants closely resembled men of their own backgrounds. At work, at home, and in their communities, however, their lives diverged from men’s: regardless of their exact origin, women’s and men’s responsibilities were more often complementary than shared. Sharing experiences instead with other females, immigrant women initially found common ground with their “own kind,” especially with female kin, neighbors, and workers of immigrant backgrounds. Initially, older women like Zambello had few contacts with native-born women. However, as the population of middle-class immigrants increased in the twentieth century and as the daughters and granddaughters of immigrants grew to maturity in considerable numbers, their contacts with Americans of a wide variety of backgrounds proliferated, changing how class and ethnicity defined American womanhood in the process.

*From the Other Side* tells this tale in three parts. “Coming to the United States” examines the changing location of the other side, its mutable rela-
tionship to the United States, evolving gender roles on the other side, and the influence of gender on migration patterns. "Foreign and Female" compares nineteenth (1820–1930) and twentieth (1930–1990) century women immigrants in the United States, identifying continuities among immigrant women of differing ethnicity and nationality. (Note that I am considering 1930 the watershed between the two centuries because of massive legal and economic changes in the 1920s, as described below.) A third section, "Changing," shows how class and cultural change in the twentieth century have redefined both immigrant women’s adaptation to U.S. life and the identities of their female descendants.

*From the Other Side* imitates immigrants in starting “on the other side,” for it is there that scholars have found the origins of modern migratory patterns. Chapter 1 identifies the changing backgrounds of immigrants to the United States: in the nineteenth century, northern and western Europeans gave way to southern and eastern Europeans and Asians; in the twentieth century, “third world” immigrants from Latin America, the Caribbean, and Asia have replaced most Europeans. While culturally diverse, women of these many backgrounds nevertheless shared key experiences on the margins of a changing global economy. For though the U.S. economy drew alternately on labor from abroad and on its own racial minorities to swell its labor pool, many of its immigrant workers had themselves begun their lives as colonized, racial minorities in other empires or nations around the world.

Subsequent chapters explore the paradox of cultural diversity and shared economic positions for women of the other side. Chapter 2 examines gender relations on the other side, as capitalism, commerce, and political centralization provoked defensive and adaptive strategies of response to changes in rural and subsistence-oriented economies around the world. Strategies for dealing with change increasingly assigned subsistence production to older, married women, while pushing growing numbers of younger, unmarried women along with men into wage labor: prior to migration, significant numbers of immigrant women, past and present, had already worked as domestic servants, market traders, and factory operatives. Both women’s families and women’s position within those families changed in response to worldwide change; for younger and older women, migration offered important, if differing, ways to pursue hopes fostered at home.

Migration, however, was no simple reflection of women’s growing individualism. Chapter 3 demonstrates how both wage-earning and political turmoil (sparked by the formation or collapse of nations and empires) produced closely linked patterns of male and female migration to the United States. For most women, family and economic motives for migration remained inseparable. Past and present, women migrants have come most often from the dynamic corners of the other side, where wage-earning motivated female mobility. In the twentieth century, however, the United States introduced ethnic discrimination and class-specific provisions to migration policy, forcing women to enter the country as family dependents rather than as au-
tonomous wage-earners. Thus a switch from male- to female-dominated migrations around 1930 reflects more than a growing demand for women wage-earners in the United States (or a diminishing demand for males).

Once they had arrived, immigrant women’s starting places—notably their previous work experiences, age, and marital status—shaped their contacts with capitalism, both as waged workers and as housewives and consumers. Chapter 4 shows that women immigrants with the greatest autonomy often took the most traditional jobs in the United States, while women in family migrations pioneered newer forms of employment. Until recently, few immigrant women shared the jobs of their foreign-born brothers or husbands, and most clustered in the humblest of American jobs. Foreign-born women in the North had the kinds of jobs performed by women of the racial minorities in the South and Southwest—mainly in domestic service. Immigrant women also dominated factory work, a field which excluded African American women until World War II. Married women earned money at home, too, and continued older patterns of subsistence production; although they were called housewives, their domestic work little resembled that of middle-class American women.

Over time, patterns of employment converged among women of foreign and native birth, regardless of race or ethnicity. Foreign-born women today are still somewhat more likely than native-born women to find low-skill jobs in service and industry, but they are also significantly overrepresented in professional positions. In the twentieth century, too, middle-class and native-born women’s juggling of multiple responsibilities at home and in waged work has come to resemble that of immigrant and minority women of the nineteenth century. Domesticity, as it was understood among the American middle classes in the nineteenth century, has virtually disappeared as a class marker in the United States. American womanhood has changed significantly as immigrants became American women, so that the female American models confronting immigrant women today are far different from those of the past.

Chapters 5 and 6 establish that immigrant women interacted primarily with people of their own backgrounds. Thus, while many groups shared broadly similar family configurations, immigrant women’s distinctive languages, cultures, and traditions shaped identities unique to them. Women shared an understanding of their cultural distinctiveness with men of similar background. Immigrant women resembled women of America’s racial minorities in viewing family ties as resources supporting female power and ethnic solidarity. Kinship also facilitated women’s struggles against culturally specific traditions of misogyny.

In common with African American women, immigrant women worked together with men to build social worlds beyond their families. Although immigrant women created female ethnic organizations, their collective action fostered community solidarity, not female autonomy. Chapter 6 demonstrates further that waged work became the most important basis for immi-
grant women's solidarity with women from outside their group: immigrant daughters played a major role in building female labor and working-class organizations. Their activism simultaneously fostered cooperation and conflict—both with working-class men and with middle-class American women.

Class divided immigrant women among themselves, and these divisions became especially visible in the twentieth century. Chapter 7 shows that the proportion of well-educated and elite immigrants has increased substantially over the last fifty years. Not uncommonly, their reception has been a discouraging one. Professional refugee women, in particular, have often shared with men of their groups years of disheartening downward mobility after migration to the United States. In the past, upwardly mobile and professional women of foreign birth, like men, sought leadership and influence primarily within their ethnic communities. In the past, too, immigrant women differed from native-born white professionals and very much resembled educated African American women in combining careers with marriage and childrearing. Today, by contrast, middle-class immigrant women professionals less frequently work in ethnic enclaves, and they often pursue careers in traditionally male fields.

Change in this century has also characterized the descendants of earlier generations of immigrant women. Chapter 8 explores the complex cultural transformations that accompany migration, showing how women’s choices came to epitomize the successful integration of immigrant minorities into the American mainstream or, alternatively, the successful survival of ethnic identity. In women’s lives, however, the two alternatives intertwined, especially in domestic work, which had been urged on immigrant women and their daughters by both Americanizers and ethnic preservationists. Exercising greater control over their individual marriage choices and children, immigrants’ daughters gradually assumed responsibility for maintaining, adapting, and transmitting ethnic identity through their domestic labor. Today, the descendants of nineteenth- and twentieth-century European immigrants scarcely differ from other American women in their everyday behavior, yet they—far more than men—believe that ethnicity influences their lives. As a result, they have sometimes regarded the new wave of feminist activism with some skepticism. Ironically, these modern-day “jugglers” share more in common with the work lives of their own immigrant grandmothers than with the middle-class American female professionals of bygone decades whom feminists often claim as their foremothers.

From the Other Side shows how the women from the other side altered American notions of womanhood from the nineteenth to the twentieth century. Nineteenth-century migrations redefined the meaning of “American,” as first Catholic and Jewish, then southern and eastern European immigrants claimed the label for themselves and broadened the ethnic range subsumed within it. In the twentieth century, the children and grandchildren of Asian and European immigrants became ethnic Americans at the same time that the United States began to acknowledge and seek to redress its history of dis-
crimination against its racial minorities. The descendants of Asian, Mexican, and West Indian immigrants have rightly pointed to the peculiar difficulties they have faced in “becoming American.” At the same time, studies that control for nativity and generation in studies of racial minorities usually reveal striking differences between native- and foreign-born, especially in education and occupational choice. Surprisingly, the foreign-born sometimes seem closer to general American patterns of employment, attitude, or family life than the native-born minorities they may seem to resemble “racially.”

In American eyes, immigrants of Asian, African, or Native American descent become Americans by becoming racial minorities. Recently arriving elite, well-educated immigrants from the third world contemplate this road with much ambivalence. Many prefer to become ethnic Americans—Korean Americans or Jamaican Americans—rather than “blacks” or “Asian Americans.” The coming of large groups of middle-class immigrants of color will, I feel, fruitfully challenge American assumptions about class and race. In like manner, immigrant women employed in engineering, medicine, and other scientific and technical professions will undermine firmly held American notions about gender.

Perhaps these predictions seem overly optimistic. But given the history of immigrant women in the United States, current definitions of race, Americanness, and American womanhood will unquestionably be hard put to survive the challenge of this country’s most recent arrivals.
PART I.

---

Coming to the United States
ONE

Where Is the Other Side?

Immigrant women came to the United States from the same corners of the earth as immigrant men, and they traveled via the same routes. The location of the corners from which they came, however, changed remarkably during the three great waves of migration (1830–1860; 1880–1920; 1965–present). The nation receiving them also changed during these years. One challenge in studying men and women immigrants is to document their diversity while recognizing what they shared as migrants.

Angela Spoo Heck, a German speaker, represents the first great nineteenth-century wave of immigrants from northern and western Europe. Born near Trier, Heck was twenty-eight and newly married when she left her native land in 1854; she accompanied her migrating husband Nikolaus, an unemployed journeyman tailor. The couple traveled to Antwerp, then boarded a sailing ship for New York. Heck had neither applied for permission to leave home nor received a cash grant from her town’s mayor, eager though he was to be rid of poor “creatures” crowding local welfare lists. A devout Catholic, Heck found she could not pray during the terrifying transatlantic voyage. In her first letter home, she joked with her brother-in-law about the million lice that had joined the immigrants on their voyage over.

By the end of the nineteenth century, Asians and southern and eastern Europeans heading for the United States outnumbered Irish, Scandinavian, British, and German immigrants like Heck. Typical was Jennie Grossman. Born into a Jewish family in Lulieniec in Russian Poland around 1904, she left with her parents and brother just before World War I. Grossman’s father was an itinerant carpenter who returned to his three-generation household for Sabbath each week. At times Russian soldiers were billeted at his house, but they offered no protection during pogroms. Grossman’s father suffered recurring nightmares of anti-Semitic violence; Grossman and her brother several times hid beneath their barn to avoid attack from Gentiles. Still, the departure from Lulieniec proved traumatic for Grossman’s mother. Her elderly father had traveled along as far as Warsaw, but en route to the port city of Danzig, train personnel pushed him away from the emigrants. Shocked, and unable to say good-bye, Grossman’s mother dropped a mirror she was holding; she carried the pieces for years afterward.

Since 1965, immigrants from Asia, the Caribbean, and Latin America have become the majority. Martha Vásquez de Gómez, for example, traveled
Culturally diverse, these three women shared origins on "the other side," in regions of the world connected to the United States through economic and political ties, yet also economically and politically far less powerful than it. As the United States changed from an ex-colony within the British Empire to an independent and expanding nation-state, an international capitalist giant, and—ultimately—a world leader, its international connections continuously redrew the location of "the other side."

IMMIGRATION IN A CAPITALIST WORLD ECONOMY

If there were no inequality in the world, there would be far less migration. For the past 400 years capitalism and political centralization, most visibly through colonialism and through the expansion of nation-states such as Italy and Russia, have been key generators of inequality and of opportunity, and thus of migration. According to John Bodnar, "most of the immigrants transplanted to America . . . were in reality the children of capitalism." While important, Bodnar's view misses how political subordination, too, sparked human mobility. Political change cannot be neatly divorced from the history of the capitalist world economy. State policies have influenced human migration from the mercantilist empires of the seventeenth century, with their organization of the slave trade and of colonial investment, through the restrictive immigration laws of nations in the twentieth century. The experiences of minorities like the Grossman family cannot be understood apart from their subordination during periods of national or imperial consolidation or collapse. In fact, politics may be the most important determinant of the way understandings of race and ethnicity change over time.

Capitalism and political centralization cannot tell us all we need to know about emigrants. Economic inequalities occur within nations and within empires, too; most migrations cross no international boundaries. And while economic inequality may be an important precondition for much migration, the very poorest are usually too poor to take advantage of economic opportunities elsewhere. World view, age, and gender matter. A prospective migrant has to recognize her problems, to know something of worlds beyond her own and to perceive them as better—and attainable. And a prospective emigrant has to have the power to move. Adults and men have often known more of
the wider world than children or women; they have also enjoyed cultural support in making decisions for others in their families.

Not all the problems immigrants hope to solve by migrating are economic or political in origin. A contemporary of Jennie Grossman left home because she did not want her father to arrange her marriage;9 the fictional Swedish heroine of Moberg’s The Emigrants repeatedly argued against her husband’s desire to emigrate until one of her children died.10 Personal and familial events can spark migrations, but cannot easily be measured.

It is true that from their points of view, Heck, Grossman, and Vásquez de Gómez did not become migrants in response to a “capitalist world system” or to “political centralization,” but to individual and immediate opportunities. Pragmatically, however, each moved through a world shaped by capitalist development and by nation- and empire-building. Each experienced personally the ways in which immigration and international politics had integrated two widely separated regions of the world into a state of hierarchical interdependence. As immigrants met Americans and as subordinated minorities confronted their rulers, distorted social, cultural, and moral distinctions emerged; we call these views of difference ethnocentrism and racism. They made differences between developing and “backward” regions appear natural.11 For Grossman, ethnocentrism meant the daily fear of pogroms; for Vásquez de Gómez and Heck, it meant instead hearing complaints about them from elite Americans, earlier German arrivals, and Chicano employers in San Antonio.

In contrast to immigrants, the “racial” minorities of the United States were created as first European empires, and then the independent and expanding United States, gained varying degrees of control over Africa, North America, the Caribbean, and parts of the Pacific.12 But when viewed from a global perspective, colonized or racial and immigrant minorities appear as overlapping and intertwined groups. Ambitious and competing dynasties in Europe had made colonies of their neighbors (England of Ireland, Spain of Sicily, Russia of Poland, and Turkey of Serbia) before or at the same time as they sought colonies elsewhere in the world.13 Ethnic or racial minorities, the colonized, the enslaved, the partially free, and the formerly colonized have figured prominently in international migrations from 1492 down to the present. Empires seem always to “strike back” through mobile minorities.14

Few nations, furthermore, have sought economic development or political influence only as receivers of immigrants or only as “world powers.” Great Britain built the world’s largest colonial empire, but it was an empire characterized by high internal mobility. And while the United States became known as a nation of immigrants, it also acquired new territories and minorities in the nineteenth century and exercised political influence over a far-flung groups of allies after World War II. To this day, Great Britain’s tradition of Empire and Commonwealth shapes its immigration policies.15 In the United States, too, the history of immigration should be viewed in tandem with the histories of racial minorities and the expanding American “empire.”
FROM COLONY TO AMERICAN EMPIRE: IMMIGRANTS AND OTHER MINORITIES

From a collection of colonies marginal to the Spanish, French, and English empires of the seventeenth century, the United States emerged as an independent nation, committed to growth through migration, yet destined also to struggle with colonialism's legacy of creating racial minorities of conquered peoples. The population of the United States in 1790 still reflected the imperial policies of the British and French.16 As in the rest of the colonized world, populations of Native Americans had declined precipitously. But unlike Africans in the Caribbean or in parts of Spanish and Portuguese America, Africans on the North American mainland, both slave and free, were outnumbered almost everywhere by Europeans and their descendants. England had started late in the competition for colonies, and it coaxed and coerced migrants to secure its colonies from Spanish and French encroachments. It opened its colonies to religious dissenters (Puritans in Massachusetts, Catholics in Maryland, Presbyterians in frontier areas from New York to North Carolina) and permitted foreigners, like the Germans of the middle colonies, to live under English laws and become citizens through naturalization.17

Most of the Europeans who had traveled to settle in British North America were humble people, hardly free themselves. England sent prisoners, convicts, and poorhouse residents to its colonies. Impoverished English men and women also sold themselves into temporary slavery as indentured servants in order to cross the Atlantic.18 By 1790, however, the descendants of these European settlers had clearly distinguished themselves through law and custom from slaves and other Africans. Like its "mother" country, the United States quickly established its intentions to limit full citizenship to European men: its constitution enshrined the property rights of slave owners; it treated Native Americans as belonging to separate nations.19

Women had formed but a small part of colonial migrations to the Americas. Slave traders and plantation owners preferred male laborers, as did urban and rural employers of indentured labor.20 Women's numbers equalled men's only among the most prosperous free migrants who traveled to North American colonies to farm the frontier or to establish religious settlements. By 1790, however, demographic increase had balanced sex ratios everywhere but on the western frontier of settlement. Most free white women, of course, remained men's dependents under law.

From the time of its first complaints (in the Declaration of Independence) about the British king limiting migration to the colonies, the United States had announced its intention to encourage immigration. In its constitution, however, it also proclaimed its right to limit access to residence and citizenship.21 The Constitution provided for the abolition of the slave trade (which occurred in 1808), and plans to resettle emancipated slaves to Africa coexisted with Congress's decision to restrict citizenship through naturalization to whites.
Even after its independence, the United States remained firmly embedded in an Atlantic economy dominated initially by Great Britain. Though it was no longer a colony, its trade ties and its continued need for foreign capital maintained conduits through which mass European migrations traveled after the end of the disruptive Napoleonic Wars. Encouraging immigration, however, was of little importance to the Founding Fathers at first. They looked not toward Europe but westward, committing the new nation to expansion as far as the Pacific and to the dispossession of American Indians and European colonizers on its borders. After the Louisiana Purchase and the conquest and purchase of a large part of Mexico’s territory, Easterners expected that Americans—that is, free, white English-speaking Protestants—would populate the west and southwest, outnumbering if not completely replacing the indigenous American Indians and mestizo Catholic Spanish-speakers of the region.

The settlement and development of these western territories provoked a national crisis that clarified the relationship of immigrant and racial minorities in the United States and the position of the U.S. in the world. Wealthy southern planters looked forward to bringing slaves and slavery westward with them, while opponents of slavery argued instead for free labor in populating and developing the United States. Increasingly, free labor came to mean labor from abroad, and opponents of slavery ultimately supported an open-door immigration policy. By the 1850s, immigrants and racial minorities seemed positioned as conflicting sources of labor for national economic development. The Civil War established the nation’s commitment to industrial growth by means of free rather than slave labor. Free men would labor on free soil or work as free wage-earners. Immigrants—not former slaves—would become wage laborers in the country’s expanding industries.

Industrial expansion in the United States opened new questions about the country’s relationship to the rest of the world. President Monroe had announced U.S. opposition to European expansion in the Western Hemisphere. Industrial growth inevitably transformed the United States into a competitor with European empires for worldwide markets, and U.S. employers eagerly sought more and more laborers for expanding industries until World War I. Interested in trade with Asia and the Pacific, the United States sometimes saw carefully regulated immigration as an alternative to empire-building along European lines. In 1877, for example, Congress moved to guarantee that immigration brought only free laborers to the country. It excluded first “coolies” and “slave girls”—Chinese men and women who traveled to the United States on American trading ships as indentured servants and contract laborers—and then in 1885 all immigrant contract laborers, including those from Europe. Determined to exclude all coolies and unwilling to view the Chinese as free migrants, Congress ended the migration of all Chinese laborers in 1882. During the same years, however, the United States acquired its own subordinated racial minorities in colonies—only one of which (Hawaii) eventually entered the Union as a state. 
Overall, 95 percent of nineteenth-century immigrants came from Europe.\textsuperscript{31} But despite their European origins, their large numbers drew shocked attention. After the turn of the century, almost a million immigrants a year strode off boats to find homes or work in the United States. Between 1880 and 1924, their numbers accumulated to impressive totals: four million Germans and almost as many Italians; three million Irish; two and a half million English, Scots and Welsh, and almost as many eastern European Jews; over one million Poles, and almost as many Scandinavians. Although small in numbers, the Chinese, Japanese, and Koreans continued to attract special, and negative, attention.\textsuperscript{32}

In their poverty, nineteenth-century European immigrants resembled the indentured servants and redemptioners of the colonial era more than the Puritans and Cavaliers that Anglo-Americans proudly claimed as their country’s founders. Most were of modest means or poor, and many had required assistance from home-villagers, illicit labor agents, or emigrated relatives to finance their trips to the United States.\textsuperscript{33} Immigrants seeking jobs in industry heavily outnumbered settlers on the land. Many were “sojourners” with little intention of remaining in the United States.\textsuperscript{34}

Few native-born Americans saw these new arrivals as followers in the footsteps of the original European settlers. Although Scandinavian, English, and some German immigrants shared the Protestantism of earlier English colonizers, most immigrants by the end of the nineteenth century worshiped in synagogues, in mosques, or in Catholic, Greek Orthodox, or Russian Orthodox churches. Because U.S. economic development drew on the hinterlands of nations and empires that could not match its rate of growth, many new arrivals (notably Irish, Poles, and South Slavs) had been colonized minorities—already disparaged for their backwardness and racial difference—at home. Fears of immigrant minorities mounted as southern and eastern Europeans—viewed as “dark” peoples from alien cultures—replaced the English, Scottish, and German newcomers of the pre–Civil War migrations.\textsuperscript{35} But unlike immigrants from Asia or Africa, most could at least claim citizenship through naturalization if they so chose.

Not surprisingly, demands for racial discrimination in United States immigration policy increased.\textsuperscript{36} Immigrants from China and Japan first bore the brunt of racist policies against foreigners, but discrimination did not stop with them. Mass migrations from Europe sparked intense debates about the racial status of European immigrants. Were the Irish white? Were the Italians? Could either ever successfully become Americans? Surprisingly often, the initial answer to all these questions was no.\textsuperscript{37} Social-Darwinist racial theories roughly resembling those we today associate with Hitler found an official place in U.S. immigration policy in 1899.\textsuperscript{38} Overnight, immigration officers declared northern and southern Italians two different races; they labeled most British West Indians as Africans; and they reclassified Polish or Russian Jews as “Hebrews,” in order to emphasize their Semitic and thus Oriental origins.
Migration had increased irregularly across the century, peaking just before World War I. Though the war put a clamp on immigration, the drop proved temporary; after the Armistice, demands for more restrictive laws grew. Over a presidential veto, Congress first excluded immigrants who could not read or write. When that law did not succeed in lowering immigration totals, new laws passed in 1921 and 1924 banned all Asian immigration and assigned tiny numerical quotas (albeit on a national, not a racial basis) to southern and eastern Europeans, while allowing large numbers of western and northern Europeans to enter. Clearly emerging from racial fears, these laws nevertheless did not attempt to restrict immigration from Africa (it was small in any case), from Mexico, or from any other nation in the Western Hemisphere, no matter what its peoples’ “race.”

By banning small Asian immigrations and restricting sizable southern and eastern European migrations, Congress accomplished its overarching goal, reducing the total number of immigrants entering the United States in the 1920s to about 150,000 annually. By restricting immigration while demand for labor in the United States remained strong, however, Congress also practically guaranteed that new migrants would replace excluded ones in U.S. agriculture and industry.

With the restriction of European migration after World War I, the racial minorities of the United States and the peoples of its own colonies moved to replace immigrants from Europe. African-Americans abandoned rural homes in the South for northern cities, as did the Mexican-Americans of the Southwest. Unrestricted, migrations from south to north in the Western Hemisphere grew, especially across the land border separating the United States from Mexico. Puerto Ricans and Filipinos also left their U.S.-colonized homes to experiment with work in the United States. Supporters of racist immigration laws had argued that they would “take the pressure off an overheated melting pot” in industrial cities; instead, restrictive laws merely encouraged new peoples to try their luck in the pot.

The Great Depression of the 1930s temporarily interrupted these new migrations. As jobs became scarce, the United States tightened its control of immigrants and resisted efforts to revise the quota laws of 1921 and 1924. Racial prejudice continued an important influence on U.S. immigration policy: authorities deported Mexican workers from the Southwest, failing even to differentiate between legal and undocumented immigrants or between citizens and foreigners. And the United States held firm against humanitarian demands that it suspend discriminatory quotas in order to allow Jews to escape persecution in Europe. Still, Hitler’s racial policies, leading to incarceration and murder of Jews and other minorities, attracted such negative attention that discrimination against racial minorities and southern and eastern Europeans in the United States became harder to defend. By World War II, Italians had become as indisputably white as the Irish before them. Filipinos gained their independence soon after the war, and campaigns against racial discrimination in all its legalized forms—from the segregated U.S.
Army and the drinking fountains of the South to prohibitions against Asian naturalization—gained momentum and support.

Modest changes initially exacerbated the contradictions inherent in U.S. immigration policy.\(^4\) Congress lifted racist bans against its Chinese allies during World War II, and it gave its blessing to farms that actively recruited Mexicans as temporary "bracero" workers.\(^4\) But it left in place discriminatory nationality quotas aimed at Asians and southern and eastern Europeans until 1965. Cold-war fears of foreign radicalism may have helped sustain discriminatory quotas through the economic boom of the 1950s.\(^4\) But the cold war also worked to undermine immigration policy in practice, since anti-communism moved the United States to admit small groups fleeing Communism, first in the late 1940s from eastern Europe, then in 1956 from Hungary and in 1961 from Cuba.\(^4\)

Only with a new Immigration Act in 1965 did the U.S. Congress finally attempt to provide a more permissive and racially neutral immigration policy. The law raised the number of immigrants admitted yearly to 290,000. It created numerical quotas and uniform visa requirements ("preferences") for all nations of the world.\(^4\) The Immigration Act of 1965 can thus be seen as complementing its legislative contemporaries, the civil rights laws that ended legal racial discrimination against the country's racial minorities.

The new immigration laws of the late 1960s did make migration from the Western Hemisphere and from northern Europe relatively more difficult, since people from both had effectively enjoyed unregulated migration since the 1920s.\(^4\) However, preferences for immediate relatives of naturalized immigrants and for skilled and professional workers guaranteed that older immigrant groups enjoyed particularly good access to visas, at least initially.\(^5\) And the visa status of refugees remained problematic under the new legislation;\(^6\) throughout the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, Congress and President responded periodically with special legislation and executive acts to allow carefully selected refugees, usually fleeing Communist countries or the Middle East, to enter the United States, notably from Cuba, southeast Asia, and the Soviet Union.

Patterns of immigration into the United States changed significantly under the new laws. Legal immigration totals rose well above the ceilings established under the 1965 law, to about half a million yearly in the late 1970s and 1980s, largely as a result of special provisions for relatives and refugees. As immigration increased, earlier migrations of African Americans to northern cities waned, and then reversed direction somewhat with the rapid economic development of the New South and the Sunbelt.\(^5\)

European interest in migration to the United States declined as northern European economies rebounded from World War II and attracted southern and eastern European migrant guest workers of their own.\(^5\) Italians, Portuguese, and Yugoslavs often preferred migration to northern Europe to migration to the United States, and the number of immigrants from these groups dropped to about 60,000 yearly in the 1970s.
The majority of immigrants entering the United States under the new law came instead from Asia (roughly 250,000 yearly in the 1970s and 1980s) and from Latin America and the Caribbean (upwards of 300,000 yearly during the same period). In the 1970s and 1980s, Mexico, China, Korea, Cuba, Vietnam, and the Philippines regularly ranked among the top five countries sending immigrants to the United States. Spanish-, English-, and French-speaking immigrants from the Caribbean also rapidly increased in numbers. The United States no longer draws new workers from the minorities of other nations, from its own racial minorities, or from its colonized territories. Instead, its immigrants now originate in the far-flung military and trade empire the United States has built as world leader since World War II. Many new immigrants, furthermore, are well educated and professional workers in their homelands.

As in the nineteenth century, however, today’s new migrations challenge Americans to reconsider their definitions of race and racial minorities. Native-born Americans often see immigrants from the third world as Hispanics, African Americans or Asians, yet new immigrants rarely identify with such categories. Shared origins in Africa do not automatically make the French- or Creole-speaking, Catholic Haitian the soul sister of a native African American Protestant from Atlanta. Newly arrived Colombians contrast their supposedly pure Castilian Spanish to the “Spanglish” of Puerto Ricans; new arrivals from Japan and Korea are unlikely to feel much mutual solidarity as Asians. The United States in the 1990s seems to face again a period of fundamental transformation in its racial assumptions as new immigrant minorities undermine the racial categories created centuries ago by colonialism and national expansion in this hemisphere.

CONCLUSION

The history of immigration, past and present, begins in the changing margins—or other side—of the capitalist world economy. As conquest, capitalist investment, and ties of commerce disrupted subsistence production around the world, they generated first regional and then global markets for settlers and workers from developing nations. Unfortunately, analyses of global capitalism have rarely attended in any detail to women. This chapter, too, has downplayed the importance of gender and ethnicity in a world organized hierarchically through capitalism and political centralization into developing and backward regions. Still, a growing literature on women and economic development, supplemented by studies of women under colonial rule, does shed some light on immigrant women’s early lives on the other side.

The next chapter will show that trade, investment, nation-building, and colonialism proceeded in patterned ways, forcing men and women of the other side to devise strategies for coping with change. But while capitalism and centralizing governments introduced fairly uniform changes in the hinterlands of the world, people’s responses varied considerably with culture and gender. Initially, many rural peoples chose defensive strategies to pro-
tect their kin-based households from the atomizing influence of capitalism and its system of individual wage-earning and consumption. To limit capitalism's inroads, families assigned wage labor to particular family members—most typically young men, older men, and younger women. Over time, however, more people of the other side sought to make their peace with capitalism or empire through fulltime wage-earning. And whether one embraced or rejected these changes, migration became an important mechanism for securing a future in a changing world. In this respect, too, the history of immigrant women in the United States begins on the other side.
"A map of the city would show more stripes than on the skin of a zebra, and more colors than any rainbow," Jacob Riis wrote of New York's immigrant neighborhoods in 1890. Riis would have found the other side even more colorful. Irish immigrants came to the United States as Cork- or Connaughters; Germans came as Bavarians or East Prussians; Italians came with village identities as Sambucese or Palermitani; even Jewish immigrants distinguished Galizianer from Litvak and Chasid from Maskilim. Today's "Latina" or "Hispanic" arrives thinking of herself as Cubana, Quesqueyana, or Norteña. The local identities of the other side defy bureaucratic efforts to categorize it on Ellis Island; it defies contemporary affirmative action guidelines.

Still, regardless of their precise origin, women began their transformation from the female half of the other side to female immigrant in response to the demands of capitalist expansion and national and colonial governments, demands involving only limited variations on a very small number of themes. Manipulating traditional gender ideologies in a changing context, the people of the other side responded not with hundreds of culturally distinctive coping strategies, but rather with only a few. For this reason one need not treat the experiences of Chinese, Italian, and Scandinavian women as wholly unique (although in other respects, of course, they were): these three groups of women shared key experiences in subsistence agriculture on the other side. Their experiences can be contrasted with those of Irish, Jewish Russian, and Japanese women, whose migrations are traceable instead to the spread of female wage-earning in the nineteenth century. Moreover, despite their very different backgrounds, one can usefully note how much today's immigrant women from Cuba, Cambodia, China, Antigua, or Mexico resemble this second group of women. On the other hand, both earlier groups of migrants included women uprooted at least partly by the disruptive effects of colonialism and state formation. For contemporary migrants, too, political conflicts emerging from state formation and the end of colonialism remain an important influence.

IN TRANSITION TO CAPITALISM: SUBSISTENCE PRODUCTION IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

Scholars agree that few migrants permanently leave economies based exclusively on subsistence production, where family groups work together to provide for most or all of their own needs. International migrants instead emerge
from homelands in transition to capitalist production. Most also leave regions which are either being integrated into newly forming political units or connected with disintegrating ones. The lives of women who left the other side as migrants are thus intimately bound with the histories of economic and political development of their homelands.

In rural northern Europe, Ida Lindgren married Gustaf, a large-scale tenant farmer in Skane, Sweden, in the late 1850s. The two initially prospered, and ate well—Ida would later miss the sweet-sour rye bread she baked and the drink she brewed of fruit from her own trees—but after a few years, poor harvests ruined prospects for a family that had grown to include five children. In 1870, the Lindgrens migrated to Kansas. Most of Ida’s first reactions to life in the United States revolved around changed weather conditions, natural phenomena, crops, and food.

Lalu Nathoy, a member of one of the many ethnic minorities of the Chinese empire, also worked on the land from an early age. Laboring beside her father, Lalu planted soybeans, covered over sweet potato plantings, and picked peanuts. After her father returned from a temporary emigration to Manchuria circa 1870 with sufficient cash, he risked all his savings to become a commercial wheat-raising farmer. Perhaps trying to emulate the mores of bourgeois China, he also ordered his daughter out of the fields and bound her feet. Unfortunately, poor weather destroyed his entire wheat crop. Perhaps sensing the vulnerability of this upstart (and now impoverished) family, a bandit gang led by one of her father’s disgruntled hired hands attacked the Nathoy farmstead. They kidnapped and raped Lalu, and then sold her to an international trader who did not care that she still had feet “like dragon boats.” She was approximately 14 years old at the time.

About the same age as Lalu in the 1930s, Emma Ciccotosto lived in Italy’s mountainous interior. Her father had made several trips to the United States, and he was in America at the time of her birth; later he migrated again to Australia. Emma’s mother, with the help of her three children, farmed a bit of land during her husband’s absences. She and the children lived in a house of baked mud brick and raised grain to bake into the pizza crust they ate with home-grown vegetables and oil. They cared for chickens and a cow and, working together with neighbors and kin, cut and threshed wheat for bread. Their farm and their labors fed and clothed them: Emma’s mother raised flax to spin and then weave into cloth for her daughters’ “treasure boxes,” or dowries.

Growing up in opposite corners of the world, the lives of all three women nevertheless reflected the rhythms of agricultural life and family ties to the soil. Divisions of labor by gender varied considerably in each place, as did the family and kinship beliefs of each of the women. In the early nineteenth century, the peasants of chilly Scandinavia wrung a difficult existence from the land by combining grain cultivation with animal husbandry and small-scale crafts. A typical farm passed from father to eldest son, but most men managed to acquire at least a small amount of land. An eldest son took over from
his father when the older man retired; the son would bring his wife into a common extended "stem" household. Until their children could work, the son and his wife would hire farm hands and maids for room and board or for small payments in cash and kind. As the older generation died and growing children replaced outside workers, the household would turn into a "nuclear" one.6

Peasant women’s work included care of the animals, the children, and the house; the processing and preparation of food; and the production of cloth and clothing. Men’s responsibilities included building, grain cultivation, and provision of adequate fuel and forage. Men shared their agricultural tasks, albeit in carefully defined ways, with the women of their households. Thus at haying time, men cut while women raked. At harvest time, men reaped and threshed while women gleaned. Men less frequently took part in women’s chores.7

Education, too, began and sometimes ended at home. Lutheran and Pietist Norwegians and Swedes believed the religious education of the family lay in the father’s hands, but both boys and girls learned to read. Some continued for a few years in a local government-sponsored school, but not many enjoyed education beyond basic literacy and figuring.8

Farm households more frequently required the help of farm maids than male farm hands. Young women left their own families to work caring for animals on other farms. During the summer months, the farm maids took the animals to upland pastures; the farm wife supervised the production of butter or cheese. If the wife sold either at market, she controlled the cash she earned.9

The independent work of farm maids seems also to have given Swedish women some control over sexuality and marital choices. Farm hands often visited farm maids in their sleeping quarters, and as a boy’s expectations of inheriting a farmstead increased, courting couples often began sexual relations. Although Protestant Scandinavians scarcely sanctioned premarital sex, and the male and female gossips of their small villages cruelly stigmatized illegitimate children and their mothers, few objected—or remembered—when marriage followed quickly upon pregnancy.10

In Italy in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, agricultural organization, family structure, and the division of labor by sex differed considerably by region. As in Emma’s family, subsistence production for a smallholder’s nuclear family often was women’s work, while men produced industrial goods for sale, or worked for wages in construction, or performed paid seasonal harvest work for commercial agriculture. In other areas, however, women spun or wove while men farmed. In some areas, commercial farms engaged the labor of extended family groups; in others they hired only men or only women.11

Italian fathers and mothers perceived daughters as heavy financial burdens, since daughters needed dowries before they could marry. After their marriage, however, women controlled the family purse and arranged their
children’s marriages. In this way women exercised considerable family influence. Mothers became the emotional centers of their immediate families; they were idealized through comparison to the Virgin Mary. They also created and helped sustain the kin networks upon which Italians depended for cooperative production and for social and economic security.

Strained by the new Italian state’s accelerating demands for taxes after 1860, Italian peasants periodically revolted. Women figured prominently in the crowds that murdered tax collectors, threatened draft officials, sacked local grain merchants’ storerooms, and burned down city halls. Nevertheless, women were excluded from many self-help organizations founded by men, notably friendly societies (fraternal orders).

On the other side of the world, Chinese women did not belong to the lineage of their fathers, yet they lived in a world organized around extended groups of patrilineal kin, and Confucian respect for patrilineal ancestors provided their spiritual grounding as well. In China, peasants hoped to prosper by farming in multi-generational patrilineal households. A father, his married sons and grandsons, and their wives and children shared a household, a farm, an economic destiny, and a common reputation. As in Italy, the division of labor by sex varied considerably by region. Among the Chinese poor, women commonly worked in the fields and fished in flooded rice fields or rivers. In the south, ambitious or more prosperous women worked instead in and around their homes—producing cloth and clothing, processing and preparing food, and caring for and rearing children.

Because patrilineal clans needed sons to survive, Chinese attitudes toward female children, and their marriage customs, differed from Western ones, though misogyny was common to both areas. Hard-pressed mothers neglected unwanted girl children. To avoid the payment of expensive dowries and bride prices, poor women gave up their own small daughters for adoption into the families of the little girls’ future husbands. Such adopted daughters-in-law bore surprisingly small numbers of children, perhaps because marital ties between men and women raised as siblings were sexually weak. Adopted daughters-in-law, however, enjoyed better relations with their mothers-in-law than older brides, who found it difficult to transfer obedience and emotional loyalty from their own mothers. Within the patrilineal descent group and household, Chinese women created mother-centered, “uterine” families in which mothers determined the emotional climate of family life for their subordinates. Women cultivated strong ties above all to their sons, but also to favored daughters-in-law and grandchildren.

Families without sons faced grave economic problems. Since children were expected to support their parents in old age, unmarried and only daughters in poorer families frequently worked as prostitutes; being regarded as fulfilling their filial obligations, they enjoyed community and cultural support in doing so. Most prostitutes eventually married, although usually as minor wives or concubines in large households.

Similarities between women of the other side and those of the racial minorities of the United States seem particularly obvious among groups en-
gaged in subsistence agriculture. In the Southwest, for example, Hispanic men became increasingly involved as hired hands in commercial agriculture and as seasonal labor in mining and construction, while Hispanics took over the responsibility for feeding their families back in the home village. By continuing to cultivate land collectively with their female neighbors and maintaining longstanding exchange networks in labor and food, they also sustained communal traditions in the face of capitalist demands for individual wage-earners.21

In subsistence areas around the world, family and kin groups worked together to feed, shelter, and clothe their members with no more than limited recourse to wage-earning and the market. Strongly held ideals of a collective family economy dictated the lives of all. In each case, a family economy required all family members to contribute to the family’s needs; in return, the family functioned to meet the needs of its members.22 Protestant, Catholic, and Confucian beliefs all sanctioned the sacrifice of individual needs for the good of the kin group, though patterns of kin relations varied considerably in the three regions.

Productive and reproductive work were indistinguishable in subsistence agriculture; peasant lives were not divided between a female private and a male public world, between female reproducers and male producers, or between “work” and “life.”23 Still, it is clear in all the three cases we have examined that gender determined the nature of a person’s obligations and rights—and often to women’s disadvantage. In all three cases, however, women contributed crucially and materially to group well-being; many gained influence through motherhood, though they worked longer hours than men.24 Typically, too, women of limited resources could build kin networks to support their emotional and material well-being. Finally, among all the peasants described here, men shared with women a joint subordination to government power-wielders that was just coming under challenge in the nineteenth century.

Clues to women’s status in subsistence economies are contradictory and inconclusive.25 Generally, subsistence producers valued men more than women, and they welcomed the births of boys more than girls. In Latin societies, furthermore, men believed they had to control women’s sexuality (their potential for incurring “shame”) or all in the family lost honor and social status.26

Thus subsistence production in family economies encouraged male-female cooperation but also left room for gender conflict. The dynamics of this “cooperative conflict” or “interdependence” can scarcely be teased out of historical documents.27 Evidence of virulent misogyny in European and Asian folklore and religious teaching is easy to find but very hard to interpret: we cannot know if it principally reflected social reality, functioned as an ideological sop to politically powerless men, or bolstered male esteem in the face of women skilled as manipulators of kin resources.28

Throughout the world, subsistence producers responded to the increasing pressures of capitalism and political centralization by adjusting gendered
divisions of labor within family work groups, assigning women and the old more to subsistence production and food-raising, and men and the young more to wage-earning. We do not know how decisions like these were made, nor just how to interpret them in terms of their effects on women's situations. Viewed from one perspective, peasant men are seen as having begun to modernize and innovate while subsistence-oriented peasant women lagged behind, preserving older tasks. When the change is considered, however, in combination with national and colonial initiatives to empower men through military training, political rights, and land reform, it is easy to understand why anthropologist Barbara Rogers relates the beginning of women's "domestication"—their relegation to a distinctive, home-centered world apart from men's—to the decline of subsistence production.29

INDUSTRIALIZING HOMELANDS:
WOMEN AND DEVELOPMENT
IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

In parts of Europe and Asia in the nineteenth century, early capitalist incursions into subsistence-production economies generated further economic development, culminating in industrial production, wage-earning, and the rapid proletarianization of peasants. Industry developed in extremely localized fashion, and regional economic development spurred migrations to areas with jobs, making industrial metropolises out of cities like Tokyo, Shanghai, Berlin, Stockholm, Liverpool, Milan, Budapest, Moscow, or Lvov almost overnight. In response, women increasingly dedicated themselves to wage-earning and the search for a cash income.

In a small town near Warsaw in Poland early in the twentieth century, Beatrice Pollock's parents operated a tiny store in the Jewish ghetto of 200 families. Beatrice's father traveled, purchasing groceries, while her mother managed the store. Beatrice received home schooling because Jewish children had been barred from the public schools. By age five, Beatrice began helping out in her parent's store. The job consumed ever more of her time as she grew older, and she chafed under the harsh supervision of a stepmother after her mother died.30

More prosperous, Pollock's contemporary Michiko Sato was the third daughter, and one of eight children, of a sugar merchant family in Hiroshima City, Japan. Both of her parents managed the family business, which employed twelve people. Her mother—the "real boss," according to Michiko—insisted that the children go to school, but she did not otherwise supervise their lives; she was too busy at work. Servants cooked meals and cleaned their house. Michiko worked in the family store until an emigrant asked to marry her.31

Norah Joyce grew up in a family of seven children, five of them girls, on the Aran islands off the Irish coast. Like most island families, the Joyces supported themselves by combining farming, fishing, herding, and handcrafts.
At twelve, when Norah had finished parish school, she began doing housework for summer vacationers on the island; at fifteen she went off to Dublin to work as a servant in one of their homes. A native speaker of Gaelic, Norah learned English in Dublin. Then in 1928 she emigrated to the United States.32

The choices of Irish women like Norah Joyce reflected Ireland’s colonial status, within easy reach of Great Britain’s expanding cities and industries. In the 1840s Ireland had suffered one of the most severe crises of subsistence agriculture in all of Europe, as over a million died during an extended potato blight. In the aftermath of the famine, Irish life changed in all essential details. Partible inheritance, youthful and universal marriage, and high fertility disappeared; primogeniture, late marriage, high rates of celibacy, and sharp declines in marital fertility replaced them. Without land, no one could marry in the countryside, and regardless of sex, they had to seek their fortunes elsewhere.33 While Ireland itself offered few jobs for women, domestic service and textile jobs beckoned in England (or in colonial administrative centers such as Dublin).

Irish Catholicism and traditions of sex segregation made domestic service particularly attractive to Irish women, who saw work in middle-class homes as a protection against undesired contacts with men.34 Moreover, like women in Scandinavia and Germany, Irish girls saw work in a middle-class urban kitchen as a step up from farm labor. It introduced women to bourgeois domestic practices and to the rudiments of genteel womanhood.

Unlike other Catholics, furthermore, the Irish did not disparage life-long celibacy. Indeed, Ireland stands out as one of the few European countries where late marriage and high celibacy rates did not result in climbing rates of illegitimacy. Burgeoning Irish Catholic sisterhoods offered unmarried women a world apart, where they could support themselves as religious workers.35 Given a high degree of gender hostility in Irish culture, Irish women weighed wage-earning spinsterhood and convent life against marriage and sometimes found the latter too risky.36

After the famine, Irish women defined themselves in strikingly economic terms.37 Whether married or single, they assumed they ought to earn money whenever possible. Women viewed waged work as a necessary form of social security, since the outlook for marriage was limited, and the prospects of widowhood for wives (who married late) quite high.

Jewish women of eastern Europe also defined themselves in economic as well as familial terms.38 In Russia, Poland, and Austria, Jews had always been excluded from agriculture. Russian economic development and the growth of industry further reinforced Jewish concentration in commercial and industrial pursuits, as petty peddlers, as small-scale or marginal artisans, and, eventually, as early factory wage-earners.39

A religious faith based on adherence to and interpretation of written laws covenanted with God, Judaism exalted the learned man and scholar. All Jewish boys received the rudiments of training for religious scholarship. By contrast, few girls received much religious education beyond the domestic
rituals that were women’s responsibility. Most learned to read and write. Because marriage to a young scholar might require women to become breadwinners, girls more often trained for a life of work.40

Settled in small market towns throughout the Russian Pale, Jewish women figured prominently in local commerce and exchange.41 Jewish market traders bought and sold from the Gentile peasants among whom they lived and worked. Unlike Beatrice Pollock’s mother (who was sickly), many traveled the countryside, maintaining contacts with peasant suppliers and purchasers. Wives who did not peddle or trade worked beside their shoemaker or tailor husbands.

As a religious minority in a Russian Orthodox empire, shtetl Jews often bore the brunt of violent peasant attacks, or pogroms. The Russian state provided Jews little or no protection, and in some cases even encouraged ethnic violence.42 Peasants’ hatred of Jews focused mainly on men, whom they falsely charged with murdering Christian children for religious rituals. But the Christians’ violence did not stop with males, and both Jewish men and women especially feared for women during peasant attacks, since women might be raped as well as killed.43

Fleeing pogroms and poverty, poor, single Jewish women gravitated toward cities offering factory work.44 There, urban life and separation from their natal families sparked further change. They learned of the Jewish enlightenment and of the secular pursuit of justice for oppressed peoples. Inspired by such ideas, girls began to demand secular education for themselves.45 In the early factories of eastern Europe, Jewish girls also encountered the first rumblings of the Jewish labor movement.46

Industrialization had also begun in Michiko Sato’s homeland. In rural Japan, as in post-famine Ireland, peasants maintained family farms (called ie) big enough to sustain family life only by strict adherence to intractable inheritance. Most children had to leave their home community.47 New taxes demanded by the Japanese state in the 1870s plunged farm households into debt and crisis; as in Italy, China, and eastern Europe, violent peasant revolts followed, as did the search for new sources of cash.48 While Michiko Sato worked in a prosperous family business, a much larger population of newly proletarianized Japanese female wage-earners were attracted by humbler jobs in Japanese cities.

As in China, the place for girls in rural Japanese villages was tenuous.49 Not only were poor girls subject, like their brothers, to being abandoned or being “sold” (indentured) into service, but they were much more likely than boys to be killed in infancy.50 And, as in China, it was girls who were “to be sold”—that is, turned over to the kin group of their grooms-to-be. (Commercial language was employed in both societies because marriages required the groom’s family to pay a “bride price,” while the bride brought a dowry with her into her marriage). In strong contrast to China and much of southern Europe, however, Japanese women received as much education as sons, averaging six years of elementary school.51
As Japan’s rulers encouraged industrial development in order to protect the country from Western exploitation, new jobs drew Japanese girls beyond their rural homes and family circles. Unmarried women found work in inns and in traditional industries (tea processing, paper-making). Farmers’ daughters also made up the vast majority of workers in Japan’s new and rapidly growing textile industry. Other girls worked in construction and mining. Overall, in 1900, women were 60 percent of Japan’s industrial labor force. Parents received the wages of their indentured daughters who worked in mills far from their northern, mountainous homes. Living in dormitories, mill workers suffered constant surveillance and discipline, even in their free time.52

Factory girls fared better, however, than daughters contracted into lives as entertainers or prostitutes in official urban brothels. While some daughters dedicated themselves to paying off their family’s debts in this fashion, others rebelled and sought to escape. But few who began work as prostitutes could return to rural life or to other jobs.53

Japanese daughters did not escape rural traditions of courtship and marriage. Mill workers continued to depend on their parents to arrange their marriages into the twentieth century. These arranged marriages eventually facilitated the migration of Japanese women like Michiko Sato to the United States.54

With further capitalist development and urbanization, the lives of the women of the other side increasingly revolved around the search for wages as the best means to “a living.” Polish women migrated to Germany;55 northern Italian women migrated to Swiss textile towns.56 Swedish women went to Stockholm to work in middle-class kitchens, while Czechs and Slovaks headed for Vienna or Budapest in search of similar jobs.57 In Europe, young girls moved cityward in larger numbers than their brothers as demand for domestic servants in middle-class households skyrocketed.58 Thus women’s migration began with wage-earning on the other side.

In some ways, wage-earning supported female autonomy. Young women earned individual wages, far from the immediate supervision of parents or brothers. Factory operatives shared the company of other girls much like themselves—an experience which could encourage both labor militancy and the creation of urban youth cultures.59 But in other respects, old loyalties to family economies survived mobility and wage-earning. Many young urban workers, male and female, returned their wages to mothers or fathers remaining behind in the countryside.60 In still other ways, new job options obviously created new forms of female subjugation. The farm maid in Scandinavia’s summer pastures with her cows did not eat as well as the urban domestic servant in Stockholm, and her environment offered few new or exciting entertainments. But she undoubtedly enjoyed more independence.61

As women’s work lives changed, so too did their options for marriage and family life. The age at marriage increased for both men and women; with the delay of marriage rates of illegitimacy often rose as well.62 Concerns about
the sexuality and morality of domestic servants and factory girls, and more generally about any unmarried women living apart from their families, strongly colored discussions of female autonomy and the formation of the urban working classes on the other side.

For the men of the other side, capitalist development, proletarianization, and their insistence on acquiring political power went hand in hand. New national or imperial governments called upon men to serve in their armies; former peasants and serfs demanded that their voices be heard, too—as male citizens. As this "nationalization" of common men proceeded, the status of ordinary women seemed to decline relative to men's. But the most daring women also began claiming the rights of full citizenship for themselves.63

Industrialization required new coping strategies of rural peoples no longer able to grow their own food or return to the land that had fed, housed, and clothed them. Young female wage-earners' move beyond the immediate supervision of parents, kin, and home community brought dangers as well as new opportunities. Even among daughters like Beatrice Pollock or Michiko Tanaki—who still worked at home in family groups—contact with the marketplace and the city introduced women to a wider world and to new ways of thinking about it. These were important preconditions for the migrations that extended outward from the developing areas of the other side to the United States.

WOMEN AND THE OTHER SIDE
IN RECENT DECADES

Today's migrants to the United States also typically begin their lives in the developing parts of the third world.64 For example, Thann Meng ("Celia") Vann Noup was born into an educated middle-class family in Cambodia, where her father was principal of a primary school. After finishing college in Phnom Penh, Vann studied for six months in Michigan, then returned to Cambodia in 1955 to marry and teach. Her husband, a soldier, became commander of anti-Communist forces opposing North Vietnamese incursions into Cambodia. Together, the couple had four daughters. After the United States left nearby Vietnam, Vann knew the Khmer Rouge would triumph, so she sent two daughters to her sister in Paris. With her other children, Vann attempted to flee, leaving her husband in a city under siege; she never saw him again. A number of harrowing years of starvation in Khmer Rouge camps followed, then escape to refugee camps and the United States.65

Mrs. Rosalyn Morris was born in Jamaica in the 1930s. Her mother had died young, and her father had gone away, so a grandmother raised her. At thirteen Rosalyn left school to begin work caring for young boys in a boarding school for thirty cents a week, plus her room and board. Later she moved on to a better job in the capital, Kingston, where she lived in as servant for a white family. By 1958 she had five children and worked as a cleaner in a Chi-
nese store. With many of her children growing up, however, Mrs. Morris decided to go to New York, leaving her youngest child with an aunt.66

Maniya “Honey” Barredo was a child star on Philippine television by the time she was eight. The daughter of a former ballerina, she began dancing as soon as she could walk. Raised in a comfortable but troubled large family in Manila, the capital of the Philippines, Honey came to the United States at eighteen in order to audition for the American Ballet Center, the school for the Joffrey Ballet.67

Some immigrant women still leave lives in subsistence agriculture. Asylum-seekers Isabel Ramírez and her husband Francisco, Kanojobal Indians, grew up in the mountains of Guatemala. After a number of years of courtship, they began a common-law marriage. Together the two managed a herd of seventy sheep, but could raise little other food for their children, who rarely ate more than three tortillas a day. When government troops annihilated nearby Indian villages in 1981–1982, Isabela and Francisco, with many fellow villagers, decided to follow cassette-tape messages sent by emigrated kin to the United States.68

Like Beatrice Pollock from Jewish Russia and “Celia” Vann Noup from Phnom Penh, refugee women entering the United States since the 1930s have often enjoyed middle-class lives in their homelands. Typical are the many urban and middle-class women of Cuba who fled political repression after the Communist revolution in 1960. The earliest Cuban exile women were solidly middle- to upper-class, often well educated by the standards of their home country. Nevertheless, a sharp cultural divide between the “street” and “the house” had defined their lives; in Cuba “respectable” women led domestic lives. To enter the street or public sphere as a wage-earner reflected negatively both on a woman’s sexual morality and on the masculinity and bread-winning capabilities of her husband; it also carried with it the stigma of a fall in class status, since only poor Cuban women worked outside the home. Thus, though daughters raised in wealthy Cuban families received education as a mark of their class, they understood that their futures would revolve around marriage, family, and the complex social world of the Cuban elite. Families celebrated a daughter’s coming of age with elaborate ritual, but carefully protected her virginity.69

Refugees from rural Laos—predominantly Buddhists—were, like Isabel Ramírez, among the poorer refugees. Until the 1970s subsistence agriculture organized by large extended households persisted in Laos, and material standards of living were extremely low. Families raised rice and vegetables to eat; fish from flooded rice fields supplemented their simple diets.70 Women’s education was even more limited than men’s. Lao kinship principles encouraged Lao daughters to bring their husbands to live with or near their parents’ households. Typically the youngest daughter then inherited parental property. As a result, women lived and raised their children semicommunally among groups of women kin they had known since infancy. Men (who, if
wealthy, might take more than one wife) seemed peripheral to life in an extended Lao household.  

In the third world today, as in rural Europe and China in the nineteenth century, domestic division of labor by gender has changed as capitalist production, foreign trade, and colonial bureaucrats have expanded their influence. Initially women limited wage-earning in order to continue subsistence production and childrearing. Substantial numbers of Latin American peasant women found themselves labeled “unemployed” as a result. Yet state-supported agrarian reform transferred land titles only to men, and trained only them in new agricultural techniques.

For most third world immigrants, however, work for wages and in small business ventures replaced subsistence production long before they left for the United States. Among the intelligentsia of the former Soviet Union and eastern Europe, in South America, and even in the Moslem Middle East, for example, education and training for professional employment are elite privileges shared by men and women, rather than male prerogatives. Many women of elite third world families pursued advanced study and professional training in Europe, the U.S.S.R., or the United States. Although some entered “women’s professions” (defined differently in the Communist world, the Middle East, and Latin America), their education prepared them for a life of wage-earning.

The same is true of humbler third world women, for whom wage-earning and money have become essential considerations. The search for wages, as in the past, first spurs their migration to developing cities. But the exact nature of poor women’s urban work differs by region and culture. In large parts of South and Central America and the Caribbean, urban demand for domestic servants draws huge numbers of rural women toward the slums of rapidly expanding new cities, from Medellin to Santo Domingo or Port-au-Prince (In Lima, 90 percent of women migrants become domestics.) Women migrants to Latin American cities outnumber men. But migrants with children often find that market work as buyers, sellers, and traders allows them to continue familial responsibilities more easily than domestic service. (Female trading in the Caribbean and Latin America also builds on long-standing cultural traditions with roots in American Indian and African practices.)

Although their work is similar, the family patterns of servants and market traders in Latin America and the Caribbean differ significantly from those of their Asian and European counterparts of the nineteenth century. It is true that in Latin America and the Spanish Caribbean, the middle classes remain influenced by Spanish traditions: the family ideal is monogamous, lifelong, and religiously sanctioned marriage, with child-rearing carried out within nuclear family households. Many Afro-Caribbeans and poorer women throughout the Caribbean and Central and South America, however, prefer informal, short-term common-law marriages. Women form households with their mothers, young children, grown daughters, and grandchildren; they may or may not invite their current male partners to join them. Female rela-
tives help care for and house the children of women working in domestic service or marketing. These women believe that casual liaisons limit their exposure to male violence and allow them greater economic flexibility in providing for their children, whom they regard as their main source of emotional support. A rapid rise in the number and proportion of female-headed households has accompanied economic development throughout the Caribbean and the mushrooming cities of South America.

In parts of Southeast Asia and Mexico, new “global factories” have become the primary employers of city-bound rural women. Often built by Western investors, factories locate where labor is inexpensive and unorganized; most produce for highly competitive consumer markets in the United States and Europe. Young unmarried women work for very low wages in these electronics, plastics, clothing, and food-processing factories. In Southeast Asia, women make up forty percent of the industrial workforce. Their parents see factory employment as a new and better way for girls to contribute to family economies, and many working girls return substantial portions of their wages to their parents. Mexican girls working in factories gain slightly more control over their wages in time, but they too usually begin work to contribute to family economies.

How much autonomy Asian or Mexican girls gain through their work remains controversial. Asian parents fear that girls living in dormitories and working in factories will reject traditional courtship and marriage rituals. Dating has increased among factory workers, as has the average age of marriage among the young women workers in Taiwanese global factories. Arranged marriages, however, have not disappeared, and most girls leave factory life to become daughters-in-law in complex extended patrilineal family households, which depend on wage-earning by several members.

The homeland experiences of today’s third world women do reveal some striking similarities to those of the developing parts of the other side in Europe and Asia in the late nineteenth century. In both these “other sides,” we find wage-earning work, migration to nearby cities, and experiments with life beyond parental families becoming important female experiences—and ones that facilitate further migration. Still, the similarities between nineteenth- and twentieth-century other sides should not be overstated. Third world women, especially in the Caribbean and in Central and South America, are accustomed to a degree of economic self-reliance that few Asian and European women enjoyed in the late nineteenth century.

CONCLUSION

Every culture on the other side used gender to assign differing tasks and responsibilities, but precise notions of appropriate female behavior nevertheless varied significantly around the world, especially in regard to women’s place in family systems. For the last two centuries, differing traditional notions of proper womanly behavior within families have confronted broadly
similar economic transformations introduced by capitalism, along with political changes sparked by the demands of nations and empires for taxes and loyalty. Subsistence producers responded to these challenges at first by seeking to limit the penetration of the state and of wage-labor into their homes, mainly by having women carry on subsistence activities while men moved beyond subsistence. By contrast, in some areas of Asia and Europe in the nineteenth century and in an ever-growing portion of the third world today, capitalist development, cash-based commerce, and wage-earning dominated (and dominate) the lives of rural and city dwellers, of rich and poor, and of men and women alike.

Beginning in the late nineteenth century, and increasingly in the twentieth, the women and men who have immigrated to the United States have left behind the economically developing areas of the other side of the capitalist world economy, rather than the poorest and most subsistence-oriented areas. Migration to the United States has always extended migrants' involvement with capitalism, even when it was intended to protect subsistence families from capitalism, as in the case of lone men temporarily migrating in order to earn extra cash for their families. Today's immigrant women enjoy better educations and greater familiarity with wage-earning work, with urban life, and with industrial workplaces than did the European and Asian women of the early to mid-nineteenth century. As will be discussed below, substantial numbers have benefited from solidly middle-class or elite privileges in their homelands.

Whether the confrontation with capitalism in the homeland introduced women there to greater autonomy is a complex matter. What many women in the United States accept as female autonomy—individual wage-earning outside a family economy and full participation in a "public world"—was also an index of female proletarianization on the other side. It seems a troublesome oversimplification to label these changes emancipatory when women lost resources they valued—notably kin ties and familial self-sufficiency—in the process.

As the next chapter follows the women of the other side to the United States, the importance of their starting places will be apparent. Not only did it matter whether a woman was Irish or Chinese, Italian or Japanese, Cuban or Kanjobal—with all their attendant culturally distinctive gender assumptions—in her own homeland; it also mattered whether she had lived as an isolated peasant for whom the challenges of wage-earning were brand new, or had been a domestic servant, factory worker, or market woman already accustomed to an urban and commercial life and a national identity. Where a woman started from culturally, economically, and politically heavily influenced where in the United States she landed—both as an immigrant worker and as a woman confronting the United States' new and different gender assumptions.
Over the last two hundred years, the ratio of female to male immigrants has varied greatly (see Table 3.1). Though initially women were a small minority of incoming immigrants, their representation increased, along with immigration totals, during the early nineteenth century. After holding steady at about 40 percent until 1890, the proportion of women immigrants dropped to its lowest post-1820 point—30 percent—even as total immigration reached its historical peak. Then women's representation again rose, as total immigration declined. Female majorities characterized the Great Depression, war, and postwar years, when total migrations were very low. Most recently, as immigration has once more increased, male and female immigrants have arrived in roughly equal numbers.

In their origins, culture, and demographic characteristics, women immigrants roughly resembled men of their own backgrounds and thus sometimes differed considerably among themselves. However, because they were (1) accustomed to dividing men's and women's labors into complementary tasks, and (2) facing immigration laws which increasingly institutionalized American assumptions about proper gender relations, immigrant women migrated and lived their new lives according to patterns that were in some respects unique. A careful examination of these two factors will help us understand the transition from female minority to female majority.

**IMMIGRANT WOMEN**

The lives of individual women contain important hints to women's motives and points of view as migrants, as well as introducing us to female patterns of migration. Ida Lindgren, for example, left Sweden with her husband and children, intending to settle for good in the United States as a farm family. Rosa Popovich's mother came to the United States in 1912 from rural Croatia to join her husband, who had been in the United States for two years, living as a boarder and working for Pittsburgh Steel. Like Rosa, Emma Ciccotosto, whom we also met in Chapter 2, never needed her dowry in her native land: she, her siblings, and her mother followed an emigrant father to Australia.

Also Italian, Michela Gaetano Profeta came to the United States because her father had arranged a marriage for her there. Because of a jealous stepmother, Michela had grown up with her grandmother, studying sewing and earning 10 cents a week for her work. Michela had hoped to follow her sister to their maternal aunt in New York, and to work as a dressmaker. Instead,
### Percentage Female among Immigrants to the United States, 1820–1980

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERCENT FEMALE</th>
<th>TOTAL IMMIGRATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1820–29</td>
<td>31.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1830–39</td>
<td>37.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1840–49</td>
<td>44.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1850–59</td>
<td>41.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1860–69</td>
<td>39.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1870–79</td>
<td>39.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1880–89</td>
<td>38.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890–99</td>
<td>38.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900–09</td>
<td>30.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1910–19</td>
<td>34.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920–29</td>
<td>43.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930–39</td>
<td>55.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940–49</td>
<td>61.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950–59</td>
<td>53.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960–69</td>
<td>55.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970–79</td>
<td>53.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


her father listened to the promises of a Pittsburgh man taken with Micheleña’s wavy hair. Micheleña objected—she did not remember meeting the man—but then obeyed. Similarly, when Michiko Sato reached nineteen, her parents in Hiroshima arranged a marriage to Saburo Tanaki, who was in the United States with his father. (Saburo’s mother ran a small confectionery store that traded with the Sato’s.) Saburo returned to Japan to marry Michiko; then the young couple left for the United States in 1923. Far harsher was the experience of Lalu Nathoy, who was sold by her kidnapper to a Chinese man exporting indentured women and prostitutes to California. And unlike any of these women, Martha Vásquez de Gómez went back to her native land to marry; she never returned to the United States.

Sometime around 1920, Mrs. Shinoda also traveled to the United States as a bride—but she had always dreamed of doing so. In a grade school essay called “What I Wish For,” she announced her desire to emigrate. She told her father she would not marry unless she could go the United States, and she persisted until her father gave in and found her a Japanese husband in California. At twenty-eight, Mrs. Shinoda traveled to the United States as a “picture bride.” Equally adventurous was Beatrice Pollock, who wanted to escape her stepmother. Beatrice left Poland at age eighteen, without saying good-bye to the woman she hated. With her father’s understanding and
blessing, she traveled alone, just before World War I, to Chicago; there her sister had married a kind and prosperous (if boring) small businessman.

Mrs. Bardusky, on the other hand, came to the United States (also from Poland) because she had to help support her orphaned siblings. She lost both parents—proprietors of a butcher shop and grocery store—before she was fourteen. An older married sister took a few of the children so Mrs. Bardusky could first go to Warsaw to support them by working as a cook. At the same time, her oldest brother went to the United States planning to finance her emigration. In 1885 Mrs. Bardusky joined her brother; the two worked together to bring over other brothers and sisters. Norah Joyce, by contrast, had to think mainly of supporting herself. Leaving her Dublin job, she traveled alone but joined an emigrant sister and aunt in Boston, where she again quickly found work.

Hannah Kalijian, an Armenian girl, fled to the United States from Turkey with her mother and siblings. Her father had disappeared while serving in the Ottoman Empire’s army in 1915. In 1920 she and her family heard reports of Turks destroying a nearby Armenian town. Fearing deportation, the family escaped across the mountains to Constantinople (where a married sister refused them refuge), then to Cyprus (and temporary shelter with an aunt), and finally to a refugee camp near Beirut. More fortunate than many, Hannah also had an older sister in the United States, who agreed to help. In New York Hannah started school as a thirteen-year-old third-grader. Years later, “Celia” Vann Noup and Isabel Ramírez followed this refugee trail to the United States. Celia and her surviving daughters flew to the United States after being sponsored by a sister-in-law in Washington, D.C., while Isabel Ramírez walked most of the way through Mexico, following taped messages to her kinsmen in Indiantown, Florida.

Immigrant women’s personal desires and intentions varied enormously, as did their levels of choice and control over their migration. Still, four patterns of migration can be traced in their stories. One pattern is composed of refugees, among whom women are usually very well represented, if not always the majority. For many of the refugees, marriage or family reunification and the search for wages have intertwined with a threat in the homeland to spark emigration and draw women to the United States. Quests for family wholeness and/or for income have been even more obvious motivations for the other three groups of migrant women. (John Bodnar has argued that this has been generally true for men, too.) Two varieties of family migration can be identified. In one, women like Angela Heck and Ida Lindgren migrated together with their husbands, intending to remain permanently with them as settlers in the United States—often as operators of small businesses (as in the case of Heck) or on the land (as in Lindgren’s case). Since the women and the men in these families were traveling together, sex ratios were balanced. By contrast, women like Rosa Popovich and her mother remained on the other side while husbands and fathers emigrated, returned, and emigrated again.
Some of these women also eventually followed—or were sent out from the other side—to marry, to reunite the family group, and to work in family enterprises or family economies. In this second type of family migration, women’s representation was initially very low, then rose. (Defined by men’s experiences, this migration pattern is sometimes called “sojourning.” Their female counterparts have been called the “women who wait.”) A fourth migration pattern is represented by Martha Vásquez de Gómez, Norah Joyce, and Mrs. Rosalyn Morris, who emigrated without nuclear families in order to earn wages. Even these independent women often enjoyed considerable help and support from relatives. And for some, the search for cash or adventure was inseparable from the hope for marriage. Whether classified as “labor migrations” or “marriage migrations,” women were well represented among such migrations of young wage-earners.

Independent of background or gender, working-aged people predominated among U.S.-bound immigrants, past and present. In the nineteenth century, migrants varied mainly in whether they migrated prior to or soon after marriage. Roughly equal proportions of women immigrants (43%) and men immigrants (46%) were unmarried. Immigrant groups with high proportions of single women (like the Irish) tended also to have high proportions of single men; similarly, groups with high proportions of married women (Chinese, Mediterranean) tended also to have high proportions of married men. The migrations of unmarried men and women were more gender balanced, while heavily male-dominated migrations involved more married persons, of both sexes.

The presence of married women and young children among immigrants indicated family (specifically “nuclear” family) migrations. Between half and two-thirds of women migrated in nuclear family migrations before 1920. The Irish case seems a noteworthy exception: only 17 percent of Irish women in 1910, for example, came with nuclear families. Family migration is even more common today. In the 1970s, two-thirds of adult men immigrants and about three-quarters of adult women immigrants had already married before they came to the United States. And about a quarter of today’s immigrants are children under 15.

Women’s and men’s work had differed on the other side, so it is scarcely surprising that the occupations immigrant men and women brought to the United States diverged strikingly—when the women were considered to have an occupation at all. Only 10 percent of female arrivals gave an occupation in the 1870s; by 1900, the figure was still only 30 percent. Moreover, the occupational range of these women was highly circumscribed. Of all immigrant women claiming an occupation, the majority (87 percent in 1896) gave their occupation as domestic servant during these 30 years. Seamstresses and dressmakers, spinners, weavers, and teachers made up the only other sizeable groups of female wage-earners. In fact, domestic service was the most important female occupation—one claimed by female immigrants of all backgrounds—from the 1870s through the 1920s. Single immigrant women,
regardless of background, most often called themselves domestics. Thus migrations with many single women, like the Irish, contained the highest proportions both of female wage-earners and of domestic servants.11

Things have changed less than one might have expected. Today's female immigrants are still much less likely than men to claim an occupation—34 and 77 percent do so, respectively. Depending on the exact date examined, a quarter to just over a third of women immigrants in the 1970s had occupations, or about the same proportion as among early-twentieth-century immigrants. Like their immigrant predecessors, recently arrived women have worked in a narrow range of occupations, many of them female-dominated. Since the end of World War II, U.S. makers of immigration policy have sought to encourage the immigration of skilled and professional workers to the United States, but they have not always recognized traditionally female skills and professions—notably clerical work—in granting occupational preferences. If the desire for human capital is to drive U.S. immigration policy, then it seems the United States ignores human capital in its distinctively female varieties. Men outnumber women admitted with visas for specified skilled and professional occupations three to one; most women admitted with labor certification are nurses.12

Among today's immigrants, over half of immigrant women claiming an occupation have done some variety of white-collar or professional work, while the remainder have worked, in fairly equal numbers, in blue-collar and service industries. The largest single categories of immigrant women workers come from white-collar and service work: nurses (9% of immigrant working women) lead the field, followed by private-household housekeepers (6.8%) and secretaries (6.2%).13 (The reason foreign-born nurses—many from the West Indies, the Philippines, and Korea—are the most visible group of immigrant professional women is that Congress passed special legislation facilitating their admittance in the 1980s.)14

Especially in the past, men more often entered the United States intending to return home again. Still, one cannot simply contrast "settler" women with "sojourner" men, for men's and women's rates of return rose and fell together.15 Furthermore, the female settler/male sojourner pattern is far from uniform for all groups and periods; for instance, New World and southern and eastern European immigrant women often had higher rates of return than northern European men in the early twentieth century. On average, however, women were more apt to stay. And in combination with men's higher mortality rates, women's lower rates of return created a fairly gender-balanced foreign-born U.S. population (46% female) for the period 1860–1920, despite men's higher entry rates.16

Occupational differences are thus important reasons for diverging male and female migration patterns. At the same time, however, certain contrasts between the female immigrants of the past and those of the present contain strong hints about the impact of restrictive laws on immigrant sex ratios. Historians have emphasized how the home-country culture and the demands of
the U.S. economy limited women’s migration among some groups (like the Italians) while encouraging it among others (like the Irish).17 Meanwhile, most sociologists now see U.S. immigration law as the cause of women’s rising presence among immigrants in the twentieth century. Each of these possibilities deserves fuller exploration.

GENDERED LABOR AND IMMIGRANT SEX RATIOS

Male and female migration can both be traced to changes in the world economy. While both men and women devoted increasing hours of their time to wage-earning in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, much work—whether we call it “subsistence production,” “reproduction,” or housework—remained unpaid, and in cash economies it was very apt to be women’s work. Where, how, and for whom women would work—with or without pay, within family groups or outside them—became central issues for prospective male and female migrants.18

The lives of individual women immigrants introduced us to four female migration patterns. Two aimed to preserve family economies based on subsistence production without wages; a third migration (characteristic of the developing regions of the other side) was simultaneously a migration of young wage-earners mediated by an international market for their labor and an international “marriage market” migration facilitating family formation under changing circumstances.19 Of these patterns, the third, along with a fourth—refugee migrations—were most often associated with gender balance among immigrants.

Contemporary U.S. observers attributed women’s declining presence among the immigrants of 1860–1900 to the immigrants’ changing backgrounds. It seems more likely, however, that the disappearance of free and readily available land in the United States changed the migration strategies of subsistence farmers during this period. Never available to Chinese migrants, because of racial discrimination, by 1890 U.S. land had also become less easy for families like the Lindgrens to obtain. New cash sources, not new land, became the primary means of propping up subsistence-level family farming in the Popovich and Ciccotosto families, as it had been earlier for Chinese families. By the end of the century families sought to maintain subsistence at home by sending their men abroad, rather than attempting to reproduce subsistence in the United States by migrating together as the Lindgrens and Hecks had.

Kin structures on the other side also heavily influenced who migrated to the United States, as the search for cash replaced the search for land. In many parts of southern and eastern Europe and China, kin groups larger than the nuclear family practiced agriculture together; nowhere did women and children depend on a lone husband or father as “breadwinner.” The result was that men could easily detach themselves—both economically and cultur-
ally—to migrate in search of wages. Chinese kin groups may even have initially held wives “hostage,” refusing to allow them to migrate in order to force young husbands to return.20

The women who remained behind to raise food guaranteed that men could work for low wages abroad. By working without wages, women of the other side also underwrote the reproduction of the developing world’s labor force. Male migrants did not have to earn, and rarely received, a wage sufficient to support the birthing, feeding, or education of a new generation. Not surprisingly, male migrations sometimes became a permanent way of life, particularly when a stagnating home economy failed to make a complete transition to capitalist production.21 From a different perspective, however, women’s labors in agriculture emerge as one of the very factors delaying the total proletarianization of European and Asian farming families into the twentieth century.

Whether male migrations also changed gender relations on the other side is unsettled. The women who waited in Poland in the early twentieth century denied their competence as farmers and repeatedly asserted their need for help and guidance, thus demonstrating to absent husbands their commitment to their leadership.22 And though a Mexican woman who manages her family farm today during a husband’s absence temporarily becomes a “mujer fuerte,” she will revert to deferential ways once her husband returns.23 Studies of women left behind in the Caribbean by male migrations prior to World War II, on the other hand, trace these women’s autonomy and subsequent independent migration to the United States to female mutual-help networks developed during that time.24

From the nineteenth into the twentieth century, wages lured the largest numbers of women, relative to men, to experiment with migration to the United States. Most of those female jobs were in U.S. cities. In U.S.-bound and other migrations, men outnumbered women headed to farming and mining frontiers, while women outnumbered men headed cityward. Within the United States, too, black and white men dominated migrations westward, while black and white women dominated urban migrations.25 American cities, not farming districts, had the most balanced immigrant sex ratios.

International migrations of women to the United States had a pronounced urban bias because cities offered women the best chances to work for wages, whether they came alone or in family groups. Immigrant women were more likely than men to arrive in East Coast ports, especially New York. And women more than men gave industrial areas like New England and other parts of the Northeast as their destination.26 Urban domestic service, textile mills, and garment production drew migrant women as workers.27 Textile jobs and garment production concentrated in New England and the Mid-Atlantic states, where three-fifths of arriving immigrant women in the 1890s hoped to live.28 Individual city economies also drew immigrants in differing mixes of male and female, depending on their industrial base. While disproportionate numbers of immigrant men preferred heavy industry and
mining centers like Pittsburgh, the upper Midwest, or Buffalo, over half of all arriving dressmakers and seamstresses headed for New York and its garment industry.  

Immigrant women in the nineteenth century responded primarily to U.S. labor market demand for unskilled and semiskilled female labor. This varied over time, and it developed along a trajectory somewhat independent of U.S. demand for male labor. Because of their differing options on the other side, women in areas of subsistence production and those already earning wages in developing regions responded differently to the changing U.S. market for female laborers.

As the size of the U.S. female workforce expanded, the number of female immigrants increased to its historical peak, and the proportion of immigrant women with an occupation more than tripled.  

Still, when compared to demand for unskilled male labor, demand for unskilled women's labor stagnated. Middle-class women employers complained incessantly about a "servant crisis," yet demand for domestics increased only slowly between 1870 and 1920. It lagged well behind the overall growth of the female labor force and well behind the growth in the number of arriving foreign domestic servants. Demand for female industrial workers grew more vigorously during these years. But much of the growth in the female work force after 1870 came from skyrocketing demand for female white-collar workers—jobs not open to the foreign-born. Thus, even as the numbers and proportions of servants arriving in the United States increased, domestic servants formed an ever smaller component of the American female workforce, and immigrant women's portion in the female workforce declined from the nineteenth to the twentieth century. Not surprisingly, so did women's representation among newly arriving immigrants.

Two factors nevertheless kept women's representation high in migrations from the developing parts of the other side. Unable to return to subsistence production in the countryside, the women who had worked in domestic service in Europe experienced the opening of middle-class homes and kitchens in the United States as a widening market for their labor. They compared opportunities in the United States to those in Europe, not to demand for domestic service in the United States in earlier decades. And they found those opportunities exciting: the United States seemed a vastly larger market for their labor than any regional European market could be. As noted earlier, in every case where single women made up a high proportion of immigrants—most notably among the Irish and the Scandinavians, but also among some eastern European and Caribbean migrations—there were also high proportions of domestic servants.

Since young women domestic servants, like their male counterparts, had few opportunities to marry at home—in Germany they might even be prohibited from doing so—migration to the United States promised not only wages but hopes for marriage and family life. Germans already in the United States encouraged their female kin and friends to migrate to a land where
they could marry quickly and relatively well, and where they could exercise more choice in acquiring a spouse. "I will see to it that each of you gets a good husband who lets you have pretty dresses," wrote one.35 Youthful domestic servants leaving for the United States recorded their sense of excitement and adventure as they went in search of jobs, husbands, and adulthood in a new country. "We wanted to see the great, big world!" a Finnish maid exulted.36

Immigrant men also demanded female labor—both in family households and in a commercialized sex trade. The existence of an international "white slave trade" horrified (and sometimes also titillated) Americans.37 Although greatly exaggerated, procuring and deception did occur among women travelers. Among Europeans, females journeying alone or with friends from Jewish eastern Europe seemed most often involved. Networks of recruitment reached outward from Hungary to all the major cities of North and South America.38 Most controversy about immigrant prostitution, however, focused on the sale or indenture of poor Chinese and Japanese daughters by their parents. Like Lalu Nathoy, Japanese, Chinese, and Korean girls traveled under contract and under male supervision directly to New World brothels. Indeed, some Americans falsely believed that all Chinese women entering the United States came as prostitutes or concubines.39

Recent female immigration parallels in some ways the wage-earning migrations of European and Asian women in the nineteenth century. Recent immigrants, too, leave the developing rather than the subsistence-oriented regions of the third world, seeking wages. Scholars have particularly emphasized the draw of the U.S. job market on women immigrants from the Caribbean.40 Demand for female labor in the United States has increased steadily in the course of the twentieth century, particularly over the past two decades.41 The widening occupational choices of native-born American women have created vacuums into which women from the other side have moved. Middle-class American women's move into the professions has opened opportunities in traditionally female professions (nursing more than teaching) while also creating demand for child care and service workers at the bottom of the U.S. job hierarchy.

But while U.S. demand for female labor remains important in contemporary migrations, more women today than in the past migrate to the U.S. as part of a nuclear family. The most heavily female migrations to the United States today come from countries with large American military bases,42 where many men marry the women of the other side. Migrations of "war brides" first attracted attention after World War II, but military brides continue to influence overall immigrant sex ratios today.43

Men's demands for marital and sexual services also spark present-day migrations. Advertisements for wives in foreign newspapers suggest that some American men perceive foreign-born, especially Asian, women as desirable and submissive alternatives to feminist or wage-earning American women.44 Researchers have also uncovered linkages between the sex tourist industries of Southeast Asia and the massage parlors of major American cities.45
Changing immigrant sex ratios thus reflect the linked transformations of life and labor in immigrant homelands and in the United States. Work options and the demand for female labor, within and outside families, has critically influenced female migration past and present. The influence of labor needs seems clearest in the nineteenth-century migrations, when immigration policy impinged only modestly on migrants’ choices. By the late twentieth century, by contrast, immigration law competes with global divisions of labor as the key to understanding sex ratios among those seeking new homes in the United States.

**FEMALE MAJORITIES: THE IMPACT OF IMMIGRATION LAW**

Together, recent increases in demand for female labor and the growing representation of refugees among today’s immigrants would have sufficed to make today’s migration more balanced than those in the late nineteenth century. These were the patterns of female migration that produced relatively balanced sex ratios in some nineteenth-century migrations; under dramatically different U.S. immigration laws, they became the patterns that—with some key modifications—resulted in immigrant female majorities after 1930.

Even in the past, when crisis struck at home—whether famine or pogrom—women migrated in numbers equal to or surpassing those of men. Among nineteenth-century migrations, Irish and eastern European Jewish migrations were the most gender-balanced. Women like Hannah Kalijian outnumbered men escaping the persecution of Armenians just after World War I. Women seem also to have outnumbered men among the German Jews who escaped Nazi Germany to live in the U.S. Women have likewise been well represented among recent refugee migrations from Cuba, from Vietnam and other areas of Southeast Asia, and from the former Soviet Union as well. Refugees seem to share “the mentality of those caught in a sinking ship—to reach safety, women and children first.” Studies of today’s female majorities, however, almost always attribute them to the enactment of restrictive U.S. immigration laws—specifically, to these laws’ provisions for family reunification, which give the immediate relatives of U.S. citizens and resident aliens visa preferences. This attribution requires a closer look.

Provisions for family reunification have always been part of racially restrictive migration laws in the United States. Yet historically, protection of immigrants preceded restriction. Nations around the world first regulated migration in the nineteenth century to guarantee the health and survival of immigrants booking passage with private sail and steamship companies. While the passage to America could be hazardous for anyone, especially during the days of sailing ships, women traveling alone also faced sexual dangers, including the risk of procurement by deception. Government pamphlets and already-emigrated relatives warned young women to avoid sailors and men traveling alone. A German advice book cautioned young women emi-
grants that, no matter what men might say, sea air was not an effective contraceptive.50 Both immigrants and American reformers organized protective services for immigrant girls and young women arriving at American ports alone and traveling on to a further destination.51

Americans also viewed independent female migration as a moral problem in the nineteenth century; Congress first responded with laws excluding “immoral” women. Prostitutes were the first group of immigrants systematically denied entrance to the United States. Responding to anti-Chinese complaints from the West Coast, the 1875 Page Act required careful interrogation and investigation of Chinese women to guarantee that they had migrated voluntarily, rather than as “slave” (indentured) prostitutes.52 The same act forbade the importation of any woman for prostitution. Chinese women encountered the most rigorous examinations under these laws, but any woman traveling alone might find herself delayed for investigation.

Beginning in 1882, U.S. law denied entrance to people who might become public charges—e.g. unable to support themselves.53 While in theory gender-neutral—male paupers could as easily be excluded as female—Americans commonly viewed women as naturally dependent on men.54 Any unaccompanied woman of any age, marital status, or background might be questioned as a potential public charge because she appeared to lack a male provider. Indeed, Ellis Island officials regularly detained women traveling on pre-paid tickets to join husbands in New York if the men failed to show up in person to claim their “dependents.”55 The longest detentions occurred at Angel Island in California, where Chinese women seeking to enter the United States underwent lengthy questioning.56

By the end of the nineteenth century, concerns about the fecundity of immigrant minorities—however exaggerated and inaccurate—increasingly fueled nativist arguments for restricting immigration.57 In the eyes of alarmed Americans, childbearing by immigrant and minority women threatened to provoke the “suicide” of the Anglo-American race; they feared American institutions could not survive the demographic engulfing of “real” Protestant Americans of Anglo-Saxon or northern European descent.58 Since restrictionists associated women more than men with fertility, they might logically have demanded limits on female migration (as they did directly in the Page Law, and indirectly in provisions against public charges). Or they might have prohibited male labor migrants from calling for wives left behind. Instead, however, every U.S. law restricting immigration by race included at least some provisions for family reunification. American assumptions about proper gender relationships, about female dependency, and about the domestic obligations of women to men seemed to outweigh Social Darwinist fears of race suicide.

The Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 and the 1907 Gentlemen’s Agreement with Japan contained the earliest legal provisions for family reunification.59 The Chinese Exclusion Act prohibited the entrance of Chinese laborers, including skilled workers operating small businesses; court cases determined
that the occupation of a Chinese woman's husband or father determined her status. Chinese merchants and students, however, could enter the United States, and their wives and children enjoyed the right to follow them. Under the Gentlemen's Agreement, wives of Japanese laborers could also follow them.60

The Gentlemen's Agreement resulted in the "picture bride" era of Japanese migration, as women like Mrs. Shinoda married by proxy and became one-half to two-thirds of total Japanese migrations.61 There was no comparable picture bride era among Chinese merchants, however. From 1882–1890, women made up only a third of restricted Chinese migrations. After that date, of Chinese entering for family reasons (about two-thirds of the total), 90 percent were the children, usually the sons, of merchants—not their wives.62

Thus provisions for family reunification could, as part of a restrictive policy, push women's representation upward, but they did not always produce female majorities. This would again be evident in the response to the U.S. Congress's attempt to reduce overall immigration from southern and eastern Europe by requiring literacy of new immigrants in 1917. This measure also provided for reunification of families: illiterates could enter the United States to join a naturalized parent, spouse, or child. Almost ninety percent of illiterates admitted under this provision were female, but they were few in number. For example, the exclusion of 24,000 illiterate women admitted under reunification provisions in 1921 would not have altered the gender balance among new arrivals; the majority were still male.63

The restrictive national-origins quotas introduced for southern and eastern European immigrants in 1921, and tightened further in 1924, likewise exempted the spouses and children of citizens and naturalized immigrants. Some wives did take advantage of these provisions, but again their numbers remained quite low. In 1925, the first full year under the most restrictive quota law, only 7200 exempted persons (of a total migration of over 500,000) entered the U.S. for family reasons. Of these, just over half were wives; the rest were children of naturalized citizens.64

It is thus very likely that the earliest female majorities of the 1930s and 1940s represented men's loss of interest in migration during depression and war, not the impact of family reunification provisions. In the nineteenth century, the Irish and a few other groups had experienced occasional female majorities when migrations (of men) dropped sharply during depression years. World War I, too, had sent women's representation soaring temporarily as total numbers of male migrants plummeted. Throughout the 1920s and 1930s, furthermore, female majorities characterized only those groups affected by restrictive quotas. Northern and western Europeans with generous quotas saw no significant change in gender balances during this period. And among the unregulated Latin American and Caribbean migrants, women's representation actually declined, as men from Mexico began replacing laborers from the formerly male-dominated southern and eastern European migrations. Like sex ratios among southeast Europeans prior to World War I, sex
ratios among unregulated groups in the 1920s correlated closely with total migrations; when male migration dropped off sharply in 1921-22 and again in 1924, the proportion of female immigrants jumped temporarily and sharply upward. As long as New World men remained free to respond to the vigorous U.S. market for their labor, migrations continued unbalanced.

Today, by contrast, provisions for family reunification provide migrants with otherwise sharply restricted opportunities to enter the United States with the chance to do so. Although U.S. immigration policy’s family reunification rules make no distinctions on the basis of gender, most who take advantage of reunification preferences are still female: wives significantly outnumber husbands among those claiming visas; mothers significantly outnumber fathers.65

One reason so many more women than men enter the United States under family reunification provisions is that women are rarely migrant pioneers. Another is that few women in the United States or the U.S. military choose foreign-born husbands. A third and very important reason is the likelihood that clerical and blue-collar women enter the United States as family reunifiers because they have few opportunities to do so as labor migrants: as noted above, few traditionally female occupations, except nursing, rate an occupational preference under current visa provisions. Far more than in the past, the migration strategies of today’s immigrant women are tied to marriage and motherhood. A third world woman has a better chance of entering the United States by marrying an emigrated man or an American citizen or by having a child in the the United States than she does waiting unmarried, or childless, for a visa allowing her to work as an office cleaner, factory operative, or clerical. Not surprisingly, the INS has been unable to prevent the proliferation of “green card marriages” under laws privileging citizens’ spouses.66

Critics of U.S. immigration law have argued recently for reducing the numbers of visas available for purposes of family reunification. Their goal is to encourage further the entrance of skilled, professional, and entrepreneurial migrants. Critics justify their proposals by comparing the occupational backgrounds of U.S. migrants to those of immigrants entering other countries: proportionately more U.S. migrants lack occupations or have low-skill qualifications.67 Needless to say, nations which today attract more skilled and professional workers also attract proportionately more men and fewer children than the United States. As was pointed out earlier, three-quarters of the skilled, professional and entrepreneurial migrants entering the United States with occupational visas are male. And, although rarely argued in gendered terms, concern about female majorities indirectly enters discussions about the quality of today’s immigrants. Early popular reports on the female-dominated migrations of recent years warned that immigrants were no longer the productive and ambitious contributors who had arrived in earlier migrations; women and children migrants, they seemed to imply, would not serve the nation as well as the male-dominated migrations of the past.68
Assumptions about gender, and about proper familial relations between men and women, have thus shaped discussions of immigration policy since the nineteenth century. Legislators may have included provisions for family reunification in laws otherwise intended to limit the creation and reproduction of immigrant minorities in the United States because they believed men deserved the benefits of women’s company and labor, and because they assumed women needed men to support them. Viewed from this perspective, restrictive laws which made exceptions for family reunification encouraged the domestication of migrant women, solidifying their status as dependents. Restrictive immigration laws disrupted the interaction of homeland and U.S. demands for female labor, while still accommodating male immigrants’ demand for female labor within family and households. In this regard, U.S. immigration law parallels colonial development schemes in third world nations. Domesticity became a requirement for female migration—and one that poses large challenges for the economically independent, if poor, market women and domestic servants of today’s Caribbean and Central and South America.

Historical connections among female dependency, domesticity, and immigration restriction place foreign-born women in a double bind. Still criticized falsely today for their tendency to bear too many children, immigrant women have at the same time lost opportunities to make free choices about their own employment, and they find themselves disparaged, however indirectly, as low-quality immigrants as a result. The positive mythology of the immigrant as builder of a free and economically expansive United States is off-limits to immigrant women on all of these counts. For the unknown proportion of undocumented or illegal immigrants like Martha Vásquez de Gómez among migrant women, this is doubly true.

CONCLUSION

In sum, the nature of men’s and women’s confrontations with the capitalist world economy in their homelands shaped their migration patterns, and thus their entrance into the U.S., in sharply differing ways. For women of the subsistence-oriented other side, migration was part of a family strategy to preserve subsistence as a way of life. Whether these women remained behind to preserve the household farm or workshop while men sought wages abroad, migrated as parts of family groups to farm in the Midwest, or followed their husbands and fathers to work at home or for wages in U.S. cities depended mainly on women’s and men’s perceptions of female work options in the New World. For the wage-earning women of the developing world, past and present, the opportunity to earn wages and establish or support families by doing so was even more important, even though legal requirements increasingly restricted their choices. For men and women fleeing persecution at home to seek asylum, the draw of the U.S. labor market has been
less important; sex ratios among refugees have always been more balanced than among other migrants.

Overall, far more than native-born women generally, immigrant women had worked on the other side—both with and without wages—and they showed every intention of doing so once in the United States: that is why they came. But by contrast with the men with whom they otherwise shared much, immigrant women in the nineteenth century had to balance family demands for their labor with relatively limited and declining opportunities to earn wages in the United States. This situation would now seem ripe for change, for unlike the overwhelmingly unskilled immigrant women of the past, some immigrant women today are trained to compete for jobs held by native-born white and minority women. But, with a few very important exceptions, their occupations earn them no privileges under U.S. immigration law; most enter the United States as wives or mothers, not as job seekers.

Thus, both in the past and in the present, homeland experiences and migration patterns have combined to bring to the U.S. immigrant women of vastly differing resources and intentions. Differences like these have meant, among other things, that there exist not one but several patterns of female immigrant life and female adjustment in the United States. The next section explores the range of immigrant women’s responses to American life—in the workplace and at home, in the kin group and in the community.
PART II.

Foreign and Female:
Continuities in Immigrant Life
FOUR

Lives of Labor

The women of the other side were accustomed to hard work, although not always as wage-earners. Not surprisingly, all the individual women immigrants we have met in the last three chapters worked after they arrived in the United States, too. But not all worked for wages or outside their homes, especially in the nineteenth century. For those enmeshed in the family economies of subsistence agriculture on the other side, agricultural work often continued in the United States. In the nineteenth century, Ida Lindgren farmed with her family on the prairies of Kansas. She found the fireflies of Kansas enchanting, but she also reported to relatives at home about wolves, droughts, and plagues of large grayish grasshoppers. Having already struggled unsuccessfully to wrestle a living from Sweden’s stony soil, a discouraged Ida wrote from Kansas, “Don’t you think, Mamma, that I could bear a little bit of success?” By the late twentieth century, however, work in U.S. agriculture meant waged work and poverty: Isabela Ramírez, who had walked from her scrap of land in the mountains of Guatemala, settled with her family in Florida’s Blue Camp, which had been built originally for Mexican migratory laborers in the 1960s. Isabela and her husband and children worked in the fields, harvesting crops for low pay, little stability, and no benefits.

Domestic service, although undergoing far-reaching reorganization from the nineteenth to the twentieth centuries, also provided work opportunities for large numbers of immigrant women wage-earners from the developing parts of the other side. Norah Joyce, from Ireland, found live-in work as a servant in a Boston household, earning seven dollars a week. Although born into a prosperous Japanese family, Michiko Sato worked as a cook when she reached California; her husband became a farm laborer. More recently, Martha Vásquez de Gómez was first rejected as too young by prospective employers in San Antonio, but was then referred to a bilingual Chicano family looking for “a girl.” With a long life “in service,” Mrs. Rosalyn Morris quickly found day work in private households in New York; she maintained her own home, as she had in Jamaica.

Past and present, a small group of industries have offered employment to the many immigrant women who migrated in family groups and pooled earnings with other members of their families. Beatrice Pollock—who followed her sister to Chicago—immediately found work in a garment shop, sewing pants on a machine; although frustrated in her desires, Michela Genaro Profeta had dreamed of doing the same. Today, Asian and Latina
women do much the same work, often under similar conditions, in textiles, garments, canning, and other "light" industries.

Work in family businesses has dominated the lives of many married immigrant women and mothers. At home in Croatia, Rosa Popovich's mother had tended vineyards and raised grain and vegetables. As soon as she arrived in Pennsylvania, this Croatian woman transformed her home into a boarding house and began cooking and cleaning for twelve male miners. Mrs. Bardusky, from Poland, worked first in her brother's grocery store, then in her husband's carpentry shop. In Pittsburgh, Michelena Profeta had to learn the fundamentals of housework from her new mother-in-law; besides caring for her children, she kept her husband's barbershop supplied with fresh linens. More recently, the Cambodian school teacher "Celia" Vann Noap became proprietor of a doughnut shop in Santa Monica, California.

For immigrant women past and present, the combination of paid work with heavy domestic responsibilities has been the norm. In both of these respects, the immigrant women of the nineteenth century led lives more like those of America's racial minorities than those of white women of the American middle classes. Over time, however, the work lives of all these women have converged. Increasing proportions of American women have found employment in white-collar and professional work. More education and less child labor, along with continuous wage-earning from maturity through marriage and motherhood to retirement, has transformed the female waged workforce from "working daughters" to "working mothers." As a result the lives of wage-earning women now seem dictated more by their gender in a sex-segregated job market than by their race, ethnicity, or nationality.

THE WORLD OF WORK AND WAGES: THE PAST

For most immigrant women of the past, life in the United States meant an ever more inescapable confrontation with the capitalist world of wage-earning, money, and commerce. Foreign-born women and their daughters constituted over half of the American workforce of female wage-earners before 1900, and slightly less than half of all female wage-earners in 1920. They worked in large numbers because few immigrant men earned a family wage; they worked to support families more often than to pursue an independent existence.

Like immigrant men in the nineteenth century, immigrant women found employment mainly at the bottom of the occupational ladder. They worked at jobs held—in earlier decades—by native-born women, not by men of their own backgrounds. As native-born white women withdrew from farming, domestic service, and factory work to feminize formerly male professions (like teaching) or take new jobs in offices, foreign-born women found their own niche in a female occupational hierarchy. Foreigners joined African American women in agriculture and domestic service, while factory work in women's
industries—from which African Americans were generally excluded before World War II—became the most uniquely female and foreign occupational niche in the American job market. As late as 1920, 34 percent of foreign-born females worked in manufacturing and one-quarter in domestic service.

Labor force participation rates among immigrant women varied somewhat with background, but these differences seem small when compared to large differences in the work lives of married and single women, and in the jobs taken by women of differing backgrounds. In the nineteenth century most immigrant servants and factory operatives were young and unmarried, while foreign-born married women of many backgrounds were like African American women in combining intermittent or continuous employment, often at home, with marriage and child-bearing.

While domestic service was a segregated, female occupation, both immigrant women and men toiled in “immigrant industries” like shoes, garments, and textiles. Gender hierarchies, however, were common: men held the more skilled jobs—cutters and pressers in garments; fixers and weavers in textiles—while women more often became operatives and machine tenders. Over time, too, textiles and garments, along with canneries, increasingly feminized as male immigrants clustered disproportionately in industries like steel, chemicals, and construction.

In agriculture, too, both women and men toiled for wages, although often at separate tasks. In Hawaii, sugar and pineapple plantation owners employed Korean, Okinawan, Japanese, and Filipino women as laborers. Like peasant women on the other side, Asian women working in agriculture often continued earning wages after marriage and childbearing. About a quarter of Japanese women became agricultural wage-earners in California, while Sicilian women raised family food on Louisiana sugar plantations where their husbands and fathers worked for wages.

Ethnic and gender segmentation resulted from both immigrant preferences and discriminatory employment practices. Greenhorn women, like men, depended on family and friends to help them find work and to show them the ropes once employed. Such networking meant that an ethnic group might be concentrated in jobs of a certain type simply because the network’s earliest members had happened to find jobs in that field. This was especially true for women—employers rarely expressed strong preferences for women workers of a particular background in the way, for example, that steel industry employers deliberately matched men of different backgrounds to jobs they believed “racially” suited to them.

Domestic service was a different story. Single immigrant women of every background had called themselves domestic servants when they entered the United States, but women of only a few backgrounds worked extensively as servants in the United States. In 1920, 87 percent of employed Swedish women were servants—a rate almost matched by Norwegian (86%), Irish (81%), and Slovak (86%) female workers. By contrast, only 8 percent of Italian and 1 percent of Yiddish-speaking Jewish women worked as servants.
The reasons for this disparity are still in dispute. Some scholars argue that immigrant women from Russian Jewish and Italian families avoided domestic service because of their cultural proscriptions against female contacts with outsiders. Others believe instead that Italian, Jewish, and some other women who migrated as parts of families wanted jobs that allowed them to live at home. Still others argue that these groups rejected domestic service because they had more and better opportunities to earn wages in industry, whereas before 1880, Irish, Swedish, and German women seeking work had few options outside of domestic service. But these same women—whether from Ireland or Slovakia—also saw domestic service as a step up from the farm labor they had done at home. Racial discrimination limited options for Japanese and Mexican women, who also worked in large numbers as servants in the West and Southwest. Specific employer priorities also encouraged ethnic segregation. Protestant American housewives worried about Catholic Irish servants corrupting their children, but many hired female Irish immigrants anyway, because they wanted English-speaking servants. Others preferred Germans, Scandinavians, or Finns, who rarely spoke English, but were Protestant, and—having worked in large numbers as domestics prior to departure—may also have brought with them greater familiarity with bourgeois standards of cleanliness.

How immigrant women evaluated domestic service varied with their ethnic background. It certainly had its drawbacks. Domestic servants lived in; they had little control over their own time; they worked irregular and very long hours (enjoying only one half-day free each week) for extremely low cash wages (employers considered room and board the larger part of servants' pay). Relations between mistresses and their servant girls were unpredictable, ranging from harsh, distant, and exploitative to familial and controlling or warmly friendly. Some servants complained about sexual harassment by male members of families they served; more prostitutes had previously worked as domestics than at any other job. Still, as mentioned earlier, Swedish and Irish women saw domestic service as a positive occupational choice, since it provided a kind of domestic apprenticeship and thus was an improvement on agricultural work. For independent single women, work in a middle-class home provided necessary housing as well as a wage.

In the industrializing northeast of the United States, Irish, Germans, and French Canadians pioneered immigrant women's employment in shoe and textile mills in the 1840s; after 1880, Polish, Italian, and Syrian women joined them. The same groups entered the burgeoning garment factories of New York, Chicago, and smaller American cities. Textiles, garment shops, and canneries all employed ethnically mixed female workforces—Mexican, Jewish, Italian, and northern European women in California canneries; Polish, German, and south Slavic women in the canneries of Pittsburgh. In Philadelphia, New York, and Chicago garment factories, Jews and Italians mingled with smaller numbers of Irish and German immigrants or daughters of these earlier migrations.
The typical factory operative before 1920 was born either on the other side or shortly after her parents’ arrival in the United States. Some Polish and eastern European Jewish young women also migrated independently to factory settings. Most immigrant factory operatives had had some schooling but had left at a young age to work for wages. In the nineteenth century, girls began work between ages ten and twelve; later, child labor and school-leaving laws raised the average age for factory beginners first to fourteen, then to sixteen.

Most immigrant girls worked for about ten years, typically in a variety of short-term, seasonal, and low-paying jobs. Almost all left factory employment upon marriage, or in some cases (Italians, Poles) after the birth of a child. In large cities with a strong demand for female labor in a particular industry, young female workers could build up their skill levels and spend an entire working life in one industry. More commonly, however, young women tried their hand at many trades during their wage-earning years. Seasonal periods of slack production characterized all the major industries employing immigrants, so many women had to change employment regardless of their desires or ambitions: this was an experience they shared with men. But women factory operatives also frequently mentioned sexual harassment as an incentive to seek a new position.

Smaller numbers of older immigrant women worked at the same jobs as younger single women. Laundries, too, often employed significant numbers of older women. A few of these workers were independent women who had never married, but older women in industry typically had children to support; they worked because their husbands were deceased, unemployed, disabled, drunken, or absent. Many took night work in order to combine family and child-rearing responsibilities with wage-earning. The exhaustion caused by their double days of labor attracted considerable attention from reformers and resulted in the abolition of night work for women in many states by World War I.

Female factory workers earned from one-half to two-thirds of the wages paid to men, which meant few could live independent of a family. Their workplaces were arguably safer than in men’s industries like mining and steel, but few satisfied American notions of female gentility. In laundries and canneries, girls worked in their shifts; many had to stand all day at their work; in many workplaces, employers made no toilet provisions for women workers at all. The Triangle fire, in which over 140 Russian Jewish and Italian girls died, highlighted the dangers of factory work in women’s industries and resulted in the passage of New York State’s first factory regulations. But Americans worried almost as much about the moral dangers women faced in factories. Observers decried the “frivulous” dress and manner of factory girls, and their casual flirtations with men; they wrongly assumed that work in the factory led directly to prostitution.

Unlike Asian immigrants or Mexican American and African American wives and mothers who typically worked in domestic service or on the land, married immigrant women from Europe most frequently did industrial work
at home for piece rates. In the Southwest, growing numbers of Mexican American women also worked at home in the 1930s and 1940s. In New York, women produced garments and cigars in small tenement workshops until regulation forced them out of residential buildings. Many then became “out-workers” or “homeworkers” for large-scale manufacturers, working again in their own kitchens or front rooms. Homeworkers completed an enormous range of tasks at piece rates: they packed food into jars, stripped feathers, basted pants, made buttonholes, crocheted slippers, and assembled toys. By working at home, married women combined domestic responsibilities with wage-earning. They also transformed their young children into helpers, learners and (on a pitifully limited scale) wage-earners for the family.22

American reformers and labor activists worked to prohibit homework, and to protect women from exploitation by greedy employers or idle husbands.23 Immigrant women, however, were often relatively uninterested in the exploitation question; they saw their children as the main beneficiaries of their endless, exhausting labors. Reformers’ campaigns to abolish homework progressed slowly, in part because many foreign-born wives saw only impoverishment in their proposals. Homework survived long after night work and child labor fell to state regulations.

In a very different realm, immigrant prostitution attracted even more negative attention than industrial homework. In New York, only French and native-born women worked as prostitutes in numbers disproportionate to their ethnic groups’ weight in the general population. Irish and eastern European Jewish women were the largest groups of foreign-born prostitutes; Germans and Italians rarely prostituted themselves.24 Given the multiethnic population of New York, and its sizable population of southern and eastern European male sojourners, it is unlikely that all the clients of these prostitutes were men from their own backgrounds. The Jewish prostitutes of New York’s Lower East Side red-light district on Allen street, for example, attracted clients from well beyond their immediate Jewish neighborhood. A few prostitutes, working with a multiethnic male clientele, transformed sex work into successful businesses: Polly Adler, who became a sex worker after being raped by a factory supervisor, eventually became a prosperous madam.25 A contrasting and more typical example is the Jewish prostitute Maimie, who entered the sex trade as an unhappy rebel from a loveless home; she eventually left prostitution to enter an equally loveless, but respectable marriage.26 So many Jewish women worked as prostitutes that Jewish Americans organized their own anti-white-slave campaigns.

On the West Coast, ethnic segregation and gender hierarchy characterized prostitution. Large proportions of female wage-earners of all backgrounds worked as prostitutes during the boom years of Western mining; as many as three-quarters of the Chinese women of San Francisco were sex workers in the late nineteenth century. An occasional Chinese woman opened a brothel herself; in fact, one such madam, Ah Toy, became a favorite character in the novelty literature depicting San Francisco’s wild early days.
But male Chinese merchants dominated the brothel business, recruiting and transporting women like Lalu Nathoy to work in low-cost “cribs” providing sexual services to Chinese laborers. Although exposed to extreme exploitation and high death rates, some Chinese prostitutes nevertheless were able to meet and marry husbands in the United States, contriving in this way a potential happy ending.

Although far more respectable than prostitutes, immigrant midwives were perceived as threats, too: as American physicians consolidated their monopoly over health care in the late nineteenth century, they portrayed foreign women health providers as backward and ignorant. The effects of these attacks were all the more serious in that midwives were the only female professionals working in large numbers in immigrant communities before 1920. In Chicago, in fact, almost all practicing midwives were foreign-born women. Some immigrant midwives had received professional training in Europe; others more closely resembled folk healers, having received a pragmatic education as apprentices to older female practitioners, or having merely developed a special charismatic talent for assisting women kin and neighbors during birth. Some folk healers like the Mexican radical Teresa Urrea acquired regional reputations for their expertise. Midwives maintained and continued traditions of Mexican curanderas, Asian herbalists, and other wise women common in European, Asian, and New World folk medicines. In the United States, however, they were increasingly forced to operate outside the law, their practices under legal and public attack from both American doctors and female American health reformers.

Since most immigrant women saw the home rather than the hospital as the proper place for giving birth, they guaranteed immigrant midwives income and influence into the twentieth century. Pregnant immigrant women preferred midwives because they spoke their languages, were usually mature, married women and mothers, and offered familiar home-centered birth, unlike male American doctors and unmarried, childless American women professionals. In New York, however, upwardly mobile Jewish women began to seek birth support from doctors and women’s dispensaries by 1920. And today immigrant women sometimes view a hospital birth as one of the advantages migration to the United States makes available.

By the 1920s, broad patterns of immigrant women’s wage-earning had begun to change. Domestic service declined steadily in importance as an employer of women of all backgrounds from the nineteenth to the twentieth century, and homework, as already noted, came under increasing attack from reformers. Nonetheless, the numbers of wage-earning wives increased rapidly after World War I. Industrial employment of foreign-born women peaked in the 1930s and then began a gradual decline as immigration to the Northeast slowed, as African American, Mexican, and Puerto Rican women replaced European-born workers, and as both textile and garment production moved first south and then "offshore."
Even before the deindustrialization of the United States, immigrant daughters first from northern European and later from southern and eastern European backgrounds were abandoning factory jobs to work in department stores as sales clerks and in offices as white-collar clericals. Between 1910 and 1920, the number of foreign-born clerks increased by over 200 percent; the numbers of stenographers and typists, by over 100 percent.34 By 1920, foreign-born female clerical workers already outnumbered immigrant women working in family businesses. Yet many clericals had at first found employment in ethnic businesses; after 1920 more moved into English-speaking offices and stores, which required training in a commercial high school or business college. Daughters of artisans, skilled workers, and widows sought training for office employment with special frequency. The depression of the 1930s, with its relatively low rates of clerical unemployment, in turn convinced other immigrant parents reluctant to forego female earnings that it made sense to keep daughters in high school. A daughter working as a sales "girl" or secretary symbolized status and financial security for many blue-collar parents. But immigrant and second-generation clerical workers also remained firmly ensconced in their working-class networks; immigrant clerical workers often had fathers, brothers, or fiancés with blue collars.35

For immigrant women from Asia and Mexico, racial discrimination slowed women’s transition to white-collar work. Nisei (second-generation Japanese) women abandoned domestic service more rapidly than African American women, but they worked in larger proportions as domestics than the daughters of European immigrants.36 For many Japanese American women, furthermore, wartime internment interrupted both education and employment.37 Mexican American women faced similar difficulties. Over time, however, sales and clerical employment increased even among these immigrant women.38 Overall, immigrant daughters’ entrance into white-collar work lagged about fifty years behind that of native-born white women, while preceding that of African American women by about thirty years. And the direction of change was the same for women of all backgrounds: proportionately more of them than in earlier periods came to work in clerical and professional fields.

THE WORLD OF WORK AND WAGES: THE PRESENT

Immigrant women today enter the United States with a wider range of skills than their counterparts of earlier decades: they are more likely to have professional training than native-born women (see chapter 7), but they are also more likely than the native-born to have worked at blue-collar tasks or in domestic service prior to migration. Once in the United States, this bifurcation continues to characterize their employment (see Table 4.1). The clustering of foreign-born women at the top and the bottom of the job hierarchy in the United States, furthermore, may be increasing. As some Latinas take blue-
Table 4.1
Employment of Immigrant Women in the U.S. in 1970, by Economic Sector

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FB = foreign born</th>
<th>Professional</th>
<th>Clerical /Sales</th>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Operative /Labor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mexican</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
<td>31.3</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central and South American</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>35.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Hispanic</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB Japanese</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB Chinese</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB Filipino</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB Other</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


collar and farm jobs abandoned by native-born Americans, many refugee, Asian, Cuban-born, and West Indian immigrant women compete with native-born American women in clerical and professional employment.\(^{39}\)

Foreign-born women work for wages in about the same proportions as native-born women. They work for the same reasons as most other women: they, their children, their parents, and their husbands depend upon their earnings. Income pooling within families is alive and well in the late twentieth century.\(^{40}\) At the same time, immigrant women’s rates of labor-force participation vary by national background more now than they did in the past, largely because of differences among married women.\(^{41}\) Married Cubans (64%), Chinese (54%), and Filipinas (61%) work at rates comparable to those of married native-born Black women, and at higher rates than native-born Puerto Ricans or Chicanas or Mexican immigrant women (45%).\(^{42}\) Refugee women from Southeast Asia seem to have experienced the greatest initial difficulty in finding work, though their rates of wage-earning, too, are rapidly increasing.\(^{43}\) By contrast, Soviet Jewish refugees, many of them professional or highly skilled, adapted quickly and relatively easily to wage-earning in the United States.\(^{44}\)

While immigrant women recently arrived in the United States earn slightly less than native-born women in the same jobs overall, they rapidly attain income parity with their native counterparts—far more rapidly, for example, than do immigrant men. This hold true even for African-descent women from the West Indies.\(^{45}\) Immigrant women today often earn consid-
erably higher wages than native-born women in professional jobs. Foreign-born clerical workers, by contrast, find that their education or experience on the other side does not allow them to earn wages comparable to their native-born clerical counterparts. Still, high rates of wage-earning among many foreign-born wives keep household incomes among some immigrant groups close to the American average. And, while a somewhat higher proportion of foreign-born than native-born households have at least one member receiving public assistance, immigrant women who head their own households are less likely to receive public assistance and more likely to work for wages than native-born women heads of households.

Agriculture has remained an important employer of immigrants in the twentieth century, largely because of expanding agri-business in the Southeast and Southwest (most notably California and Florida). Special recruitment of male agricultural workers during World War II aimed to bring Mexican and West Indian men to the United States—temporarily. But women eventually joined them. By the 1950s, Mexican migrant families followed a cycle of harvests from the Southwest to the fields of the upper Midwest. Today, men, women, and children from Mexico and Central America—many of them, like Isabela and Francisco Ramírez, without proper documentation—lead itinerant and difficult lives in the Southwest, Florida, and the Southeast. Despite efforts by farmworkers’ unions (see chapter 6), labor in the fields remains some of the most physically arduous and poorly paid work in the American economy. Work in the fields generally requires women, men, and children to live in camps, where schooling, housing and domestic life remain notorious for their low quality.

Given the decline of domestic service in the American economy, it may seem surprising that about a quarter of foreign-born women still work in service. However, immigrant women arriving in the United States without proper documentation find that work in private households—for cash pay—is the only work readily available to them. While immigration regulations prohibit other employers from hiring workers without proper visas, the INS declines to check employment in private homes. Unmarried and independent women—like the Irish and Swedish women of the nineteenth century—find live-in positions a solution to their pressing need for both housing and employment.

Unlike the domestic servants of the nineteenth century, however, immigrant domestic live-in servants from the Caribbean and Latin America today may have children, either left behind with female relatives in the homeland or living with relatives in the cities where their mothers work. For such women, work in corporate service jobs—as office cleaners and as employees in hospitals, nursing homes, home health care services, and restaurants—represents a qualitatively different experience of service work.

Factories in New York, Los Angeles, Miami, and Texas continue to depend heavily on foreign-born women as low-wage operatives. Women seeking work in garment, textiles, and canneries often discover that neither
sweatshops nor poor working conditions have disappeared. Today's canneries are women from Mexico and other Latin American countries,\textsuperscript{51} while garment factories attract workers from China, Latin America, and the Caribbean.\textsuperscript{52} Male immigrant entrepreneurs have taken over declining garment production industries in cities like New York; they prefer to hire women of their own backgrounds. Immigrant women without proper documentation have strong incentives to accept appalling working conditions and wages in exchange for an employer's willingness to pay cash and remain silent.\textsuperscript{53}

In parts of New England and the West Coast, immigrant women from Asia, Europe, the Caribbean, and South America also find employment as assembly workers in high-tech electronic firms—the American counterparts of factories on the other side. Immigrant women also work in older low-capital industries where labor represents most of the employers' fixed costs (jewelry, for example). These industries pay women through elaborate piecework systems, which complicate workers' efforts to compare their productivity to that of others or to predict wages due at the end of the week. In these industries, too, employees are of mixed backgrounds, and informal segregation by culture and language group frequently occurs at work.\textsuperscript{54}

Even homework survives, and its survival reminds us of a final continuity in immigrant women's working lives. The context, however, has changed. The nation's labor unions remain firmly opposed to homework. But whereas once native-born women reformers clamored to prohibit homework, professional and clerical American women now sometimes advocate it as a solution to their own difficulties in combining wage-earning with domestic responsibilities.\textsuperscript{55} As this suggests, native-born white women have joined immigrant and minority women in seeking ways to balance work for money with labor that carries no financial rewards. No examination of immigrant women, past or present, is complete without attention to this dimension of their working lives.

LABORS OF LOVE AND THANKLESS CHORES: UNPAID WORK, PAST AND PRESENT

Although immigrant women devoted more time to the pursuit of money than they had on the other side, labor without financial reward remained a constant in their lives. In the nineteenth century, subsistence production survived in modified form on family farms. In cities it has survived down to the present in family-operated businesses and in domestic or "house" work. Of these three, housework alone showed initial signs of becoming a uniquely female task in the United States—the domain of women "breadgivers" and their daughters.

Most European and Japanese immigrant women who settled on the land in the nineteenth century worked without pay on family farms. In censuses,
they—like other rural women—appeared as "not gainfully employed" or "housewives." Because immigrants initially transplanted Old World divisions of labor to the New World fields, however, their lives little resembled those of urban middle-class women, or even American farm women, who had largely withdrawn from field to "house" work. Immigrant women attracted attention—some of it negative—for their haying, plowing, harvesting, cultivating, and care of animals. Women's farm work was demanding, but flexible: Korean Mary Paik Lee worked in the fields, sold produce from a vegetable stand, and did domestic work for the owner of the farm where she and her husband and sons were tenants.

Immigrants gradually adopted American notions of female agricultural work. Norwegian, Swedish, and Danish women initially cared for cattle and processed dairy products into cheese. When these became family commercial ventures, however, men joined women in specific dairy-related tasks. And where Norwegians failed to develop dairying as a commercial specialty, men ultimately took over complete care of family livestock, while women retreated from the fields to American-style domesticity and the keeping of a kitchen garden.

Small family businesses also reproduced household-based work groups familiar from the other side. Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Greek, Lebanese, and Arab immigrants, along with Jewish immigrants from Germany and eastern Europe, often founded small retail businesses catering to ethnic or American consumers. Small "Mom and Pop" operations required the labor of many family members, often in or near the family residence. Studies of immigrant family businesses emphasize their sharply patriarchal nature.

Family workers may receive no wages, giving tiny businesses a competitive edge but making it difficult for wives and children to challenge parental or masculine authority or to establish their independence from the family group without leaving it. On the other hand, within family businesses women have been apt to exercise managerial influence as operators of cash registers and keepers of business accounts. Immigrant businesswomen (see chapter 7) have often begun their careers as workers in family enterprises.

Women immigrants specialized in the business of keeping boarders. Korean women on Hawaiian plantations cooked, laundered, and cleaned for bachelor men while their husbands worked for wages. Migrations of male sojourners guaranteed a plentiful supply of boarders for other groups, too: a quarter to a third of immigrant households at any given point in time between the 1850s and the 1920s contained at least one boarder, and a woman with three boarders would generate about a third of a typical family's income in 1900. Still, since women's work for boarders was the same as the work done without pay for family members, few immigrant women saw the keeping of boarders as a business. And American observers insisted that it was the male boarders, not their female keepers, who contributed to immigrant family income.
child-rearing and housecleaning. Thus "breadgiver" rather than housewife or mother best describes immigrant women working without pay. As keepers of kitchen gardens, rural women raised much of the food their families ate. Surprising numbers of immigrant women in urban and industrial settings continued to produce at least some of their families' food. High prices in company stores in mining towns encouraged the practice. But even in late nineteenth century New York, Americans complained about immigrants' pigs roaming the streets, their chickens roosting in tenement kitchens, and their goats stabled in tenement basements. Urban women marketed once or more often a day, purchasing only small quantities that would not spoil. Since boarders and wage-earners worked irregular hours, women often served food over a period of several hours in the early evening. Meat, sweets, and bountiful meals symbolized the well-being of America; women's work guaranteed that bounty. Immigrant women treated this task as their most serious challenge.

Like other American women in the nineteenth century, immigrant women laundered once a week. If their water supply was a pump in the back yard or alley, they worked outside. As builders and landlords installed faucets in urban homes in the twentieth century, women laundered and dried clothes inside, where they dripped over the kitchen stove in the winter. In New York's tenements, women preferred the roof for drying clothes, but this required a long climb with wet clothes. More frequently, they hung laundry out a rear window.

Cooking, laundering, and dishwashing required urban women to fuel and care for a stove—usually the coal stove that heated most immigrant homes until the 1920s. In the countryside, women produced much of their own fuel, splitting and stacking wood. In cities, women or their children helpers scavenged fuel from railroad yards or construction sites; they carried purchased coal from the basement to the stove; they removed ashes and other household refuse. They kept the stove—along with any lamps used prior to gas piping—clean, polished, and in working order. And they maintained a fire that allowed cooking, even in the heat of summer.

In the past, immigrant women lacked the time to read aloud to their children or have long maternal talks with them the way middle-class native-born mothers were supposed to. Their major goal as mothers and childrearers was to keep their children alive through infancy—no minor undertaking. In New York, for example, as many as a quarter of all babies died in their first two years, usually as a result of spoiled food or milk during the summer months. The infant mortality rate did vary among ethnic groups, although the reasons are not always clear. For instance, Jewish babies generally survived at higher rates than Italian babies, a pattern which may have reflected the superior economic position of Jewish families (and their purchase of modern medical care), superior standards of cleanliness related to Jewish requirements for ritual bathing, higher rates of breastfeeding, or better access to pure milk. It is noteworthy that in the United States today, foreign-born women often have healthier babies with higher birth weights and lower infant mortality rates.
than do poor African American or other native-born minority women.73 This may reflect their superior educational levels, older average age, better health practices, or more positive attitudes toward pregnancy.74 Ironically, today’s immigrant mothers quickly abandon breastfeeding for bottle feeding, which they perceive as more modern even as many American women, along with the medical profession, have come to see the health advantages of nursing infants in the old-fashioned way.75

To native-born observers, as mentioned earlier, immigrant women have sometimes seemed unconcerned with American middle-class standards of cleanliness. Immigrant farmsteads were probably no sorrier than American rural homes generally in the nineteenth century; indeed, observers singled out German farm houses and yards as exemplary. In cities, however, Americans often claimed that immigrant housewives had “no sense of order to their housework”—and lived in cluttered and often dirty homes as a result.76 But this is not what photographs of immigrant households suggest. Here one merely finds variable definitions of both order and decoration. Women of many backgrounds decorated the edges of kitchen shelves with cut paper. Eastern European Slavs favored embroidered bedding and pillows; eastern European Jews added the ritual mezuzah outside their door and preferred carpets and upholstered furniture; Italians decorated walls and dresser tops with ceramics, pots, calendars, and clocks. The erection of domestic altars was a female folk art in some groups.77 Because married immigrant women spent so much time at home, this was work they did for themselves; these women saw their homes as beautiful.78

They also saw running water, flush toilets (even if outside), coal stoves, nearby marketplaces, and ready-made cloth or clothing as American luxuries accessible even to the poor.79 Similarly, today’s immigrant women value the household tools—especially automatic washing machines—that lighten the physical burdens of housework. Many feel they achieve upward mobility simply by purchasing such appliances. German, Italian, and Jewish women of the past would agree with the Dominican women who argue today that labor-saving domestic tools (more than improved wage-earning opportunities) convinced them they made the right decision in moving to the United States. Dominican women do not talk of returning to the homeland with the enthusiasm of some of their husbands and brothers.80 At the same time, immigrant women regretfully recognize that poverty can prevent them from purchasing the “good things” that American domesticity promises.81

**CONCLUSION**

Labor remained the central focus of immigrant women’s lives. Few immigrant women stopped work as a result of migration, although most experienced significant changes in the location and conditions of their labor. Domestic service continued to sustain life outside family economies for women who had migrated independently to the United States; work in fac-
tories allowed the daughters of family migrations to contribute to family economies in ways sometimes unknown at home. Still, the burden of subsistence production—undergoing a gradual redefinition as housework—increasingly fell to married women and their children helpers, even though women found they had to combine it with work for money. Immigrant women shared with other poor women a common focus on making ends meet; both female wage-earning and housework contributed materially to family well-being among the poor. As laws gradually excluded children from wage-earning, the numbers of immigrant wives working outside the home for wages increased—as they did in all American families—without eliminating their unpaid labor at home.

Although both found themselves listed in censuses as housewives, immigrant women with families labored under conditions that can scarcely be compared to those of their middle-class white counterparts in the nineteenth century. Most earned money. Few could employ a servant to help with household work; even the daughters, sisters, and nieces who might have helped them out served instead as maids and cooks in middle-class households. The tasks that defined middle-class domesticity—particularly the moral and spiritual supervision of a small group of children—fell near the bottom of an immigrant housewife’s long list of chores.

As the American economy changed, immigrants’ daughters moved into white-collar work and female professions, where they today encounter new generations of recently arrived immigrant women. Both groups now enjoy access to occupations and skills once limited to the native-born Anglo-American elite. Overall, ethnicity, race, and nationality no longer segment the female work force as sharply as they did at the turn of the century. But it would be a mistake to see the transformation of women’s occupations as the seamless assimilation of former outsiders, or even as evidence of immigrant women’s successful adaptation to American models of appropriate work for women. The working lives of today’s women, regardless of background, resemble those of the immigrant and minority women of the past. Most women work throughout their lives, including during their childrearing years. Most juggle unpaid domestic work with money-earning. Most must seek ways to limit the burdens of household work, yet few can adopt the strategy of middle-class women of the nineteenth century: their family incomes will not support hired service workers, let alone full-time domestic servants.

This chapter has emphasized the many similarities between immigrant women and other groups of American women in the past and the present. Changing focus, however, and attending to family ties and kinship (in the next chapter), and to collective action among the female and foreign-born (in chapter 6) will bring ethnic and racial differences more sharply into focus again. Race, language, nationality, ethnicity, and religion created important divisions among women who otherwise lived in quite similar economic, family, and community relations. Their contacts largely limited to others of “their own kind,” many immigrant women literally could not see what their expe-
periences as workers, daughters, mothers, or community activists gave them in common with women of backgrounds unlike their own. However important the shared and central experiences of laboring—at home and for wages—these alone could not always create common ground upon which immigrant and other American women might learn to work together.
While family responsibilities shaped immigrant women’s labor in strongly patterned and homogenizing ways, immigrant women did not view their family ties in exclusively economic terms. From their perspective, family ties more than labor reflected their native cultures, and thus their differences from Americans. Kin patterns also reflected their differences from each other. Immigrants like Lalu Nathoy and Mrs. Shinoda emerged from the patrilineages of Asia, while Mrs. Rosalyn Morris grew up in a matrifocal world of women relatives. While sharing the consanguineous (bilateral) kinship structure of other Europeans, an Italian woman like Maria Zambello counted kin ties “to the fifth degree”—which meant to a village half-full of distant cousins.

To American observers, however, poor immigrant families appeared notable for their disorganization and their harshly patriarchal relations. In reaching these conclusions, they limited their focus to nuclear families. Immigrants, by contrast, portrayed their family life far more positively by emphasizing the close affection and unbreachable solidarity among a much wider group of relatives, including those anthropologists call “ritual kin.”

Immigrants from the Caribbean, Asia, and Europe defined this wider group of relatives in differing ways, but their shared emphasis on the wider kin group is an important key to understanding both immigrant women’s life in patriarchal families and their strong sense that family is more important to them than to many Americans. Immigrants as different as Beatrice Pollock, Isabel Ramírez, and “Celia” Vann Noup resembled native-born African American women and Chicanas in seeing kinship as a valuable resource, not the origin of their oppression as women.

**KINSHIP, CHAIN MIGRATION, AND IMMIGRANT SETTLEMENT IN THE UNITED STATES**

Almost everywhere on the other side, men and women had defined kinship more broadly than most Americans do at present. Patrilineage, marriage, inheritance, and mothering all constructed and maintained kin groups on the other side. Even where men performed most rituals associated with Confucian patrilineages, Chinese women cultivated cross-generational “uterine families” (see chapter 2 above). Arranging marriages, Sicilian women sought congenial daughters-in-law. In lands as diverse as Jamaica, Poland, and Laos,
mothers turned to their own mothers, sisters, or female cousins for help caring for their children, creating women-centered, and sometimes matrifocal, kin networks. "Patriarchal" inadequately describes any of these family systems: no woman on the other side completely escaped men's power, yet no woman completely acquiesced to it either.

Most of the immigrant women we met in earlier chapters sought help from kin when they migrated to the United States. For men, too, kinship became the single most important link in the construction of migration "chains" from specific locations around the peripheries of the other side to specific locations within the United States. By the early twentieth century, half to two-thirds of newly arriving immigrants could give the address of a relative awaiting them, or traveled with a ticket prepaid by kin in the United States.

Even when they remained at home, the women of the other side forged many links in migration chains. Portuguese women nagged or cajoled men to migrate and then became intermediaries between the emigrated men and daughters, sons, nieces, nephews, and cousins needing advice and help in order to follow. Either because women became communication nodes in worldwide information networks, or because kin ties through women had a more emotional or affective dimension, Sicilian immigrants in New York favored women's rather than men's relatives when they offered help to new migrants.

Today, of course, visa preferences for close relatives of American citizens guarantee that kinship remains important in creating chain migrations—but only as Americans define kinship. Family reunification provisions fail to recognize the informal marriages of many women in the Caribbean, for example; they do not privilege grandparents or the many half- or adoptive siblings, "fostered" children, ritual kin, and stepparents of this region. They prefer a citizen's wife's mother over an (Asian) husband's patrilineal nephew. Immigrants in turn view U.S. policy as irrational and overly legalistic; they seek to manipulate its provisions in ways that more nearly meet their own sense of which kin should remain together or migrate sequentially.

**IMMIGRANT HOUSEHOLDS AND KIN NETWORKS**

Chains of migrating kin in turn encouraged immigrants to live in households violating American norms of privacy and propriety. Americans saw boarders in immigrant households as strangers "disorganizing" their host families. They blamed boarders for overcrowding, and they worried that unmarried boarders preyed sexually on immigrants' daughters.

For immigrant women, by contrast, keeping a boarder was a way to help kin or friends while earning money at home. Although most boarders were men, immigrant women breadgivers especially welcomed female kin as boarders because they—like daughters—helped with the housework, though
they paid lower boarding fees on the lower wages they earned. Like the breadgiver’s daughters, female boarders and gruene Kusine (“green”, or recently arrived, cousins) might either complain about their exploitation or take satisfaction in helping an overburdened woman they loved.9

Immigrant men sometimes expressed ambivalence about male boarders. Jokes about “star boarders” abound in the folklore of Hungarian immigrants.10 But fictional accounts of Jewish, Italian, and Polish life include tales of illicit sexual relationships only between boarders and the adult women who served them their meals. Thus when immigrants worried (and they worried less than Americans did), they focused their fears on boarders’ seduction of wives and mothers, not their exploitation of young immigrant girls.

Immigrant households also opened their doors to whole families of recently arrived kin and friends. Italians in New York City sublet front or back rooms of three-room apartments to families of new arrivals, often siblings. The two families, observers puzzled, “lived entirely separately.” This was true, in the sense that they did not pool income—but they did share space. The wives in both families used a common kitchen, where boarders might sleep at night. And they shared chores: one of the wives would work for wages outside the home, while the other cared for children at home.11 Immigrant children of many backgrounds later remembered endless streams of newly arrived cousins, aunts, and uncles who took over their beds and crowded their families around common meals. Not all memories were positive. Kate Simon reported sexual abuse at the hands of both male and female relatives with whom she shared bed and bedroom.12

Because young working-age adults dominated migrations, immigrant women could not simply duplicate the kin networks they knew on the other side. During migration, Latin American and European women, accustomed to close cross-generational ties—especially those to their own mothers—wove new kin networks that more nearly resembled peer groups than lineages.13 Asian women, however, more often depended on female friends to replace the mothers most never saw again.14 In this case, migration set a seal of finality on a separation already troubling to young women in Asian kinship systems. It was true that by migrating to the United States, young women escaped harsh mothers-in-law and felt “freed from the elders,” but they also found themselves farther away than ever from mothers and sisters they loved.15 Asian picture brides could not call over sisters or cousins after 1921, heightening both their feelings of loneliness and their dependence on friends. Italian women immigrants, by contrast, bound their female relatives closer in the New World, where frequent moves threatened to disrupt carefully balanced exchanges among neighbors. Laotian women do the same today.16

Women’s kin networks supported cooperation across gender and generational lines. Even more than in the homeland, maintaining contact among kin—sometimes called “kinship work”—became immigrant women’s re-
sponsibility. Women kept in touch with relatives through regular visiting and by investing considerable female labor in family rituals, including meals, parties, and gatherings organized around the milestones of birth, religious maturity, marriage, and death. Jewish women had long enjoyed responsibilities for religiously defined domestic rituals. But even Japanese women, from a Confucian world where it was normally men who owed service to their ancestors, managed everyday kinship obligations in the United States.

Family rituals in the United States varied with cultural origin and religion. Many immigrants discovered the American custom of birthdays, and layered American-style birthday celebrations onto Old World rituals related to name days or saints’ days. For Christians, baptisms brought together large kin groups for both church services and family parties. Even more, funerals and weddings—most notably Irish wakes and Polish weddings—came to symbolize distinctively ethnic kinship solidarities in the eyes of American observers. American observers at first found the displays of emotion and the costs of such rituals excessive, distasteful, and even harmful. More recently, Americans concerned about declining family values instead see ethnic funerals and weddings as expressions of a praiseworthy commitment to a group larger than the individual or the nuclear family.

Few immigrant women commented on this work, finding it natural. Still, considerable female labor and skill—especially in the kitchen, but also in conversations, condolences, and emotional performance—underwrote kinship celebrations. In this way, women in the immigrant working classes created a “female world of cards and holidays” that functioned somewhat as the female world of “love and ritual” did for middle-class women. Within their world, women enjoyed sociability beyond the nuclear family, while demonstrating their power and expertise to a sizeable social group. Unlike the middle-class female world, however, immigrant women generated celebrations that drew men and children into their world, to emphasize what all celebrated together across the generations and the sexes. Kinship empowered women—but not to challenge kinship’s dictates or to pursue female separatism or autonomy.

Studies of today’s Latina immigrants point to the continued centrality of family, friendship, and kin networks. For other groups, too, these networks remain essential, their loss deeply traumatic. Fear of social isolation remains a troubling theme in the lives of Asian immigrant women. Asian refugee women may suffer particularly from the violence of their earlier lives and the many family members it has cost them. Women from the Caribbean, too, sometimes describe their early days in the United States (when their mothers or children remained behind) as isolated and lonely. Hence the efforts of Caribbean women to recreate matrifocal kin networks may require years, as these traditionally emphasize cross-generational ties. Thus among today’s immigrants, too, women are responsible for kinship work. But as in earlier times, they realize their own visions of kin networks in the United States.
MOTHERS AND FATHERS; HUSBANDS AND WIVES; SONS AND DAUGHTERS

Even within their nuclear families, immigrants fell far short of Americans’ critical standard. Middle-class Americans expected fathers to be breadwinners, the sole support of families. They expected mothers to devote time to children. They expected parents to protect the innocence of their children but to allow growing sons and daughters considerable control over their leisure and courtship.

Few immigrant fathers in the nineteenth century earned a family wage sufficient to support dependents. The least skilled immigrant men, like immigrant women, suffered seasonal unemployment, and those in construction left home for months in search of work. Unlike middle-class American breadwinners who allotted a household allowance to their wives, immigrant women typically controlled the family purse, collected family earnings, supervised expenditures, and gave men allowances.24

Because few immigrant men were the only breadwinners for their families, they may not have defined their masculinity exclusively in those terms. During the Great Depression of the 1930s, at least some blue-collar immigrant men endured poverty and unemployment without the intense crises in self-esteem common among American businessmen of the era.25 In today’s immigrant families, too, unemployed women are as likely to suffer from stress and depression as unemployed men—and both worry more about diminished incomes than unfulfilled gender roles.26

The heady notion of American “freedom,” along with differences in Old and New World marriage customs, encouraged some immigrant men to abandon their family obligations. Yiddish newspapers carried numerous advertisements placed by wives in Europe and the United States, searching for husbands who had disappeared. (Jewish divorce custom, which required no civil proceedings, may have facilitated male desertion.)27 Immigrant men of peasant backgrounds, learning that common-law and civil marriages were legal in the U.S., sometimes concluded that Old World religious prohibitions against bigamy or cohabitation by the unmarried had no force in the United States, where “people could do as they wanted” sexually.

Yet the statistics on divorce, desertion, and female-headed households varied enormously among immigrant groups. Irish men deserted their families in the highest proportions, while Jewish men more frequently divorced their wives.28 Irish women headed households (the products of both death and desertion) about as often as did African American women. With their own local traditions of common-law marriage, Mexican American women also frequently became female heads of household.29 Among Italians and Germans, by contrast, women rarely headed households. Today, divorce continues to vary considerably with ethnicity: Mexican and Cuban immigrants have much lower divorce rates than either Puerto Rican or African American native-born minorities.30 Mexicans and Central and South Americans, like
African American women, are more likely to head households than the white female population generally. Single mothers from the Caribbean frequently head their own households in the United States.

In the past, widows outnumbered unmarried or deserted mothers as female heads of immigrant households. And when they lived alone, elderly widowed women suffered disproportionately from poverty. For both these reasons, widows numbered prominently among older female wage-earners, boardinghouse keepers, and labor activists. Immigrant women with grown children depended heavily on them for assistance and companionship in old age. Aging women immigrants remained very much part of family and kin circles. Among Cuban and Chinese immigrants today, daughters' desires to house aging mothers, however, conflict with the need to earn money for their support. Immigrant households with working wives now more often institutionalize aged mothers.

Even when alive and at home, immigrant fathers' long working hours and their adherence to traditions of leisure-time gender segregation made them shadowy figures to their children. But it was immigrant women whom American observers repeatedly charged with neglecting their children. Paradoxically, Americans also found immigrant childrearing practices overly strict. Some observers even now measure immigrant women's mothering skills by how often they play with their children. And even today, immigrants charge social service agencies with misunderstanding their childrearing aims and methods, which foster sibling solidarity more than individualism.

Charges of neglect may have followed, in part, simply from the many children immigrant women bore. Actually, immigrant women in the early twentieth century generally had fewer children than their counterparts on the other side. Still, at least in the urban Northeast, immigrant fertility did outstrip that of white native-born women, fueling nativist fears of demographic conquest by the foreign-born. Ironically, even as native-born Americans worried about race suicide, immigrant women—most notably Jewish women from eastern Europe—were already limiting their fertility. We do not know whether immigrant couples used abstinence or withdrawal as birth control; we do know that abortion was a widely used birth control measure of last resort for women of all backgrounds. Oral histories suggest that birth control worked only when immigrant husbands shared women's desire to limit births. Some immigrant women firmly believed that middle-class Americans had a secret for preventing pregnancy, and they begged nurses like Margaret Sanger to share the secret. The fertility of women living in cities, regardless of background, declined most dramatically. It also declined as immigrant women's education levels and earnings increased. And for both yesterday's and today's immigrants, fertility declines correlate with length of time in the United States.

Today, as before, immigrant women bear fewer children than their sisters on the other side, and, as a group, they now bear no more children than native-born women. Still, ethnic differences remain strong. Most re-
search on the fertility of today’s immigrant women focuses on Mexicans because they—along with other Catholic immigrants—are believed to control their fertility reluctantly, for doctrinal reasons. This is a questionable assumption. Mexican immigrant women do have higher fertility rates than other immigrant women and than American women generally. Refugees from Southeast Asia, however, who are mostly non-Catholic, also lack familiarity with Western birth control practices and also have large families.

Meanwhile, studies show that Mexican, Cuban, and other Latina women hold a wide range of attitudes toward both birth control and abortion: religion does not explain their high fertility. It is worth noting that among Mexicans, women with above-average education, as well as those earning wages outside the home, have lower rates of fertility than uneducated and unemployed women.

Daughters of immigrant women had about as many children as their mothers in the nineteenth century, but bore fewer in the twentieth. The lower fertility of the second generation was the consequence of later marriage age: parents seemed reluctant to let daughters marry early once they became industrial wage-earners; the Great Depression also interfered in the marriage plans of many second-generation daughters of southern and eastern European migrants. Culture mattered, too: in the second generation, Irish women married latest and Mexican women earliest. Contrasts between fertility in the first and second generations are weaker in recent migrations. Among Mexican Americans, however, fertility does decline with time and the rise of new generations, much as it did among earlier high-fertility immigrants.

Americans today seem as concerned with childbearing outside of marriage as with overall fertility rates. Childbearing outside of marriage was not unknown in the past, either, and seems to have been particularly common among German and Scandinavian servant girls, who generally surrendered children to kin in order to return to domestic service. Pregnant girls in more recently arrived Mexican immigrant families come under strong parental pressure to marry, even at a relatively young age. Recent studies show, however, that it is the most assimilated, English-speaking daughters of Mexican immigrant communities who are most likely to become sexually active as young girls.

Once immigrant mothers bore and guaranteed the survival of their infants, they turned as many childrearing tasks as possible over to older daughters—called “little mothers.” As mentioned above, the practice encouraged sibling solidarity, but fueled Americans’ complaints about child neglect. Older daughters minded younger siblings on the stoop or sidewalk, or in barnyard, backyard, alley, street, or backlot play spaces. Little mothers represented a New World version of a much older solution. In Hawaii, immigrant mothers of Asian and Portuguese backgrounds seemed unhappy to depend on daughters; they lamented the absence of older women. Filipina mothers today claim they limit their fertility because they have no older women relatives to raise children while they earn wages.
While criticizing mothers for neglecting children, American social welfare workers also sometimes complained that Jewish (and other immigrant) mothers “over-loved” their children—dressing them too warmly, stuffing them with inappropriate foods, hugging and caressing them too often or too closely.62 Jewish sons seemed most aware of discrepancies between their mothers and American ideals of a constantly watchful but “cooler” motherly presence: many have written of the guilty dependency their mothers’ love produced in them.63 Daughters of immigrants reacted with less ambivalence to their mothering. Even when they pointed to their mothers’ failings, or note ways they expect to differ from them, daughters have viewed their immigrant mothers as important role models.64 Many also felt that their mothers had spoiled their brothers.65 (Their mothers may well have shared this perception: it is likely that the many mothers who pampered sons nevertheless resented them for remaining “forever boys and burdens,” in the words of a study of Irish families.)66

Sons and daughters saw mothers as powerful and anything but neglectful. Children described immigrant mothers as collectors of wages, as organizers of expenditures and everyday life, as engagers of their help in domestic chores and industrial production, as dispensers of discipline and punishment, and as women who rewarded children with food, affection, small gifts, and personal services.67 Immigrant mothers spent little “quality time” with their children, yet fostered emotionally close ties to them.

For many immigrant mothers, hard work and the sacrifice of their own needs—for food, for rest, for money—were important mechanisms for communicating love.68 And separated from other kin by migration, many immigrant mothers saw children as their best long-term protection against social isolation. Today, too, Mexican and Central American mothers emphasize the sacrifices they make for children but anticipate rewards for their sacrifices: they see children as more dependable emotional and financial supports than their husbands.69 Both Chinese and Irish mothers expect their children will support them financially in old age.70 Fear of isolation in later life persists among Asian immigrant women today, although it is not limited to them.71

POWER IN IMMIGRANT FAMILIES

The common images of chaotic immigrant households, overseen by fertile, slovenly women and overrun by children and kinfolk, offended native middle-class sensibilities on many fronts. But nowhere did American and immigrant notions of proper family behavior clash more visibly than in the realm of parent-child power relations. Though only vaguely aware of immigrant family economies, American observers nevertheless saw immigrant families as little dictatorships ruled by primitive and violent men untouched by American notions of gender equality or chivalry.72 They saw immigrant children turn over their wages and submit to physical discipline. They saw Italian and other Latin daughters forbidden to move freely outside their homes; they even saw some children accept spouses chosen for them. Social
welfare workers at the turn of the century thus successfully focused American attention on power within immigrant families. Feminist theorists of patriarchy have helped hold our attention there.

American critics described immigrant family power relationships accurately enough in a broad sense, but missed the complexities and the fluid character of generational and gender struggles. Immigrant parents from the more subsistence-oriented areas of the other side certainly required sons and daughters to surrender pay envelopes unopened; unlike both Americans and immigrants from industrializing areas, they did not view wages as individual property. Immigrant fathers and mothers also quickly discovered that children could rebel against family claims to their wages, lives, and loyalties. Sons and daughters struggled to control their own earnings, or at least some portion of them. Sons usually succeeded at an earlier age and in larger numbers; by paying their mothers half their wages they became, in effect, boarders.73

Conflict over daughters' wages became the most common source of generational conflict in immigrant families, pitting daughters against mothers as often as against fathers. Some mothers demanded every cent of daughters' earnings; others tolerated daughters' holding back small sums for clothes or entertainment; still others collected wages but gave allowances in recognition of girls' loyalty and support.

While some mothers firmly insisted that children subordinate individual desires to collective needs, others had recognized the lure of the marketplace long before arriving in the United States.74 German and Jewish parents, with their longer experience of wage-earning, allowed daughters freedom to explore life outside the family.75 Portuguese and Italian daughters may have gained little autonomy through wage-earning, but Mexican daughters gained control over their pay envelopes, and with it the power to control their recreation and leisure, consumer decisions, and courtship. Daughters controlling their own wages gained in self-esteem, too.76

Whether linked to wage-earning or not, daughters' desires to control their own courtships became another source of conflict in Latin and Asian families. Here, too, daughters often wrested power from their mothers as well as from their fathers; they challenged not patriarchy but traditions of family oligarchy.77 Mexican and Italian parents seemed particularly concerned about supervising daughters' courtships to prevent premarital sexual contacts or possible pregnancy.78 Thus conflicts grew after 1920 as dating outside the family or community circle became the preferred form of courtship among Americans. Among contemporary migrants, Cubans and Dominicans show similar concerns about preserving their daughters' sexual innocence and virginity during courtship. But even West Indian parents, with their more flexible attitudes toward sexuality outside marriage, feel perturbed at the sense that they lose control over their daughters' social lives in the United States.79

Even today, arranged marriages characterize some groups of Asian immigrants,80 as they did Italians, Jews, and Japanese in the past. In all of these cases, immigrant sons and daughters have struggled to claim for themselves
what they perceive as the freedom and individualism of American courtship customs. Daughters with little control over their own movement had limited options for participating in commercial entertainments, where American courtship increasingly occurred. Aware that parents no longer possessed social networks broad enough to make sensible decisions, yet forbidden from experimenting with American-style dating in dance halls and amusement parks, daughters from Latin and Asian backgrounds wondered whether they would ever find a mate.81 Brothers and sisters depended heavily on each other and on ethnic and religious community activities to provide them with a pool of potential spouses acceptable to, yet not directly selected by, their parents.82 Immigrant parents fought with sons, too, but over different issues: parents’ complaints about rebellious sons focused more on criminal activity than on male sexuality or independent courtship.83

Young women from the developing economies of northern Europe had begun experimenting with new courtship rituals prior to migration; they easily extended their control over marriage in the United States. Having migrated independent of parents, and frequently working as domestic servants, they could chat with delivery men in their kitchens, dance at commercial and ethnic halls, and promenade on rural main streets or urban avenues on Sunday afternoons. Young Jewish women from eastern Europe, along with the home-living daughters of Irish and German immigrants, also enjoyed the expanding commercial cultural entertainments of American cities as places to examine and experiment with male partners unknown to their parents. For Jewish daughters, summer camps became an important place to meet prospective mates.84 Being “treated” by young men may have created morally questionable areas on the boundaries of courtship, marriage, and prostitution in parents’ eyes, but immigrant daughters experienced it instead as freedom from supervised courtships.85

Still, surprisingly few immigrant girls with parents in the United States fled parental control to the rooming-house neighborhoods that were developing in U.S. cities between 1880 and 1920.86 Even daughters who could afford to live independently remained at home. When domestic servants had families nearby, furthermore, they saw separation from parents and siblings as a loss rather than as one of the fringe benefits of service work.87 When immigrant girls did leave home, they did so to escape extremely controlling fathers rather than in response to the common everyday conflicts with mothers.88

Much more than romantic love guided the most independent single immigrant women in choosing husbands. German women seemed less interested in the physical appearance of potential husbands than in their religious beliefs, place of birth, and work and drinking habits. One wrote home in great detail about her wedding gifts but said no more than a word or two about the man she had just married.89

Some immigrant women said they did not wish to marry—“I won’t have things as good as I have them now,” as a Swedish domestic servant wrote to
a friend—and a small but significant number of Irish women did remain single in the United States.90 When immigrant women married, as most did, they tended to choose husbands of their own culture and religious faith. For Poles and Italians, endogamy (marriage within the group) might mean marrying a boy from the home village or home region. For Jews from eastern Europe, endogamy meant finding a Jewish husband whose religious faith or dialect of Yiddish most nearly approximated one’s own.91 For most Chinese girls, marriage to a Korean or a Japanese was unthinkable. West Indian women and men expressed their reluctance to marry native-born African Americans: the men found American black men resentful of their “authoritarian” manners, while the women found American black men upset by the children they may have borne in previous relationships.92

Some immigrants had little choice but to marry outside their groups, however. Prohibited from marrying whites, but with few women among them, male migrants from India working in California chose the daughters of Mexican immigrants or native-born Chicanas as their wives.93 Heavily male-dominated migrations from China placed sharp pressure on Western antimiscegenation laws. Chinese men in Hawaii married native Hawaiian women. Marriages between Filipinos or racially mixed Puerto Ricans further challenged racial boundaries in U.S. marriage laws.94 Today, by contrast, women from China, Japan, and Korea are more likely than men to intermarry.95

By the 1930s and 1940s, immigrant sons and daughters increasingly (25 to 30 percent) married outside their nationality group as they freed themselves from parental influence. Most married other second-generation immigrants of similar religion: Irish American married Polish American; Lutheran German married Lutheran Finn or Norwegian. West Indians increasingly married native-born African Americans; Jews of varying backgrounds and religious convictions formed a marital melting pot of their own.96 By the third generation, the majority of European immigrants’ descendants married outside the ethnic group (see chapter 8).

Thus while daughters clearly seized marital initiative from their parents during migration and adjustment to life in the United States, they nevertheless gave weight to old criteria along with new ones of romantic love when choosing a spouse. Marital relationships within immigrant families shed a similarly contradictory light on power and subordination within immigrant families. There can be little doubt, for example, that most immigrant wives, even if they worked only at home, faced what is today called “a double day.”97 That “double day” explains why married immigrant women in the past avoided wage-earning outside the home. Nevertheless, heavily overburdened immigrant women often viewed their marriages more positively than their daughters and granddaughters.98

Married women wage-earners among the foreign-born also gained in decision-making power and received more help with their domestic work than wives working without wages. Even American social workers some-
times begrudgingly concluded "they work together, these immigrant husbands and wives," after finding a husband washing dishes or windows. In the past, men may have done domestic work only when no daughters or other female kin were available. More recently, however, immigrant men of many backgrounds have increased their work in the household, especially when they become unemployed. Wives' wage-earning sparks family conflict, as members of the families renegotiate their rights and obligations, but it also fosters real domestic change.

One Mexicana, for example, describes her husband as macho in Mexico, but a considerate "delicate butterfly" in the United States, where she, like her husband, works for wages. Dominican women report more consultation and shared decision-making about purchases when they pool incomes with their husbands. Vietnamese men, too, take over child care and domestic tasks when their wives work for wages outside the home. For Chinese women, managing family finances itself represents a new arena of power and influence. Only studies of some Korean, Japanese, and Cuban families report little significant change in men's involvement in domestic tasks, perhaps because these men very often work long hours in family businesses.

Domestic change has occurred more readily in immigrant than in middle-class American families, where many studies find little significant alteration in family decision-making or the allotment of domestic chores in response to women's wage-earning. American women depend more on their children and on paid help to replace their labor. Immigrant parents cannot afford paid help; they may also prefer fathers as child-minders to day care, which exposes young children to English speakers and to American cultural values. Perhaps, too, immigrant men and women view change at home as just one in a long series of adjustments required by life in a new country, not as a chapter in the battle of the sexes or a crisis in their marital relationship.

While Americans in the nineteenth century attributed the subordination of immigrant women and children mainly to religious and racial backwardness, feminist theorists more often trace men's power in families to their control of women's sexuality. Until recently, for example, scholars have argued that Latin men of many backgrounds established their manliness through fathering many children, enjoying sex with many partners, and confining their wives and daughters to the home, rather than through "masculine" breadwinning.

Because students of immigrant women have paid less attention to sexuality than to other dimensions of family life, the place of sexuality in defining power within immigrant families can only begin to be addressed. In many groups, sexuality seems to have been a taboo topic, as it was also among native-born middle-class Americans. Immigrant daughters of many backgrounds learned nothing about sexuality from their mothers. They experienced the onset of menstruation as shocking; Jewish girls remember it as the occasion for a sharp motherly slap in the face—symbolizing the shame of the two women's shared sexuality. Other women claimed to have
been ignorant of sexual intercourse and pregnancy prior to marriage. That taboo on communicating about sexuality often provoked guilty feelings about sex in later life.

In other ways, however, immigrants' sexual assumptions departed sharply from those of Americans. Few southern or eastern Europeans and few Latin Americans believed women to be naturally passionless—as many Victorian Americans did. On the contrary, Jewish and other eastern Europeans saw women as the descendants of Eve, whose sexual curiosity had caused man's fall.¹⁰⁶ And Latins sought to control female sexuality precisely because they assumed women’s desires matched or exceeded men’s.¹⁰⁷ It is important to note that today many scholars deny the existence, or at least the uniqueness, of Latin machismo, seeing in it a value-laden misunderstanding of Latin gender relations.¹⁰⁸

Such preconceptions tell us little about actual sexual relations, however. We know from interviews with Italian and Jewish immigrant women that Jewish women enjoyed greater opportunities for sexual experimentation prior to marriage, perhaps because Jews of both sexes were more familiar with birth control. Jewish women and their husbands also cooperated to limit the size of their families; they seemed to view sex as a means of companionship within marriage more than of procreation alone. By contrast, many of the immigrant women Margaret Sanger visited as a nurse regarded sex as a service men demanded of wives, regardless of the costs for them or family living standards.¹⁰⁹ Whether expressed sexually or in other ways, companionship between husbands and wives was at best a new ideal, developing among immigrants and Americans generally as women gradually withdrew from circles of female kin and sex-segregated socializing; it was far more influential in twentieth-century than in nineteenth-century marriages.¹¹⁰

With the exception of Caribbean peoples, most peoples from the other side have frowned on extramarital sexuality; from their perspective, that kind of sexuality made no contribution to kinship networks. Many immigrants seem to have regarded homosexuality with horror, too, either for religious reasons or because such sexuality likewise creates no new kin. But very little is actually known about sexual orientation among the foreign-born. Among Latin immigrants today, homophobia isolates lesbians and gay men from their kin groups, while their cultural difference from native-born Americans does not always allow homosexual immigrants easy integration into a gay or lesbian counterculture. Still, they are more likely to “come out” in the United States than in their homelands.¹¹¹

Feminist theorists have also argued that men’s control over women rests on their recourse to physical violence: families are not “safe havens” but institutions subordinating women to men. Certainly, immigrant families provide evidence of this. Patterns of family violence among the foreign-born differ only slightly from those of the native-born, suggesting striking cross-cultural parallels in male domination modes. Similarly, foreigners seem not to have differed much from native-born Americans in their expressed atti-
tudes toward physical violence: in particular, both native-born and immigrant rural and working-class people, men and women alike, supported a husband’s right to discipline a wife physically and a parent’s responsibility to discipline children harshly.112 Mothers, as childrearing, punished children physically and—in extreme cases—violently.113 Husbands were more likely to attack their wives than the reverse. Mexican and Asian immigrant women today sometimes claim that women beaten by their husbands deserve their punishment—yet no beaten woman accepts her own punishment as just.114 Unlike their mothers, furthermore, the daughters of immigrants rarely accepted a father’s or mother’s right to physically discipline other family members.115

The kinds of conflicts leading to family violence did vary with ethnicity. Alcohol abuse by both sexes was at the root of most physical conflict in Irish families.116 Among Italians, enraged men attacked wives and daughters when they feared they had lost control of women’s sexuality. Overall, in fact, female sexuality was the most common source of conflict and violence within immigrant families, especially as daughters assumed greater responsibility for their courtships. The most common cause for an immigrant daughter’s jailing or institutionalization was parental disapproval of her sexual activity.117 Immigrant fathers who murder their rebellious daughters provide grist for tabloids even today.118

Regardless of triggering event or ethnicity, violent immigrant families all shared a common trait—considerable social isolation.119 Immigrant families were not more violent or disorganized than other Americans, but when violence had occurred on the other side, people expected relatives to intervene. Without a sufficiently dense network of kin or friends, women and children in the United States lacked the social resources that could stay the hands of angry kinsmen or mothers.

Overall, did foreign-born women more often experience kinship as a burden than native-born American women did? Some historians of immigrant women have applauded daughters’ escape from family oligarchy as important steps toward their emancipation as women. They measure immigrant women’s progress against the norm of the native-born American middle classes’ family lives. Other scholars have instead called attention to the resources and support women lost when migration rearranged or obliterated the kin networks they had depended upon; these scholars measure immigrant women’s plight against the norms of subsistence societies on the other side. Daughters appear as historical winners; mothers as historical losers. But since most immigrant women were both daughters and mothers, it seems likely that neither interpretation satisfactorily describes their own views of changing family dynamics.

CONCLUSION

Immigrant women’s family and kin ties exhibited strong variation by cultural background and by generation. Whatever their form, family and kin groups
were at the center of immigrant women’s experience of migration and adjustment to life in the United States. Not surprisingly, many immigrants and their descendants believe that the breadth and depth of their family interconnections differentiate them from other Americans, who seem to be less involved with and less committed to kin. Americans, too, saw family ties as important measures of the difference between foreigners and Americans.

It is impossible to measure whether kinship became more or less important to women as they migrated from the other side to the United States. Scholars have argued both possibilities, and assessed each differently. Whatever their behavior, however, immigration may have made immigrants’ commitment to the ideals of family solidarity both more consciously felt and more forcefully expressed. In response to American glorification of individualism and to the rebellions of the second generation, immigrant parents of both sexes harped incessantly on family solidarities and family loyalties as moral, lineal, and ethnic desiderata.132

Nor can the symbolic importance of kinship and family ties be divorced from immigrants’ position in relation to the men and women of America’s racial minorities, particularly African Americans. In the nineteenth century, white native-born middle-class Americans dismissed the men and women of both groups as inadequate fathers and mothers, often focusing on precisely the same alleged failings.133 The “talented tenth” of African American communities shared with articulate immigrant parents a deep commitment to defending and publicizing their strong and respectable family values, often in contradistinction to an American upper class they excoriated for its loveless marriages, governesses, boarding-school educations, and materialism. By elaborating ethnic ideologies of kin and family commitments, African American and immigrant minorities sought social, economic and geographical mobility and acceptance.134

Middle-class African Americans, and feminist scholars among them, continue their campaign to gain recognition and respect for African American families. By contrast, the descendants of immigrants—both European and Asian—have won their battles. American newspapers and popular culture now evoke affectionately humorous images of close and expansive ethnic kin groups, while respectful reportage tells of the tightly knit families of successful Asian students. Romanticized depictions of immigrant mothers abound in such portraits, but bear little resemblance to the hard-working lives described here. These approving portrayals of family-centered ethnic women appear in a world dominated by negative images of prolific, and black, welfare mothers. By elaborating on the very real emotional and instrumental importance of kinship for their immigrant parents and grandparents, and for themselves, the descendants of immigrants have claimed for themselves the title of model minorities, presumably in contrast to native-born African Americans.

Family, kin, and labor dominated the lives of immigrant women past and present, reinforcing both claims on women, but sometimes also pulling women in conflicting directions. Family and kin ties generated communities
defined by shared ethnicity and religion, but wage-earning and the other challenges of American life instead pulled immigrant women beyond relations with their own kind into cooperative and conflictual relations with people of other backgrounds. The next chapter examines immigrant women’s successes and failures in working together with others—both male and female, and both within their ethnic communities and outside of them.
Nowhere on the other side were nuclear families or kin networks—whatever their importance—the only basis for collective action and cooperation. Instead, a family's status rested on the breadth, depth, and extent of its social connections. The men and women of the other side needed circles of assistance and mutual aid beyond the family economy and kin network, and they routinely built communities through personal ties to neighbors, kin, and co-workers. Americans, by contrast, often pursued mutual aid via voluntary associations—individuals joining together in formal organizations to pursue shared interests. Unlike communities, voluntary associations had formal membership (often with requirements), leadership positions (often elected), and clearly understood (often written) goals.

Voluntary association was known on the other side, too, but it was practiced unevenly—more by men than by women; more by wage-earners than by subsistence producers; and more by middle-class than by poorer people. Voluntarism marked some elements of religious practice among Protestants and Jews; it characterized as well the confraternalism of Catholics. Secular fraternality, developing in the face of political centralization in countries as diverse as China and Italy, spread especially rapidly among the men of the other side in the nineteenth century. Individual wage-earners also experimented with voluntary association in organizing strikes and labor unions.

As we might expect, the social contacts and interests of most immigrant women extended beyond the boundaries of their front doors and kin circles—reaching out to their neighbors, ethnic communities, and churches or synagogues. But of the individual immigrant women introduced earlier, only Beatrice Pollock attempted to solve problems by working with people much beyond her ethnic community. (Pollock, the young woman who migrated to live with a sister and work in a garment shop in Chicago, became a labor activist.) As this suggests, immigrants' desires for connection and the practical problems they faced in the United States did not immediately push them outward toward greater contact with native-born Americans and thus toward what Milton Gordon has termed "structural assimilation." Generational status and gender ideology deeply influenced the path of immigrant community-building, as it had family economies and kinship networks.

In the United States, immigrant women moved gradually toward voluntarism in building community life. Immigrant wives and mothers more often learned the lessons of voluntary association from men of their own backgrounds and from home-country traditions of fraternality, while their
daughters, the second generation, more often learned it from their immigrant peers and American sisters. In both cases, a clear division of labor by gender developed in immigrant efforts to build community through voluntary association. Gender divisions within ethnic communities guaranteed that the lives of immigrant women paralleled those of native-born American women in striking ways. Parallels, however, did not mean common ground: the two groups rarely worked together in the first generation.

**OPPORTUNITIES FOR CONTACT**

Work and residence heavily influenced immigrant men and women's opportunities to meet, socialize, and solve problems collectively. While immigrants' settlement preferences often segregated married women among their own kind, wage-earning more frequently pushed men and unmarried women into ethnically mixed workplaces. Domestic servants grew to know intimately the habits, customs, and language of their native-born employers. Female industrial workers, by contrast, more commonly met other immigrant women. Today, many foreign-born women still work segregated from native-born workers if they are employed in agriculture, industries, and family businesses; sizeable minorities of service, professional, and clerical women, however, have extensive work contacts with native-born Americans—white and minority, women and men.

Immigrant communities in the United States often developed on shared territory. In the nineteenth century, immigrants went disproportionately to the Midwest, Far West, and Northeast, where they created neighborhoods identified as “Little Italy,” “Chinatown,” “Klein Deutschland,” “el Barrio,” and “the [Jewish] Ghetto.” Comparable rural clusters appeared in farming areas, where community-building could result either in opportunities for foreign-born and native-born to meet and socialize or in insular communities of Swedes, Norwegians, or Germans. Even a generation or more later, some rural townships were American communities with a decidedly ethnic flavor.

Clustered in the urban North and Far West, labor migrants from Europe and Asia demographically dominated American cities in the nineteenth century. Segregation of European immigrants by ethnic group and class, while visible and persistent, was voluntary, and it never approached the levels seen in Jewish ghettos in Europe or in African American ghettos in the twentieth century. The poorest immigrants shared their slum neighborhoods with immigrants of other backgrounds and with co-ethnics working in small businesses and the professions.

Urban immigrants in the nineteenth century encountered few middle-class natives. Only public schools and the welfare services provided, initially, by settlement houses brought immigrants and natives together. White, middle-class women dominated both institutions. In the nineteenth century, immigrants had few opportunities to meet the native-born minorities, who
still lived heavily segregated in the South and Southwest, typically in rural communities and in agricultural employment.

Today, immigrants from Asia, Latin America, and the Caribbean also tend to settle near their "own kind." Vietnamese and other southeast Asian refugees, consciously and systematically scattered throughout the U.S. by sponsorship programs, rapidly reasserted their own social needs by moving in large numbers to California and Texas. While some Koreans and other well-educated immigrants spread themselves widely through a city, the emergence of Asian suburbs in California and wealthy Cuban enclaves in Miami speak of immigrants' continued preference for life among people of their own background. As in the past, however, segregation of the foreign-born is more visible than all-encompassing. In cities, immigrants of several backgrounds share territory with each other and with native-born Mexican American, Asian American, Puerto Rican, and African American minorities. Like the immigrants of the past, too, today's immigrants encounter disproportionate numbers of native-born American women—white and black—as social workers, health care employees, and school teachers.

**IMMIGRANT MOTHERS AND THEIR NEIGHBORHOODS**

Neighborhoods had special importance as social arenas for married immigrant women. Few immigrants of any background or sex recognized firm lines separating family from community or household from neighborhood. In cities, immigrants left their doors open or unlatched, encouraging frequent and casual visiting. Family life spilled out of the apartment, down the corridor, onto the sidewalk, and into the street.

Middle-class Americans reacted with dismay to this easy blending of private and public: American standards demanded the separation of the home, women, and children from the public world. Immigrants in turn saw Americans as coldly indifferent to human needs beyond the material concerns of the nuclear family. Jewish eastern Europeans criticized peers aspiring to American standards as "all-rightniks." One man dismissed his all-rightnik children as "machines." Immigrants contrasted American ideals of the private individual to that of the sociable, humane "mensch."

One became a mensch only in a community. Immigrant men valued their street-corner camaraderie and their local places of entertainment, sociability, or worship, just as children of both sexes often ganged together to protect their turf from children of the next street or neighborhood. Even groups known for their conservative attitudes toward female mobility, most notably Mexicans and Italians, raised no objections to women moving through neighborhoods. Only Chinese merchant wives lived secluded lives, and only their wealth—and the employment of an indentured servant—made this seclusion possible.
A poor mother could not function as breadgiver without neighborhood social resources. The permeable line between home and neighborhood explains why many immigrant women remembered impoverished lives in overcrowded, poor housing as richly satisfying: sociability counterbalanced at least some of the difficulties of poverty. One immigrant described herself as "a people's person" who "blooms through sustaining others." 14

Distance complicated socializing in rural areas: men, more than women, traveled to town or to neighboring farms. American neighbors seemed far off to some women immigrants. In Giants in the Earth, a novel reflecting widespread and very somber agrarian realities, the Norwegian woman Beret's sense of isolation on a prairie homestead brings her to the point of madness, even though other families live within sight. But such situations were far from universal. Unlike Beret, the Swedish Ann Oleson enjoyed much company; in her Iowa village, women met to do church work. 15 German women homesteaders had social lives like their native-born neighbors, but suffered more homesickness. Fear of social isolation was one factor that discouraged individual immigrant women from homesteading. 16

Both rural and urban women sought neighborly solutions for everyday problems. The poor did the most significant charity and welfare work in the nineteenth-century city, and most who gave or needed help were women. 17 They handled predictable crises like childbirth, illness, and death; they shared cash when unemployment threatened rent, food, or clothing payments. Immigrants, like poor African American women, seemed firmly convinced that "what goes round, comes round": they gave in some measure because they expected help in return, sometimes across ethnic lines.

Neighborliness could provide immigrant women with a loud public voice, too. When subtler means failed, women made their complaints known through mob action. Immigrant Jewish women in New York mounted the best-known protest when they rioted against high prices in kosher butcher shops.18 Italian and Polish housewives organized similar campaigns. 19 Rent increases also spurred immigrant housewives and neighbors to action. 20 In 1906, a mob of angry Jewish women attacked New York public schools, where—they had heard—"children's throats were being cut." 21 Like immigrant families, then, immigrant neighborhoods were often places of violent yet intimate conflict.

Women's neighborhood protests may in some ways have reflected a female consciousness originating in breadgiving. 22 In other respects, they resembled peasant riots in Europe and Asia or the spontaneous protests of unskilled male gang laborers. 23 In any case, women's mob action generated no formal organizations and no women leaders. When male Jewish socialists attempted to build a long-term campaign on the issues raised by rioting housewives, the women themselves withdrew. Over time, women's collective action, like men's, increasingly originated in the workplace, not the neighborhood. And it was more and more apt to be based on voluntary association rather than informal neighborly solidarity or the kin network.
KINSHIP AND VOLUNTARISM

Ethnic communities originated simultaneously in ties of kinship, neighborliness, and voluntarism. While men initially dominated the latter, women's community activism bridged all three. In fact, by viewing men and women together, one sees that "informal" ties of community and "formal" voluntarism were not conflicting foundations for cooperation. Neither were they exclusively male or female strategies. While sharp, the gender divisions in community-building were also complex. Kinship influenced immigrant men as community builders, while immigrant women also organized voluntary associations.

Chinese bachelor society in the nineteenth century provides an excellent example of kinship's continued importance for men. Men had always performed more kinship work in China than in many Western societies. In the United States, family and regional companies of Chinese immigrants organized men of particular kin networks and lineages or with the same home towns. Successful Chinese merchants founded these societies, along with secret societies called tongs, and used both to dominate community life. Large numbers of male sojourners—"men without women"—joined these companies. (Under different circumstances, Jewish and Italian family or cousin clubs showed the influence of kinship on European immigrants' voluntarism.)

Among southern and eastern Europeans, too, it was middle-class immigrant businessmen who founded the earliest community institutions. Like Chinese merchants, these were men with families, running saloons, boarding-houses, banks, employment agencies, and grocery stores as family businesses. Unlike their Chinese counterparts, however, male sojourners from Europe rarely joined middle-class-led voluntary associations until they had married or called over wives and children. For European men, the women's presence—and their kinship work—seemed a precondition for male participation in community institutions.

Regardless of background, immigrant men in the United States—like migrants to industrializing cities everywhere in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries—organized a very similar range of institutions, notably secular fraternals (including their radical variants) and religious institutions. Fraternals provided insurance and self-help (savings clubs, education) for male wage-earners. Their radical counterparts expanded to function as unions. Religious institutions—ethnic churches, temples, and synagogues—reproduced elements of familiar homeland religious practice. Over time, all of these groups expanded to provide family sociability and entertainment—dances, sports, singing, theatrical events, banquets, and picnics. They also experimented with providing welfare services to immigrant communities—notably hospitals, employment bureaus, and charity. Some in turn assumed responsibility for the reproduction of the ethnic group itself by organizing schools or social clubs to teach home-country language, history, and social customs.
to their children. With many immigrant institutions offering similar services, community among immigrants became multiple and shifting rather than unified and monolithic.  

Fraternalism by its very definition excluded women. In contrast, religious institutions always provided for female participation. The relative openness of religious institutions to women may help explain why these organizations successfully challenged and defeated secular and/or radical fraternals for dominance of some immigrant communities. Certainly this occurred among Italians, Germans, and eastern European Jews, where the waning of anticlericalism, free-thinking and socialism left religious faith to define ethnicity. In any case, immigrant women did not long accept their exclusion. Instead, they sought to replace fraternalism with an inclusive voluntarism, in community organizations organized by women.

**WOMEN IN RELIGIOUS AND SECULAR COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS**

Like native-born whites and blacks, immigrant women often found their first entry into voluntary activism through religious faith. In Jewish and Protestant immigrant communities, married women pioneered female activism. Among Catholics, by contrast, unmarried women defined activism within religious sisterhoods.

On the other side, Judaism had assigned prayer and study in shul and synagogue to men, while women carried out domestic rituals. In the United States, a new division of labor by gender emerged. Beginning in the 1830s and 1840s, men and women organized male and female Hebrew benevolent societies within synagogues to provide self-help and charity. Men’s benevolent societies governed synagogues, but women’s benevolent societies financed and supported them: women’s earliest efforts aimed to pay off building costs. They then remained synagogue fundraisers, often through the preparation and sale of meals or festivals offering entertainment for the whole community. Organized separately as women, immigrants in Jewish female societies nevertheless drew all members of the religious community into their activities.

As the second generation came of age, female benevolent societies reorganized as synagogue sisterhoods. The change in name and organization reflected an understanding of women’s community life that seemed more American, since it focused on women’s special responsibilities for the welfare of the entire community. At the same time, second-generation Jewish women began organizing women’s clubs independent of synagogues, although still to further women’s religious education; these federated in 1893 as the National Council of Jewish Women (NCJW). Sisterhoods, too, federated in the early twentieth century. The NCJW helped connect Jewish female welfare institutions to comparable American women’s groups. In the twentieth century, by contrast, the newly formed Hadassah extended
Jewish women's efforts into Zionist activism. Because Jewish women's organizations shared a common focus on the ethnic community and its needs, theirs was no linear history of progress toward individualism or cross-cultural sisterhood.

Protestant women's religious activism paralleled Jewish women's. Among Norwegians, for example, women had already begun organizing sewing circles in the old country to support foreign missions. In a typical U.S. Norwegian community, the pastor's wife would found a "Ladies Aid" that further expanded women's fundraising tasks. In Europe, state taxes had supported churches; in the United States, women would. More precisely, the Ladies Aid would finance and pay for construction of a church, while men's groups arranged to pay the salary of the minister, whom the men also chose. Lutheran fundraisers—suppers, bazaars, and community entertainments—closely resembled synagogue fundraisers, as well as fundraisers in Protestant American churches, black and white alike. Like synagogue sisterhoods, Ladies Aids attained a degree of autonomy from home congregations when they federated at the state and national levels. Within federations, women developed unpaid careers as church volunteers, acquiring considerable organizational expertise and financial know-how.

The Syrian Ladies Aid of Boston, like others, did not create a separate female world within a church or ethnic community. Although faced with initial male opposition to its existence, its separate headquarters, and its welfare work, Syrian men quickly began to participate in the events sponsored by the Ladies Aid. Women encouraged them to join and to attend meetings, but excluded men from holding major offices. Thus Syrian women, too, organized separately to encourage cooperation between men and women.

Among immigrant Catholics (the vast majority of all American Catholics in the nineteenth century), religious orders of celibate sisters, rather than married lay women, first became community activists. In Europe, most sisterhoods had sought wealthy women whose dowries financed lives of cloistered contemplation. In the United States, Catholic parish priests requested practical help from European and French-Canadian sisterhoods. Parishes offered sisterhoods financial support in exchange for their services in parochial schools. This opened sisterhoods to poorer women, who saw a life of service as upward mobility. Sisterhoods also demanded devotion to the poor, however. Nuns' labors created Catholic welfare programs so extensive that they challenged the government welfare programs originally pioneered by native-born women.

Irish sisterhoods grew enormously during the mass migrations of the nineteenth century, as ambitious girls with no prospects for marriage or self-support "took the veil." New and old sisterhoods sent women all over the world. Austrian, Belgian, Dutch, French, and German orders all sent women to begin work in the United States. Immigrant women also formed their own orders. Within them, capable young novices could aspire to become mother superiors through competent social service, administration, and fundraising.
Like the first generation of college-educated American women, they chose celibacy, education, and the helping professions over "the family claim." Like the American welfare reformers, too, Catholic sisterhoods especially supported the education and organization of girls and women. Their welfare services—nurseries, orphanages, hospitals—often focused on the special problems of immigrant women, girls, and children.49

Catholic women of the second generation more closely resembled their Jewish and Protestant sisters in organizing Catholic laywomen’s organizations. Called sodalities, these voluntary associations quickly assumed responsibility for parish fundraising. Others cared for altars or cultivated particular (and distinctively female) religious devotions.50

Immigrant women’s challenge to secular fraternalism followed some of the same paths, as women acquired responsibility for welfare work within ethnic communities and for reproduction of the ethnic group. Within ten to twenty years of a fraternal’s foundation, immigrant men would abandon exclusionary practices to welcome women as auxiliary members. It is true that their move may have been simply an effort to bolster declining memberships. In organizing female auxiliaries, at any rate, male leaders often recruited women from their own families as members.51

Auxiliaries organized family-oriented leisure-time community activities, some of which functioned as fundraisers. Female auxiliaries organized schools to teach language, folk arts, folk customs, or homeland history. Women helped transform fraternals from groups that supported male sobriety and breadwinning into organizations dedicated to the creation and reproduction of ethnicity. In opening their fraternals to women, men offered women the opportunity to institutionalize their kinship work and extend it to the entire community. A Finnish IWW (Industrial Workers of the World) hall made this dimension of the female auxiliary explicit: children called all the women of the group "auntie."52

Women eagerly took up the task of community service autonomously, too, creating a female public sphere of women’s voluntary associations.53 Many women’s groups focused on the maintenance of the ethnic community and strengthening ties to the homeland.54 Sometimes, women’s activism financed homeland nationalist movements: both Methodist Korean women and Polish women in the Women’s National Alliance raised funds for advocates of independence and to advance social and political change on the other side, a kind of "patriotic feminism."55 Other women worked to solve problems nearer at hand. German women in Chicago organized and operated their own home for the elderly. They followed a distinctly American model in doing so; in Germany the government and state-financed churches provided such services.56 Autonomous female action led some immigrant women to differentiate their interests from those of men, and to develop a community perspective American women today would recognize as feminist. In New York City in the 1870s and 1880s, for example, a German women’s socialist group at first functioned as a support organization for male socialists.57 But while men continued to emphasize women’s responsibilities
for creating "one big socialist family" through their community work and remained ambivalent to female wage-earning, German women came to see the organizing of women workers and the pursuit of suffrage as equally important tasks for socialists.58

Male fraternalism also provided a model for women helping themselves toward economic independence. Organizations of single working women often focused on mutual aid. Like many male fraternals, the Lithuanian Woman's Alliance provided health insurance for its members.59 Korean, Japanese, and Afro-Caribbean women banded together to create rotating credit associations which underwrote small female businesses or other female initiatives.60 Other "female fraternals" engaged in a game of catch-up, offering women services denied them by men's organizations. For example, German Jewish women quickly organized a Young Women's Hebrew Association to duplicate for women the programs of the Young Men's Hebrew Association.61

Immigrant women's community activism aimed both to support women and to guarantee the survival of ethnic communities and ethnic loyalties. For immigrant women, the ethnic community probably remained a private space, shared with men, while the public world began in English-speaking and multiethnic arenas outside their communities—in workplaces and in institutions dominated by Americans or immigrants of other backgrounds.62 Women who arrived in the United States as married adults rarely crossed that boundary into the English-speaking public world. But single immigrants, and immigrant daughters born in the U.S., could rarely avoid doing so. For Americans accustomed to defining women's entrance into the public sphere as emancipation or individualism, immigrant daughters' steps toward structural assimilation appear as first steps toward their liberation as women. However, their mothers' activism was an equally new and significant experiment in the assumption of responsibility and—within limits—of power closer to home.

BEYOND THE ETHNIC COMMUNITY

American workplaces drew grown men and children of both sexes beyond families, kin networks, neighborhoods, and community organizations into a multiethnic world. Not surprisingly, immigrant daughters explored mutual-help possibilities outside their communities more readily than their mothers. They learned to cooperate with fellow workers, many of them other immigrant women. They helped convince activist brethren and American women alike that "girl workers" could organize. These immigrant women built cross-gender alliances with multiethnic but male-dominated workers' organizations and cross-class alliances with American women reformers interested in labor's problems.

Immigrant women participated in some of the largest and most militant strikes in U.S. history, in the garment and textile industries.63 While Irish, British, and German women helped create permanent labor organizations in
these industries, Jewish and Italian women joined them later. Even the supposedly passive and submissive Mexican women of the Southwest had carved out a notable record of labor activism in canneries and garment factories by the middle of the twentieth century. And even domestic servants sometimes organized to improve job options and hours of work.

The example of family members and work colleagues encouraged immigrant girls to experiment with workplace voluntarism. Like their mothers in their neighborhoods, wage-earning daughters created female networks of friendship at work, a powerful source of solidarity in times of labor conflict. Just as Irish, Jewish, and German men gained a reputation for labor activism in the nineteenth century, Irish and Jewish women also quickly moved into activism and labor leadership. And as Italian men increasingly joined unions in the twentieth century, so did Italian women.

Family identities may have undermined some women’s identification with wage-earning, weakening their commitment to challenge workplace problems, but family economies supported young women workers who actually struck. Immigrant women gained a reputation as particularly determined strikers because family income pooling supported their persistence. For some single immigrant women, too, the financial difficulties of surviving on female wages provoked labor action: independent female foreigners stood out among labor activists. Older, widowed women—especially Irish women in the collar industry—also figured prominently in labor conflicts.

The generally exclusionary craft unions of the American Federation of Labor expressed hostility and indifference to immigrant women’s problems and initiatives, even though immigrant men and their sons led the organizations. Male labor leaders often regarded female and foreign-born workers as unorganizable. The AF of L’s general hostility to unskilled wage-workers and its support for a male family wage prevented many trade unionists from supporting female unionism.

But conflict among women workers could prove equally troublesome. “Old immigrants” feared “new” in meat packing and garment production; these “new” female immigrants in turn looked askance when Afro-Caribbean, Puerto Rican, and African American women joined them on the job. Ethnic locals of men and women unionists became almost as common as ethnic parishes. In predominantly female ethnic locals, furthermore, men monopolized leadership positions well into the twentieth century.

Unskilled, ethnic, and female strikers sometimes turned to the IWW for assistance and leadership in the years prior to World War I. Most were not revolutionary syndicalists, but all could recognize an organization that valued solidarity across gender, ethnic, and racial lines. Mass strikes in Lawrence, Massachusetts, Paterson, New Jersey, and Little Falls, New York, drew on communal protest traditions of the Old World and on urban female neighborhood networks.

Women participated both as strikers and as "neighborhood women" who attacked strikebreakers closer to home. Strikers protested wage or hour cuts; neighborhood women sought instead to hu-
militate opponents in community eyes. They might remove the pants from a policeman before dumping him unceremoniously in the river, strip clothes off scabs, dirty them, cut their hair, or loudly harass their families.75

Native-born and middle-class American women reformers in the social welfare movement became aware of the special problems of young female wage-earners in industrial neighborhoods. Recognizing the hostility of male leaders to young women wage-earners, well-educated American reformers saw work with girl strikers as a way to support and to uplift "downtrodden sisters," while at the same time encouraging reform of industrial workplaces and cities. The Women's Trade Union League, founded in 1903 and surviving until 1950, facilitated a cross-class alliance of immigrant workers and middle-class reformers.76

The WTUL enjoyed impressive successes. Women's membership in the ILGWU in New York multiplied several times over; the proportion of organized women in New York reached a level unmatched today. Similarly, many women labor leaders in the early to mid-twentieth century got their start as immigrant activists in the WTUL. Labor activist Rose Schneiderman, for example, carried early WTUL experiments with worker education into the ILGWU.

Still, ethnic and class tensions shook the WTUL. Jewish and Irish immigrant girls believed in class struggle, organization, and action in the workplace. Middle-class allies instead hoped to introduce young workers to American gentility and the advantages of American democracy. As citizens, suffragists, and members of the native-born elite, they believed protective legislation could solve workers' problems. Some allies' open, and probably racist, dislike of Jewish immigrant women also marred the early years of New York's WTUL.77

The WTUL nonetheless succeeded as "a united front of women"78 where the American suffrage movement failed. The U.S. women's suffrage movement peaked during the mass migrations of the early twentieth century. Abroad, educated women knew of the movement; several Norwegian feminists even migrated to the United States hoping to participate.79 Immigrant men, however, varied widely in their attitudes toward the suffrage movement: Irish, Germans, and Italians seemed generally hostile, while Jews, Scandinavians, and Finns more often supported women's rights.80

Some immigrant WTUL activists joined the suffrage movement, but in organizations of their own—wage-earners' suffrage leagues organized on an English model and introduced by Harriet Stanton Blatch. These leagues argued that suffrage would help end female poverty, ignoring the arguments of middle-class suffragists who stressed that women's votes would counterbalance the votes of ignorant foreign-born and minority men.81

Immigrant supporters of women's rights seemed more interested in challenging the prejudices of men of their own backgrounds than in changing U.S. law.82 Feminist ideas developing in revolutionary struggles in Mexico or Russia, or from the enfranchisement of Finnish women in 1906, worked a
greater influence in immigrant communities than did the U.S. suffrage movement.83 For those without citizenship, the vote seemed less relevant than female emancipation (as anarchist Emma Goldman defined it), women's rights in the labor movement,84 or workers' power in industry (the goal of Irish activist "Mother" Mary Harris Jones). Immigrant women had their own feminist issues: they showed considerable interest in Margaret Sanger's early agitation for birth control, for example, but their concerns about sexuality and poverty did not build easy bridges to the suffrage movement.

Even after the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment, immigrant women played in politics a "part somewhat, but not much, more important than that played by snakes in the zoology of Ireland."85 This was true, also, of American women generally; no women's voting bloc emerged in the 1920s, and American women generally failed to make much progress in mainstream politics as a result. But second-generation women like Shirley Chisholm and Belle Moskowitz did attain modest success as Democratic Party activists during and after the 1920s.86

Only in radical politics did immigrant women leave more of a mark. Jewish women shared with Jewish men a particular prominence as radicals.87 Anarchism, with its emancipatory promises, also strongly attracted the foreign-born.88 Within the Socialist Party, support for women's suffrage after 1907 forged a coalition of foreign-born German and American women.89 By the 1930s, both foreign-born and second-generation women were also well represented in the leadership of the Communist Party.90 West Indian women preferred radical activism, too, supporting Marcus Garvey, not the Republican Party.

The female reformers of the social welfare movement, many of whom were suffragists, had little better luck working with immigrant women. Many of the earliest social services and welfare organizations developed by female social reformers aimed to provide services to immigrant women and their children. But most of these "social housekeepers" were earnest Protestants. They were never able to abandon a missionary approach to welfare work. Pitifully small numbers of adult immigrant women used settlement services; Jewish and Catholic women preferred services offered within their own communities.91

Immigrant women did sometimes turn to social reformers in search of allies for their own causes, however. Donaldina Cameron's mission to rescue Chinese women from prostitution, for example, aimed to introduce immigrant women to "higher" American standards of morality and domesticity, by teaching prostitutes domestic service or garment making.92 Chinese women used missions for their own ends—to escape an abusive husband, or one they did not love; to marry men met while working as a prostitute; to escape indenture.93

In similar fashion, immigrant women, children, and neighbors appealed to settlement workers or the Gerry Society (Children's Aid Society) when a violent husband, son, brother, father, or mother violated community norms
of discipline or fair treatment. They did this even though they knew of, and resented, Gerry Society agents who "stole" children from parents who failed to meet American standards. In searching for allies, immigrants discovered that American welfare activists gladly intervened on behalf of children but hesitated when faced with wife-beating. Just as American suffragists were often frustrated in their search for foreign-born collaborators, immigrant women tended to find in native-born welfare activists exasperatingly selective sources of support.

HOW DIFFERENT TODAY?

Today, too, immigrant women's community lives remain invisible. Immigrant women entering the U.S. today may bring with them religious faiths—from Islam to Buddhism—little known or understood by Americans. Catholic practitioners of vodou and other forms of Afro-Caribbean religious syncretism such as Santería have attracted more—and more negative—attention. Many vodou practitioners in Haitian communities in New York are women who specialize in domestic rituals while leaving to men the larger, louder, and more controversial ceremonies. The Haitian Mama Lola, for example, combines faith healing with general advice-giving through spirit possession. But she hides her altars and her spirit birthday celebrations from skeptical Brooklyn neighbors.

Immigrant women from Portugal, Mexico, and other parts of Latin America often become labor activists in the same industries—garments, canning, textiles—where immigrant women earned a reputation for militancy in the early twentieth century. Like immigrant daughters ninety years ago, today's married women workers "bring the family to work" by introducing family-style celebrations of birthdays, engagements, and retirements into the workplace. Their friendship networks also facilitate labor solidarity. The fact that few Chinese men work in unionized jobs while many Mexican and Mexican American men do may explain the striking difference in activism in these two groups, but so may homeland traditions of labor radicalism. Collaborating with their male co-workers, female farmworkers from Mexico demonstrated considerable energy and skill in the organizing drives of the 1960s. Some UFW women participated as wives and daughters rather than wage-earners; they organized a nationwide boycott of grapes, lettuce, and Gallo wine. This boycott became a successful cross-class "united front" of poor women and middle-class housewives.

The expansion of the welfare state in the twentieth century has also changed the lives of immigrant women as community activists. Whether from Mexico or Vietnam, immigrant women manage their family's contacts with government bureaucracies—the INS, the school, the health clinic. This is far from easy task. Undocumented women, of course, avoid contacts with public services for fear of discovery, but even women with secure legal status often hesitate to visit clinics or to apply for welfare or counseling.
refugee resettlement programs, government offices, schools, clinics, and welfare agencies, foreign-born women still find themselves enmeshed in deeply hierarchical helping relationships with native-born women.103

The most recent wave of immigrants began arriving in the United States just as native-born minorities demanded governmental support for their community-based initiatives. Asian and Spanish-speaking immigrants' community groups could now claim government services and funding as racial minorities. When they did, they found themselves working alongside native-born and sometimes middle-class activists of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Chinese, Japanese, and African descent. Tensions easily developed between immigrant women concerned primarily with change in the homeland, minority (often female) professionals employed by welfare agencies, and ethnic activists, both male and female, who defined ethnicity in ways recently arrived immigrants did not understand.104

Immigrant women professionals also now work directly for government agencies to fund and provide services—employment, schools, care for the aged, children's recreation—pioneered as much by ethnic fraternal and women's organizations as by native-born reformers. While such immigrant professionals struggle hard to remain advocates for the communities, they also become bound by bureaucratic rules which have little to do with their clients' needs.105 In New York's Chinatown, resentful immigrants deride the efforts of these "Chuppies"—Chinese Yuppies.106

Today's immigrant women, along with working-class and minority women, generally avoid American feminism.107 Issues of abortion rights, sexual orientation, and sexual emancipation have not sparked alliances between foreign-born and native-born women. Immigrant women have been concerned instead with unwieldy immigration bureaucracies, low wages in industry and service jobs, poor schools, discrimination, street violence, and crime—not issues central to American feminists of recent decades.108

Immigrant women instead resemble African American women in organizing their own feminist organizations. They do so, typically, when they experience difficulties working with men of their own backgrounds. Although primarily a movement of Mexican Americans, the history of women in el movimiento (the Chicano movement) illustrates a number of contemporary versions of gender conflicts in ethnic voluntarism. Chicanas resembled their counterparts in the civil rights, student left, and black nationalist movements in gradually recognizing and then objecting to the sexual discrimination they experienced among male comrades. Reluctant to threaten ethnic solidarity, they initially announced that Mexican women "did not want to be liberated."109 When Chicanas did begin organizing autonomously, male comrades accused them of selling out to white, middle-class feminists. Over time, Chicana activists developed a critique of both Anglo feminism and of Chicano sexism.110 Like the immigrant feminists of the past, they focused on changing the position and status of women within their own communities. These fe-
male activists, too, used women's organizations to improve their options for joining men in a common struggle for community empowerment.

CONCLUSION

Both in the past and in the present, generation and class, more than ethnic background, have determined the kinds of cooperation immigrant women sought with men and with women outside their own communities. In the past, immigrant women turned mainly to the men of their own groups and to other immigrant women as allies; they worked cautiously with middle-class and native-born women, and they had almost no contacts with the racial minorities of this country. Immigrant men and women lived, not in unified or homogenous communities, but rather among competing networks of ethnic solidarity, based on kinship, neighborhood, and voluntary associations of many kinds. To the extent that we understand the community lives of today's immigrants, many of these patterns seem to hold true for the present, too.

One difference stands out, however: immigrant community activists now work together with middle-class African Americans, Chicanas, and Puerto Ricans in government-funded welfare programs for minority communities.

We have almost no evidence that earlier immigrant women consciously imitated American women's collective action, though the similarities between the two groups are striking. Still, no matter how similar the social lives of Irish, Jewish, Norwegian, American white, or American black women, each remained by and large isolated within parallel community lives. Informal community activism almost never linked women across ethnic lines. But voluntarism sometimes did: immigrant daughters, as labor activists, created a multiethnic working-class sisterhood; they experimented with cross-class sisterliness as well.

Collective action among immigrant women encouraged a kind of female agency that African American women have called "lifting as we climb." Women did not become community activists in order to create a separate female world, nor did men perceive their activism as creating one. Immigrant women moved beyond the family and kin group to preserve or to strengthen the families and communities they had built alongside of and in conflict with men.

As in the case of native-born women, however, class dynamics shaped their efforts at cooperation. Historians have long known that the voluntarism of immigrant daughters defined what is commonly labelled working-class activism—the female labor movement—in the United States. Voluntarism within ethnic communities can also be viewed as a class-specific phenomenon; as we will see in the next chapter, immigrant women demonstrated their middle-class status when they built volunteer careers in an ethnic women's public sphere. In American eyes, of course, they became social housekeepers, not egalitarian feminists.
Native-born elite social housekeepers—the female pioneers of welfare services—dedicated themselves to cleaning up the “houses” of working-class, immigrant, and minority communities. There, they found themselves in sharp conflict with capable women—from nuns to the NCJW—determined to offer services in their own way, to their “own kind.” For immigrant social housekeepers, class status, female activism, and mutual aid were one. They used their “brooms” simultaneously to sweep away native-born competitors, to guarantee their own status, and to promote ethnic group survival. Today’s alliances of immigrant and native-born (often minority) welfare professionals build on a different model. But whether this present-day united front of women will be as successful as yesterday’s cross-class, multiethnic WTUL remains to be seen.
PART III.

Changing: Class and Culture in the Twentieth Century
Middle-Class Immigrants

Not all immigrants left lives of poverty and hardship on the other side; not all started at the bottom of the U.S. economy or remained there, struggling in poverty all their lives. Michiko Sato was the daughter of prosperous Hiroshima sugar merchants, yet she began her life in the United States working as a cook. On the other hand, Michelena Gaetano Profeta, a seamstress from a humble Sicilian family, eventually enjoyed considerable economic prosperity in the United States—by the 1920s her family owned a car and a big house, and she enjoyed restaurant meals and “shows” with her barber husband before the Great Depression broke the family’s luck. And “Honey” Barredo, who, as we saw in chapter 2, left the Philippines for the United States in order to pursue a career in dance, eventually became prima ballerina with the Atlanta ballet.

Women’s class status raises tricky theoretical questions, which become more complex when women are also foreign-born. Who, after all, is middle-class? For women, class status may be determined as much by family status or husband’s earnings as by individual accomplishment. Class hierarchies, furthermore, are regional and national, not international. Elite status in politically or economically weak countries does not guarantee middle-class status in the United States. (Dependency theorists have been known to call third world elites the lumpenbourgeoisie of the world economy.)

In this chapter, above-average education, a family income significantly higher than that of their fellow immigrants, professional status, or a long-term career loosely define immigrants as middle-class. Measured in any of these ways, the representation of middle-class immigrants of both sexes has increased remarkably in the twentieth century. In the past, immigrants may have sought upward mobility by migrating, but few had been middle-class in the judgment of their peers on the other side. Women professionals were only a tiny percentage of nineteenth-century immigrants, but they alone make up more than a quarter of today’s adult female immigrants. Both refugees and students often originate in elite third-world families, and they, too, are well represented among twentieth-century immigrants. Not all remain middle-class in the United States, however: downward mobility is a surprisingly common experience, especially for women. Still, like American women generally, immigrant women more often pursue careers today than in the past; their occupational choices, furthermore, have changed strikingly since 1920.
MIDDLE-CLASS IMMIGRANT WOMEN

While heavily outnumbered by settlers and labor migrants, middle-class refugees did come to the United States in the past. The German Forty-Eighters, fleeing the aftermath of the failed liberal revolutions of 1848, provide one nineteenth-century example of middle-class exiles. Normally excluded from politics on the other side, women in Forty-Eighter families nevertheless knew of and were influenced by the political activism of the men of their families. Mathilde Gieseke Anneke (who actually did fight alongside her military husband in the revolution of 1848) became a strong supporter of women's rights and women's education in the United States. Her feminism reflected the Forty-Eighters' concern with human emancipation from the monarchic government and church tyranny. Working in German-speaking communities in Milwaukee and on the East Coast, Anneke enjoyed success as a writer and publicist. She eventually separated from her husband, published Die Deutsche Frauenzeitung, and founded the Milwaukee Töchter Institut, an academy for German girls.

In the twentieth century, middle-class Jews fleeing persecution in Nazi Germany also sought refuge in the United States. Refugee German women of Jewish background (Hannah Arendt; Charlotte Malachowski Buehler; and Tilly Edinger, Frieda Fromm-Reichmann, and Catherine Brieger Stern) formed the largest and most highly educated group of notable immigrant women in U.S. history. They were joined by women psychoanalysts like Karen Horney, who, although not Jewish or even necessarily anti-Nazi, found their entire profession attacked by Hitler as "Jewish." Although middle-class German Jewish women were actually less likely than other German women to earn wages, those who did work pursued highly specialized professional careers. Having received a female education, furthermore, many German Jewish women had learned English prior to migration.

Still, like other refugees, including the Cubans of the 1960s and the Southeast Asians of the 1970s and 1980s, most German Jewish women experienced periods of downward mobility upon arrival in the United States. Some could not work in their profession. Charlotte Buehler, for instance, could not survive as a researcher in the United States; she found work instead in clinical psychology. Because many Jewish women scholars had scholar husbands and collaborative marriages, antinepotism restrictions at U.S. universities posed great hardships. Nobel Prize winner Maria Goeppert-Mayer accepted a professorship without pay to evade such rules.

For the much larger group of German Jewish women who had not worked outside the home, downward mobility meant seeking a job and earning wages for the first time. It also meant learning to manage a household without servants. German Jewish refugee women in the 1930s considered it essential to avoid upsetting husbands or children already threatened by change and economic insecurity. As wage-earning wives, they struggled to continue familiar household routines and to do most domestic work themselves, to
maintain at least the appearances of traditional bourgeois family life under difficult circumstances. They served multicourse, if simple, meals; they insisted on proper table service. “She has to cook dinner,” one refugee man noted, “for most European men do not know how to cook….” Some women found such challenges creative—others found them draining.

Although well educated, a surprising number of German Jewish women in the 1930s first worked in that traditionally foreign and female job—domestic service. Today, too, middle-class women from the Caribbean and South America discover these are the only jobs open to them. It is not unusual for migration to transform an elite woman of the third world “from mistress to servant,” or for former teachers to work as nannies. Even women with transferable professions find themselves clustered in less prestigious jobs: while native-born doctors work in private practices, foreign-born physicians now fill the ranks of hospital employees, especially in urban public hospitals. Nurses from Samoa disproportionately find jobs in geriatric care.

Downward mobility can foster a strong commitment to female wage-earning, even among groups—like Cuban refugees—who discouraged female wage-earning prior to migration. Cuban women initially saw wage-earning in factories and offices as simply a way to regain a lost standard of living or to ensure education for the next generation. So motivated, they worked for pay in far larger proportions than other immigrant women or native-born Spanish-speaking women. By pooling wages, Cuban refugee families could indeed educate their children for middle-class professions. Over time, however, women developed more intrinsic motivations for working. They acknowledged that they enjoyed their work, and benefited from it. They no longer saw wage-earning as a necessary evil or stopgap. Not surprisingly, their daughters saw careers as normal foundations for autonomous and satisfying lives as middle-class American women.

For much larger groups of women and men immigrants of humble background, especially in the past, migration to the United States opened possibilities for upward mobility into middle-class comfort. Although women had often worked hard to ensure family economic success, fiction and family myth typically portray women as recipients, not achievers, of upward mobility. Middle-class comfort for women, furthermore, meant domesticity as American women had defined it: recall Maria Zambello’s portrait of the good and “up-to-date” manners of her daughters. Immigrant writers and American observers, however, often poked fun at immigrant women’s efforts to transform themselves into American ladies:

Mrs. Cohen, a fat, middle-class woman, lay on a sofa. She glittered like an ice-cream parlor. . . . Her bleached yellow head blazed with diamond combs. . . . She looked like some vulgar, pretentious prostitute, but was only the typical wife of a Jewish nouveau riche. “Ach, what a headache! How I have to suffer with these headaches! . . . I should not eat at restaurants. My cook’s food is better for me; I am of a very nervous nature.”

Becoming a lady required women to learn the rules of American domesticity. This was not an easy task for women trained to view life as a hard struggle and to work incessantly for the needs of others. Women who had worked as domestic servants had occasion to observe the domestic culture of American women and to imitate it if they chose, but many urban wives and mothers never saw the inside of an American home. Upwardly mobile, ambitious immigrant women probably turned to social settlements and their elite female workers for the advice, examples, and domestic lessons the settlements were eager to deliver.

Upward mobility also meant acquiring new habits of consumption, leisure activities, community activism, and (by the 1920s) self-beautification. For many immigrant women, models for each probably came initially from the homeland—yet these could differ from American expectations of middle-class women. Chinese merchant wives with their bound feet symbolized adherence to Old World modes of prosperity. At the same time, however, some Chinese merchants preferred women educated in Donaldina Cameron’s missions precisely because they had been introduced to American domestic ideals there.

Most portraits of upwardly mobile women are of Jewish immigrants. The popularity of stereotypes of female Jewish “allrightniks” (see chapter 6 above), “dolls,” and—more recently—“princesses” reveals deep American ambivalence toward foreign-born or ethnic women who acquire the material perquisites and leisure of American middle-class life. All three stereotypes focus on Jewish women’s alleged obsessive and exaggerated concern with possessions, status, and personal physical appearance. At their most sympathetic, observers might note how meaningless a vigorous woman could find the enforced leisure of American bourgeois life. More often, Americans merely disparaged the enormous energy immigrant women could devote to emulating American customs. Social workers mocked immigrant women who decorated their homes with plush furniture, “Spanish runners,” lace curtains, or flocked wallpaper; the more objective conceded that immigrant women’s “bric-a-brac” were “not a whit more hideous than their more expensive counterparts.” Other Americans (along with conservative immigrant parents) worried over the morality of immigrant girls adopting large picture hats, silk dresses, or fur pieces. In both cases, the purchase of middle-class comforts seemed to reflect an inappropriate absorption with the self, at once uppity and insecure.

If Americans first developed negative images of upwardly mobile women, it was more often immigrant writers—many of them sons of immigrant mothers—who transformed them into biting and widely popular stereotypes. Feminist scholars trace the tenacity of jokes about Jewish women as devouring wives and mothers and as selfish shoppers to Jewish men—not to condescending Americans.

Contemporary women from the third world experience other difficulties adjusting to middle-class expectations. Today, education and professional careers increasingly mark middle-class status around the world. But middle-
class Americans' assumptions about female sexuality can place conflicting demands on upwardly mobile immigrant women. In prerevolutionary Cuba, for example, upper-class men displayed their status by appearing in public with attractive mistresses. In the United States, they can neither afford this display nor find cultural support for it. Cuban wives say they are happy to put mistresses out of their lives, yet they also feel new pressure to care for their appearance and to remain slim so husbands will have an attractive woman to affirm their economic success.26

Both immigrant men and immigrant women find the paths to middle-class prosperity complex ones. More or less bourgeois origins on the other side may make initial adjustment to the United States—with its expectation that immigrants start in humble positions—a difficult process of dealing with temporarily lost status. At the same time, those who move up into the middle class often find that a middle-class lifestyle is harder to acquire than material possessions. And foreign-born women who too visibly claim leisure and America's material abundance as their own find themselves criticized as selfish by Americans and by men of their own ethnicity.

BRAIN DRAINS: MIGRATORY CAREERS

The pursuit of education, training, and career advancement has always motivated migration, but this is especially true for twentieth-century migrants. Some scholars even regard "brain drain" migrations of students and careerists as a special type of migration. Still, today's brain drain from third world nations arouses heated controversy, for some believe it inhibits economic development on the other side.27

The professional opportunities drawing educated immigrants to the United States changed significantly from the nineteenth to the twentieth century, as the country changed from an agricultural and isolationist backwater into an expanding and industrializing world power. In the nineteenth century, the United States demanded brawn more than brain, and a native-born, white, and Anglo-American Protestant elite monopolized the limited market for brain work. But culturally, this American elite possessed little self-confidence, looking to Europe in such matters. Thus it was in the performing and other arts that cultivated immigrant men and women first clustered.

With their traveling troupes and concert tours, the performing arts encouraged migratory careers. Local tours of performers gradually extended into transatlantic journeys, bringing whole families of immigrant actors and actresses to the United States. Caroline Chapman was typical. Born illegitimately into an English theatrical family, she traveled with them to the United States, where they operated the first showboat on the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers. Later, individuals like ballerina Maria Bonfanti came to the United States as adult "stars" instead.28

Immigrants from England and Ireland figured prominently on the English-speaking American stage in the nineteenth century.29 Americans praised the English Julia Marlowe as the greatest romantic actress of the cen-
tury.30 Fanny Kemble became almost as well known for her writings on her
temporary American life and unhappy marriage as for her acting.31 Troupes
of non-English-speaking actresses and actors also played in every major im-
migrant settlement, in Yiddish, German, or Italian theaters.32 Members of
both groups developed truly transatlantic careers. The Canadian Julia
Arthur, for example, first made a name for herself as an actress touring the
United States. After study in Germany and England, she worked for a num-
ber of years in a San Francisco company before venturing to London to begin
her years performing Shakespeare. She then toured the United States again
with an English company and afterwards began her own American company.
Polish-born Berta Gersten began her career in the Yiddish theaters of the
Lower East Side of New York before touring the major cities of North and
South America and Europe, including her birthplace.

By the late nineteenth century, instrumentalists and opera singers had
joined migratory actresses. Less dependent on English-language facility,
more female performers now came from the southern and eastern European
homelands which were sending the new immigrants of the period. New
musical stars included singers (like Italians Luisa Tetrazzini33 and Adelina
Patti, Mexican Lydia Mendoza,34 Polish Marcella Sembrich, German Lotte
Lehman,35 Romanian Alma Gluck,36 and Scottish Mary Garden), stage ac-
tresses like Sarah Bernhardt,37 and instrumentalists like Italian violinist
Camilla Urso and Venezuelan pianist Teresa Carreño. Wealthy American
cities became ever more important stops on the concert tours of peripatetic
male and female performers.

The cultural institutions of the United States remain an important draw
for talented women and men around the world to this day. But international
artists who perform in Hollywood or at the Metropolitan Opera today are
overshadowed by the far greater numbers of foreign-born women who in
the twentieth century view migration to the United States as an important
stage in the pursuit of technical or scientific careers. Health care workers are
the largest group of female professionals migrating to the United States, but
engineers, computer technologists, and scientists also find many employers
for their skills in the United States.

Many begin their migrations as students. The earliest foreign students in
the United States, including Charlotte Manye Maxexe—the first African
woman to graduate from a U.S. university—returned to their homelands.38
Today, however, residence in the United States as a foreign student is one of
the best predictors of eventual settlement in the United States.39

Among students, unlike other present-day migrant groups, women re-
main a minority. In 1980, 211,000 men and 94,000 foreign-born women were
studying at American universities; ten years later, the 149,000 foreign-
born female students in the United States made up a larger group, but con-
stituted only 37 percent of foreign students in the country.40 Study in the
United States apparently produces few changes in men's gender attitudes,
their study abroad in the first place—often adapt quickly to an environment that encourages experiments with female independence and accomplishment.41 Sometimes, however, women students have special problems because their notions of female sexual propriety conflict sharply with American ones.42

Like men, women foreign students enroll disproportionately in technical and scientific programs of study. But marriage, more often than their professions, brings them to the United States later in life. Only one in five of the foreign-born women listed in Who's Who of American Women entered the United States to work. About half instead had either arrived in the United States as children (migrating with their parents) or had settled in the United States within a year of marriage to an American man. An early foreign student—Persia Crawford Campbell, an Australian-born economist and consumer advocate—illustrates a common pattern. Campbell came to the U.S. to study at Bryn Mawr. After a number of years in her homeland, she returned to the United States with a Harvard fellowship. She then remained in the United States after marrying an American.43

**IMMIGRANT WOMEN AND THEIR CAREERS**

Even those women who come to the United States for other reasons have found that careers for themselves and their daughters require increasing levels of education. In the past, foreigners seemed to lag behind native-born Americans in their commitment to education, especially female education. Today, however, both the educational expectations and the educational achievements of the foreign-born exceed those of the native-born. And gender distinctions may now be sharper among native- than foreign-born.

In the nineteenth century, education and literacy varied enormously among immigrants arriving in the United States. Women and men from subsistence economies rarely had more than a few years of schooling, but women and men from developing economies about duplicated the limited education of nineteenth-century Americans. Both men and women immigrants to the United States had literacy rates superior to those who remained behind,44 but while almost all Scandinavian women could read and write, only about a third of Italian women could. Today, by contrast, immigrant women (12.5%) are more likely to have completed advanced degrees than native-born women (7.5%).45

Not surprisingly, immigrant parents of the past differed in their attitudes toward compulsory U.S. schooling, as well as in their financial ability to support students. Jewish immigrants both desired the education of their children and were most able to support its pursuit. Educational accomplishments remained more modest among the children of poorer immigrants, whether Irish, Italian, or Mexican.46 Still, compulsory elementary education in the United States guaranteed that ethnic, class, and gender differences emerged...
mainly in the amount of schooling offered youngsters of high school and college age.

Middle-class and business families of all ethnic backgrounds expected their children to graduate from high school prepared for white-collar jobs leading to business or professional careers. In poorer families, parents instead might choose to educate only one child—and that one child was frequently male. Girls more often went to work to support the education of their brothers than the other way around. As we learn from Mary Antin’s tales of her own schooling and from scholarly studies of high school and college attendance, Jewish women clearly demonstrated the lust for learning they shared with men, often attending night school when poverty forced them to find jobs. Yet even Jewish parents, with their generally strong support of education for both sexes, more often sacrificed the education of girls than that of boys when resources were scarce. Italian and German parents regularly argued that educating girls wasted family resources, as girls did not need education to marry and to do domestic work. Birth order also mattered. In the highly supportive family of Sofia Kleegman, for example, two elder daughters migrated to the United States to pay for the emigration of family members. They then supported two younger sisters through medical school.

Daughters of immigrants gradually attained educational parity with native-born Americans in the twentieth century, while still lagging slightly behind their brothers. The discrepancy between male and female education remained quite pronounced in some groups. As late as the 1960s, for example, immigrant Italian parents regularly advised daughters to prepare themselves for clerical employment; their rates of college attendance lagged behind those of other women and of Italian American men as well.

Perhaps because so many more of today’s immigrants are themselves well educated and of middle-class origins, foreign-born Americans now seem more strongly committed to education and professional careers than either the immigrants of the past or their native-born American counterparts. Immigrant mothers have significantly higher expectations for the education of their sons and daughters than native-born mothers. Their daughters share these high expectations and surpass native-born Americans in their educational achievements. Much public attention has focused on these new “model minorities” and on the educational accomplishments of Asian immigrant children. But strong commitments to academic success can also be found among Jews from the Soviet Union, among West Indians, and among immigrants from Mexico and Central America.

Mexican immigrant children, for example, are more often native speakers of Spanish than their native-born Mexican American (or Chicano) peers. Yet children born in Mexico stay in school longer and in greater proportions than native-born or later-generation Mexican Americans who have spoken English since childhood. Immigrants and children like these commit themselves to education in part because they assume their investment will be rewarded. Native-born minorities do not always share their optimism. Chi-
cano youths may attack an ambitious peer as a “wannabee”—defining ambition and academic accomplishment as an Anglo or white trait.\textsuperscript{58}

Today’s immigrants exhibit no strong biases against female education. Some young women of Latin or Asian descent may have to abandon cultural habits of deference and holding silent to achieve as students,\textsuperscript{59} but most studies of immigrant children’s educational patterns find emphatic familial support for female as well as male accomplishment.\textsuperscript{60} In fact, immigrant daughters are far more likely to pursue studies in scientific and technical fields than young American women generally.\textsuperscript{61} Whatever their other attitudes toward gender, immigrants from the third world do not believe that females lack an aptitude for math and science.

Given their limited education, the immigrant women of the past seemed poorly positioned to pursue careers. Yet despite their educational disadvantages, foreign-born women made up roughly ten percent of the women in Notable American Women and Notable American Women: The Modern Period (the latter includes women living after 1950)—or close to their representation in the female population as a whole. The far larger group of second-generation daughters did not match the accomplishments of their foreign-born mothers.

Few of these high-achieving immigrant women had careers like those of the proverbial Horatio Alger heroes: few rose from rags on the other side to American riches. Instead, over two-thirds of notable immigrant women in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries had academic, professional, prosperous, or otherwise solidly middle-class parents. Unlike the average immigrant woman who worked as a domestic servant, notable immigrant women grew up in homes—both on the other side and in the United States—that employed servants. Even labor activists like Fannia Cohn sometimes had prosperous—if also politically radical—parents.

Just as immigrant women generally clustered in a few kinds of jobs in the wider economy, the careerists among them clustered in distinctive niches, too. Far more than native-born women, nineteenth-century immigrant women achieved their successes in the performing or other arts and as ethnoreligious community welfare activists. In the earlier part of the twentieth century they clustered disproportionately in business and in the labor movement. Today’s notable immigrant women concentrate heavily in technical and scientific professions.

Compared to American women, surprisingly few foreign-born women built careers as feminists or women’s rights activists. But there were some prominent exceptions to this generalization: English-born Anna Howard Shaw,\textsuperscript{62} the Pole Ernestine Rose,\textsuperscript{63} the Hungarian Rosika Schwimmer,\textsuperscript{64} and the Scotswoman Frances Wright.\textsuperscript{65} The need to speak English seems to have been a formidable obstacle for some: the Norwegian feminist Aasta Hansteen, who had come to the United States to experience what she believed were unique opportunities for women, returned home in frustration because of language difficulties.\textsuperscript{66}
The concentration of foreign-born women in the performing and other arts reflects both brain drain migrations and the peculiarities of the performing arts as a professional niche defined by race and ethnicity. Immigrant women shared careers in arts and entertainment with native-born African-American women, especially in the nineteenth century. While only slightly more than one in ten of all notable women worked as actresses, singers, musicians, and entertainers, roughly forty percent of notable nineteenth-century immigrant women, and about the same proportion of the African American women listed in Notable Black Women, worked in these fields.67

If African Americans created jazz as an American art form, and African American women shaped distinctly female traditions within it,68 immigrants arguably created forms of popular culture within which foreign-born women also carved out distinctive specialties as performers.69 English actresses Louisa Lane Drew, Laura Keene, and Matilda Vining Wood directed their own theaters, introducing new plays and creative art forms to an American public. The first successful ballerina in the U.S. was the Frenchwoman Madame Placide (Suzanne Douvillier). The Guggenheim Museum and its collection of modern or nonobjective art trace their origins to an immigrant woman’s education (and manipulation) of a wealthy New York family; the film archive of the Museum of Modern Art has its origins with the energetic collecting efforts of British migrant Iris Barry. Distinctively American cultural forms, from riverboats, vaudeville, and honky-tonk to Hollywood, drew on the talents of immigrant women (and their daughters) like Sophie Tucker, Theda Bara, “Molly” Berg, “Texas” Guinan, Marie Dressler, and Carmen Miranda.70

Less positively, foreign-born women’s concentration in the performing and other arts also reflected American views of foreigners as exotic, sexualized, and potentially immoral—an image shared with the women of the racial minorities. Women performers of all backgrounds in the nineteenth century attracted moral censure from Protestant Americans; performing was held to be too public an activity for women, whose sphere was more properly a domestic one. And many immigrant female performers’ behavior—their divorces and remarriages, sexual liaisons, and personal idiosyncracies—went well beyond American norms of proper female modesty. Even present-day authors see pioneering immigrant female performers more as adventuresses than cultural innovators. Among them, the infamous Irish-born Lola Montez, who entertained the gold rush miners in California, is probably the best known. Madame Blavatsky, the founder of Theosophy and a famous nineteenth-century occultist, also both scandalized and entertained Americans with her many liaisons and her plans for Theosophist activities on three continents.71

Another sizeable group of immigrant women made careers for themselves as ethnic and religious activists, especially in the nineteenth century. Founders of nationwide female ethnic and religious organizations, like the National Council of Jewish Women’s Hannah Solomon, Hadassah’s Henri-
etta Szold, and Rebekah Bettelheim Kohut, the Jewish community activist par excellence, represent this path to achievement.\(^{22}\) Also qualifying as career women activists are the founders of large Catholic sisterhoods\(^{23}\) (Rose Philippine Duchesne of the Order of the Sacred Heart,\(^{24}\) Mother Marie Joseph Butler of the Marymount Schools and Colleges, the German Mother Benedicta Riepp and the "American saint," Italian Mother Francis Xavier Cabrini),\(^{25}\) and the spiritual leader of the Amana Society, the German Barbara Heine-mann. These were women who created professional jobs within their own communities, by offering the kind of services American women welfare activists offered from without.

Immigrant community activists—male and female—came from middle-class backgrounds, typically from the same families. Activism within their own communities may have been the only form of leadership open to middle-class immigrant women, for their languages, foreignness, and especially their religion (whether Catholic or Jewish) hindered them from participating in the public world of native-born, Protestant middle-class women. Not surprisingly, their careers sought to guarantee the survival of ethnic institutions and ethnic identity.

By the twentieth century, new areas of immigrant female career specialization appeared, first in business and in the American labor movement, and most recently in technical and scientific employment. Some businesswomen like Jennie Grossinger got their start in family enterprises. Although working in a small family business, Grossinger seemed specially attuned to innovative business techniques, most notably advertising; students of the hotel industry usually attribute the success of the Grossinger family resort to her creative ideas.\(^{26}\) Ida Cohen Rosenthal, too, grew up working in a family clothing business; after marriage she collaborated with her husband in yet another clothing shop. Rosenthal designed the modern brassiere, transforming her family business into Maidenform Bras. Of her role in the enterprise, Rosenthal said "Quality we give them. Delivery we give them. I add personality."

Standing sharply apart from the world of family enterprise were entrepreneurs Hattie Carnegie in the fashion arena and Helena Rubinstein, the founder of a huge international beauty concern. Beginning in Australia with 12 pots of a face cream developed by her mother, the Polish Jewish Rubinstein initially developed her business in London and Paris. Marriage to an American (from whom she later separated, because—she argued—of her business involvement) brought her to New York. From there she further expanded her business in the years after World War I, pioneering the sale of cosmetics to the new women of the 1920s.\(^{27}\) Although these independent women prospered by selling to other women, the Irish entrepreneur Nellie Cashman was able to do her business among men, running boarding houses and restaurants for miners on frontiers from Arizona to Alaska.\(^{28}\)

The life of Anna Trow Lohmann reminds us that immigrants have also specialized in illicit business. Most students of immigration history know immigrants made money evading antialcohol and antiprostitution laws.\(^{29}\) They
know that today's immigrants play an important role in organizing an illicit drug trade. But few know of the English-born Lohman (Madame Restell), known as "the wickedest woman in New York" and pursued by the police for providing abortions as well as other services to women with reproductive complaints.

Twentieth-century immigrant women and their daughters also built careers in the labor movement that developed in industrial workplaces dominated by foreign-born women. In the 1870s and 1880s, the Knights of Labor had encouraged the organization of housewives as well as women wage-earners, and for a time employed the Irish-born Leonora Barry to organize females. Unlike Barry, the later Irish labor agitator Mary "Mother" Jones worked primarily with men, in the United Mine Workers; she disapproved of female wage-earning. Blending labor radicalism with conventional views about gender roles, Jones continues to puzzle her many biographers, one of whom described her as a "kind of secular nun." Other immigrant women also gained attention for their support of leftist and labor causes generally—most notably the much-studied Emma Goldman, along with the lesser-known Anna Sullivan, Rose Pastor Stokes, Clara Lemlich, Rosa Lemberg, Luisa Morena, Elizabeth Morgan, Theresa Malkiel, and the second-generation Elizabeth Gurley Flynn and Margaret Dreier Robins. Unlike "Mother" Jones, all combined labor radicalism with a strong interest in female emancipation; this group gained notoriety for their unconventional relationships with men.

Most women labor activists emerged from the garment industry and its major unions, the International Ladies Garment Workers Union and the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America. There, they pioneered in workers' education, the organization of women, and industrial unionism. Given the large female workforce in garments and the sizeable female membership in the ILGWU and the ACWA, the list of women leaders seems a short one. A handful of eastern European Jewish women (Rose Pesotta, Pauline Newman, Fannie Cohn, Rose Schneiderman, and Dorothy Bellanca) and one Italian woman (Angela Bambace) rose to positions of authority over considerable male opposition. Today, Mexican immigrant women and their daughters, like Hope Mendoza Schechter, stand out as labor activists.

The professions of immigrant women in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries more resembled the professions and achievements of men of their own backgrounds than they did those of native-born women. Jewish women shared with Jewish men their concentration in business, labor, and the learned professions. Irish women shared with Irish men their activism in labor and labor politics.

In combining community activism or careers in business, the arts, or labor reform, with marriage and family commitments, foreign-born women duplicated the professional patterns of African-American women. However, it would be erroneous to attribute their similarities to imitation. The tendency of women of both immigrant and racial minorities to combine careers
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with marriage and family life reflected similar gender dynamics within ethnic communities, as well as the special circumstances of particular professions. Actresses, of course, often grew up in family troupes; they married other actors, formed new family professional groups of their own, or married men involved in the business end of theater. Businesswomen and scholar women, too, built collaborative marriages where husbands and wives worked on common projects, whether selling Maidenform bras or—as in the case of Sidonie Gruenberg—writing childrearing books for parents.

The much smaller group of immigrant women who followed prevailing white patterns of professional accomplishment—that is, by remaining unmarried in order to pursue careers—often had close contacts with native-born women who may have served as role models. Mary Anderson, Elisabeth Christman, and Rose Schneiderman—labor activists all—probably learned these patterns of professional achievement through their work with the Women's Trade Union League. Emma Lundberg, a social welfare worker, followed the example of her close associate, Katharine Lenroot (chief of the Children's Bureau). She, like some of the WTUL labor activists of foreign birth, formed life-long female friendships—sometimes called “Boston marriages.” Women of Canadian and British background—for example, the Canadian botanist Alice Eastwood, the Australian Alice Henry, and the English-raised archaeologist and museum curator Gisela Richter—more often pursued achievement through celibacy.

Not every unmarried immigrant woman had adopted specifically American models of celibate careerism. Neither Rose Pesotta nor Emma Goldman married, but this reflected their anarchist convictions, not their Americanization. Neither did the most numerous of unmarried immigrant women with careers—Catholic sisters—respond to the American single-careerist model, even though their lives somewhat resembled those of college-educated American women.

Today, almost two-thirds of the foreign-born women listed in Who's Who of American Women work in technical or entrepreneurial fields. While only ten percent (about the average for all notable American women) work in the arts, almost a fifth have excelled in business, one in seven are physicians, and an equal proportion are university professors. Although they may not know it, foreign-born women physicians follow an especially long tradition: the first American woman physician was the English-born Elizabeth Blackwell, while the first female Nobel Prize winner in medicine was the Russian immigrant Gerty Radnitz Cori.

Far fewer immigrant women today than in the past achieve prominence by working within their own communities. Most immigrant businesswomen, for example, work for large corporations with no special ties to particular ethnic communities. Of course some women, like men, use connections to their homelands to build or lead international enterprises—whether a Puerto Rican bank, a Spanish steamship company, or a Jewish welfare foundation, to name just a few employers of professional immigrant
women. These female professionals, furthermore, are more likely to belong to professional associations and special organizations for women in their professions than they are to belong to ethnic associations of any sort.

Finally, both past and present, immigrant women authors have achieved special recognition as interpreters of the immigrant experience for American readers. Mary Antin’s writings reassured Americans that immigrants at the turn of the century did in fact desire to become American.110 Women scholars have rediscovered the writings of Anzia Yezierska, an author whose battles for independence speak to feminist sensibilities.111 The study of literary traditions built by immigrant women is a growing scholarly specialty.112 Literary critics and autobiographers alike identify writing as both an act of rebellion and a means to survival for foreign-born women. The autobiographical and fictional writings of Paule Marshall,113 Maxine Hong Kingston,114 and Jamaica Kincaid115 have introduced more Americans to contemporary migrations than any scholarly study has. All point to the sense of freedom tempered with strong ambivalence that characterize women’s confrontation with American life.

CONCLUSION

Whether on the other side or in the United States, middle-class women have enjoyed advantages over working-class or farm-born sister migrants in pursuing education, ambition, and accomplishment. These advantages, furthermore, are far more marked today than in the past. The relative ease with which many technically trained middle-class women foreigners now find work in the United States points to the increasingly international nature of class formation in an integrating world economy. Moving to the United States can itself give women a sense of upward mobility. Because foreign-born women compare their lives to those on the other side, and not to the middle or upper classes of the United States, they view their lives more positively, and with greater hope, than do many native-born minority women.

Still, even middle-class and very well educated immigrant women have often encountered troubling obstacles upon migration to the United States. Many moved downward in terms of money, jobs and class after arrival. They also more easily acquired recognition as leaders and innovators within their segmented ethnic communities than outside them. In a sense immigrant notables, male and female, formed the upper crust of immigrant communities; if they ventured outside, they were no more than marginal members of the American middle classes. Their experiences remind us that theoreticians have not grappled adequately with the location and mutability of class status in a multiethnic society like the United States.

Recently, all American women have come to replicate the patterns of foreign-born and African American working women in combining lifelong work and careers with marriage and childrearing. If immigrant women did not always have more family support for their career choices, then at least
they—like African American women in the past—felt less inclined to reject family claims and marriage in their pursuit of achievement. But there were differences, too. In the past, at least, African American females obtained more education on average than foreign-born women or their daughters—yet that education did not translate into professional recognition comparable to that of elite white women or substantially different from the career patterns of their less educated foreign-born peers. Immigrant women’s concentration in community service and the performing arts, furthermore, disappeared in the twentieth century, while both remain important niches for African American female accomplishment down to the present.

Elite immigrant parents and husbands often supported women’s ambitions, suggesting that the elites of the other side—past and present—tolerated more, not less, gender equality than the Anglo-American middle classes of the nineteenth century. For an immigrant woman of modest origins, however, pursuit of a life’s work or a career might require severance of family ties. In her study of Jewish women’s autobiographies, Sally Ann Drucker notes that Yezierska, Antin, Cohen, and Elizabeth Stern all depended on non-Jewish mentors and on romantic unions with gentile men to help them break away from families that considered them selfish for their ambitions.

Immigrant women performers and artists demonstrate even more clearly how sexual and familial experimentation, rather than conformity to family dictates or ethnic traditions, might accompany female ambition and accomplishment. Rebels in the hetero sexual arena, relatively few of these foreign-born free spirits took the American path to achievement through celibacy, unmarried sisterhood, or Boston marriage. Perhaps this explains the extraordinary popularity Emma Goldman enjoyed among the most recent wave of young feminists, who named daughters, feminist bookstores, magazines, and their house pets after her. Decidedly and proudly an outsider among female American notables, Goldman offered a trenchant critique of female achievement, American-style. She pointedly rejected what she perceived as American feminists’ and social housekeepers’ Puritanism. And she claimed passion—including free love—as central to both women’s emancipation and the emancipation of the poor.

The lives of middle-class immigrant women thus present us with a paradox. They both enjoyed greater familial and marital support for their ambitions and more often experimented with new sexual, marital, and familial ties with men than native-born white women. Their lives seem simultaneously more enclosed in ethnic communities and freer from cultural constraints, especially in the nineteenth century. In very different arenas, this paradox repeats itself in the complex story of how immigrant women’s descendants changed to “become American.” In that story, too, women appear as both the most assiduous conservers of old ways and the most eager of cultural innovators.
When two societies come together, they provoke the mutual antagonisms and adjustments termed cultural change. For the last four hundred years, an expanding world capitalist economy has brought large numbers of people together, primarily through political centralization and migration. In doing, this economy may be said to have encouraged cultural innovation and diversification, as well as the creation of new ethnic and racial groups. In another sense, however, capitalism has undermined cultural diversity, for it has not brought people together on terms of economic or social equality. Cultural differences have been assessed as "better" and "worse," or "inferior" and "superior." Under these conditions, the less powerful may grow to mistrust their own cultural values and seek to acquire those of the more powerful.

The study of immigrant cultural change likewise has a long history. Researchers have shifted away from examining immigrants' inability to adapt, instead demonstrating their easy and relatively complete assimilation and adaptation. Most recently, scholars of "the new ethnicity" have discovered first the persistence, and then the construction of ethnic identity among immigrants' descendants.

More specifically, scholars have drastically changed their views of immigrant women's cultural changes over the last decade. Ninety years ago, sociologists described immigrant women as resisting change; they considered women's reluctance a side effect of their passivity, isolation, and subordination: "She cannot keep up with [her husband and children]," wrote one. Present-day women's historians instead describe how immigrant women actively, if selectively, broke ties with parental traditions to pursue individual, American, or modern lives. They argue that young immigrant women had specifically female reasons to distance themselves from homeland patriarchy and family interdependence. Because of their subordination, women had the least to lose through change.

In sharp contrast to these positive views of cultural change among immigrant women in the United States, studies of a related area—colonized minorities in the third world—emphasize women's losses. They show how contact with capitalism and colonialism domesticated women by institutionalizing middle-class and Western concepts of gender. Viewed from this perspective, women's refusal to change culturally is a positive act of resistance, and one that defends female autonomy.

With the exception of immigrants coming to the United States as young children, foreign-born women rarely could "become American" in their own
lifetimes; cultural change continued into the lives of their children and grandchildren. And so did the adjustment of the United States to immigrant women and their descendants. This chapter draws on the limited materials describing immigrant women’s cultural contacts with Americans to identify some particularly female dimensions of cultural change. Its main focus is on the descendants of the immigrants of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

AMERICAN IMAGES, IMMIGRANT IMAGES

Foreign- and native-born do not come together without preconceptions of each other. For the people of the other side, important sources of information about the United States were letters and word-of-mouth reports from returned immigrants. Today, popular culture and the American media also broadcast selective images of the United States. “I expected all Americans to be blond and blue-eyed, like Robert Redford,” one immigrant reported.8 For Americans, nineteenth-century missionaries and evolutionary anthropologists introduced key images of foreigners. Today, as citizens of a world power, Americans instead depend on televised news reports for images of the other side.

Alongside reports about land prices, high wages, plentiful food, and cheap clothing, nineteenth-century immigrant letter writers reported that the United States was a land “where women ruled.” Cuban exile José Martí singled out for special negative comment the “exaggeratedly emancipated behavior of the women.”9 European peasants reported that American women did not work in fields and hired domestic servants to do their housework.10 German men especially castigated the laziness of American women, who seemed to them a privileged leisure class.11 An Irish church newspaper, for its part, dismissed Hull House activists as “tactless, hysterically emotional, childless female slummers.”12 Immigrant women reacted more positively to the American cult of true womanhood; a group of Slovenian peasant women waiting for a drink of water on Ellis Island cheered, “Hurray for America, where ladies come first!”13 Irish women, with their own cultural traditions of sex segregation and celibacy, and Jewish women, with their culture’s enthusiasm for human rights and education, saw in America’s well-educated, independent, and reform-minded women the best expression of American democracy and personal freedom.14

Today’s media images of American women as sexy yet career-oriented professionals and as married jugglers of children and briefcases can be equally confusing. “Americans seem to me to be very sex conscious,” a West Indian woman observed already in the 1930s.15 Latin parents today express fears that American women lack sexual modesty.16 For many immigrants, then, American women have become ambivalent symbols of American individualism. Can family life survive female freedom? Native-born Americans themselves worry over the issue. Indeed, people around the world often be-
lieve that Americans have no real family ties. Their criticisms focus as much on stereotypical lazy African American welfare mothers as on selfish white career women. "Get [these young mothers] a job," Mrs. Rosalyn Morris (whom we met in chapter 3) told an interviewer, "and put their children in a day care center." 18

Americans past and present have focused on the material poverty and moral backwardness of peoples from the other side. Through the lens of Social Darwinism, they saw foreigners at worst as racially inferior ("unassimilable") and at best as benighted children waiting to be raised through contacts with white Westerners. 19 But because they have viewed men as breadwinners, Americans imagined the women of the other side more with pity than with fear or scorn. Americans in the nineteenth century generally believed that the status of women—measured by domesticity and bourgeois gentility (sexual modesty, manners, etc.)—reflected a society’s evolution toward Anglo-American and Protestant standards. Europeans and Americans cited women’s poor treatment at the hands of foreign men as justifications for imperial expansion and intervention in the lives of the poor. They saw European and Asian peasant women as unappreciated beasts of burden awaiting salvation from heathen male oppression. Missionaries repeatedly publicized the poor treatment of women in other religious traditions—the binding of Chinese women’s feet, lecherous priests preying on cloistered nuns, the Jewish man’s daily prayer thanking God he is not female. 20

Today, Americans view the oppression of women in the third world as often in feminist as in religious terms, but parallels to the past are striking. Americans still often describe third world women only in terms of their maltreatment at the hands of particularly backward and violent men and particularly patriarchal cultural traditions; the early feminist discussion of female circumcision in Middle Eastern and African countries provides only one example. 21 Criticism of patriarchy in other cultures remains an important prop for American ethnocentrism, casting foreign women as victims in need of the help of empowered or superior American women.

Mergers of Protestant morality with theories of social evolution also encouraged Victorian Americans to develop eroticized notions of foreign women (as they did also of the women of the United States’ colonized minorities). Americans saw African American women as more sexually passionate and dangerous (because primitive) than passionless American ladies. 22 Accounts of Korean, Japanese, Chinese, and Jewish prostitutes produced similar images of foreign-born "exotics." 23 The popularity of dark (especially Jewish, Latin, and Asian) "vamps" in early films popularized eroticized images of female immigrants 24 which persist to the present. 25

Immigrants and Americans came together with considerable ambivalence. Immigrants expected to change, but in ways they chose. Few immigrants imagined, could welcome, or could in fact succeed in making all of the changes Americans desired of them. Immigrants saw the United States as a
land of significant opportunity, yet also as a country inhabited by a cold, individualistic people of odd and questionable morals. Significantly, immigrant men singled out American family life, American individualism, and American women for harsh criticism.

Given their own assumptions that theirs was the richest and freest country in the world, Americans expected immigrants would be eager to shed distinctive cultural traits. When they contemplated cultural change among women, they thought of it as saving women—often from the men of their own families and communities. Thus immigrant women’s adjustment to life in the United States became, to some unmeasurable degree, a symbolic conflict for women’s moral, familial, and sexual loyalties. Americans eagerly sought evidence of a group’s Americanization in women’s changing behavior, and believed that when reformers or schools “went after the women” they gained the children, too. Conversely, immigrant men, parents, and female ethnic leaders interpreted even minor changes in female behavior, especially among growing daughters, as signs of moral decay and ethnic suicide. Immigrant women walked this symbolic minefield with great difficulty, but also, as we shall see, with considerable success.

**MEASURING CHANGE**

Cultural change is difficult to measure. Unable to explore the state of mental constructs among masses of ordinary people directly, scholars must depend on behavioral indicators. But the relationship between culture and behavior is complex; behavior may reflect cultural ideals or depart significantly from them.

Measured by their behavior, women immigrants and their descendants changed quickly. They acquired jobs not much different from those of American women; their fertility fell to the American average; and, with few exceptions, the education of the third generation equaled or surpassed that of American women as a whole. Today, average family incomes of third-generation Catholic and Jewish Americans surpass those of long-time Americans.

Other measures point in the same direction. For women born on the other side and traveling to the United States as adults, learning English was a key marker of cultural change—and the most formidable challenge of American life. Illiterate, monolingual, and less educated people—regardless of gender—master a new language with difficulty after the age of about twelve or thirteen. In the United States, moreover, married immigrant women had fewer opportunities to learn English than their husbands, sons, and daughters. Not surprisingly, many immigrant children remembered with embarrassment mothers who spoke English haltingly if at all; social workers agreed that adult women lagged behind other family members in mastering English. “We speak no other language at home but that of our parents,” one proud
woman reminded an impatient son. The children of immigrants were bilingual, speaking their mother tongue at home and English elsewhere. Generation, not gender, mattered: siblings of both sexes spoke English among themselves; parents addressed children in the mother tongue; the children responded in English.

In most immigrant groups—including heavily segregated Asians—few immigrant sons or daughters passed on the mother tongues to their own children, the third generation. Only in the Southwest (where a native-born population of Spanish speakers preserved their language in rural villages and urban barrios, and where new immigrants arrived continuously from Mexico) did slight majorities of third generation sons and daughters learn Spanish at home. By the third generation, linguistic change was far advanced in all immigrant groups.

American law automatically granted immigrants’ American-born children citizenship, guaranteeing their civic Americanization. Gender assumptions among both immigrants and Americans deeply shaped naturalization rates for foreign-born parents, however. From 1855 until the passage of the Cable Act in 1923, married immigrant women changed citizenship with their husband’s naturalization. After 1923, women, like men, had to demonstrate English competence and a knowledge of American history to naturalize.

After the passage of the Cable Act, immigrant women’s rate of naturalization (58 percent) lagged somewhat behind men’s (62 percent). Considerable numbers of immigrants, male and female, saw few benefits to citizenship. Immigrants of African descent had even fewer incentives to naturalize, since they might not obtain the franchise anyway. (Only 28 percent of West Indian men and only 22 percent of West Indian women had naturalized by 1930.) By contrast, immigrant widows often struggled to become citizens eligible for mothers’ pensions.

Because cultural change and structural assimilation proceeded at differing rates, the second generation faced particularly complex choices. They interacted with more Americans than their parents did, but remained heavily influenced by parental values and power. Some second-generation girls tried to become what writer Maxine Hong Kingston called “American normal.” Others remained firmly within the ethnic worlds of their families and communities. The largest group blended old and new in idiosyncratic ways that made sense in their particular lives. Immigrant children called this “walking on the edge,” or living “between worlds.” Others have labeled the product of this cultural coalescence “hyphenated” identities, whether Mexican, Italian or Norwegian American.

Domestic servants most easily emulated American ways, having been exposed to them in such intimacy. Women from the developing as opposed to the more subsistence-oriented parts of the other side also seemed to claim American identities more quickly. “You should hear us speaking English” one German servant wrote home only three months after arriving, “we just rattle off what we hear.” Even if her assessment seems overly optimistic,
scholars by the 1950s assumed that culture change among the descendants of nineteenth-century immigrants had in fact been complete and successful. Culturally, European immigrants' descendants had become hyphenated Americans, while the descendants of Asian immigrants had created a new "Asian American" racial minority.

Recent studies of the second and third generations note a seeming paradox among Euro-Americans, however. They document behavioral convergence and increased intermarriage, but at the same time note the persistence of ethnic identity among children, grandchildren, and even great-grandchildren of immigrants. Although declining proportions of Americans of the third and subsequent generations claim an ethnic identity (and most must choose among ethnically mixed ancestors to do so), about two-thirds of descendants of post 1820-immigrants still claim hyphenated identities rather than calling themselves white or merely American.38

Scholars now debate why ethnic identities have survived. Some view them as essentially meaningless, symbolic, or romantic—a harmless way to add spice and color to individual identity, without any real constraints or responsibilities.39 Others see them as a way to express a racial identity.40 Still others believe that the persistence of ethnic identity signals a continued sense of alienation among the descendants of immigrants.41

Measures of cultural change do not show women lagging significantly behind men. Yet women, more often than men, view their ethnic backgrounds as very important to them. They are more curious about ethnicity than men; they more often discuss their backgrounds; and they more often sense a relationship to others of their background. Women also attribute greater importance to family ties. Richard Alba has concluded that increasing intermarriage will in the future "[yank] ethnicity's roots out of the family."42 In the present context, however, we need to know why women more than men currently see ethnicity rooted there.

DOMESTICATING IMMIGRANT WOMEN

Why did the second and third generation not abandon the hyphen as they changed culturally? The dynamics of cultural change hold some clues. The marketplace, popular culture, American schools and settlements, immigrant newspapers, and community organizations all carried the same message to the immigrant women of the past—that they should pursue exclusively domestic lives. As immigrant women and their daughters committed themselves to what they took to be American or middle-class domesticity, however, they also developed their own rationale for doing so. Their domesticity reflected neither Americanizers' worst jeremiads or ethnic preservationists' most persuasive pleas. Instead, it underwrote hyphenated female identities.

American institutions serving immigrant communities—settlement houses and schools—especially emphasized the importance of domesticity
for the female and foreign-born. Jane Addams called on reformers to rebuild “the wrecked foundations of domesticity” in immigrant communities. For many settlement workers, educating girls meant educating them to conform to American domesticity. Training in a privatized American domesticity in turn undermined radical and communal protest traditions rooted in women’s communities and kin networks.

Public schools in the United States committed themselves to the broad resocialization of immigrant children in the nineteenth century. For many, going to school was the first time they really “went to America.” Assumptions about gender deeply shaped public school curricula and pedagogy. Schools segregated students by sex. Unmarried women of older American (or, by the twentieth century, Irish) descent dominated teachers’ ranks. Despite harsh discipline, large classes, and rote learning, many immigrant daughters nevertheless admired their teachers as ladylike models of American womanhood.

Public schools sought to teach girls and boys patriotism, cleanliness, and orderliness alongside arithmetic, writing, and vocational skills. Vocational training for girls meant domestic science or sewing and textile work. Domestic science teachers emphasized the importance of American diet and cooking; they encouraged girls to go home and teach their mothers about the benefits of oatmeal breakfasts and creamed vegetables. Textbooks taught American household standards—which meant fresh air, a rational and fixed schedule of baby care and housework, and the rejection of “extravagance.” Early training in home economics introduced second-generation girls to a lifelong habit of turning to experts for advice about home and family life. (Their mothers found them crazy for mothering “by the book.”)

Beginning with Jane Addams’s famous Hull House, social settlement houses in immigrant communities also attempted to bring together native- and foreign-born in joint endeavors. Settlement houses experimented with programs for girls, adolescents, and mothers to encourage orderliness, physical development (sports), service to others, and courtesy. Most settlements had a Woman’s Department with courses in sewing, food preparation, home nursing, and neighborhood charity work. Settlement houses also set up model flats to teach girls housekeeping.

Frustrated in their efforts to attract older women to such programs, Addams and associates developed the positive notion of “immigrant gifts” to encourage the practice and preservation of domestic crafts like weaving, embroidery, and lacework. Their focus on immigrant gifts revealed how far Addams had moved beyond dominant Social Darwinist ideas; clearly Addams felt more sympathy for cultural diversity than the later Americanization movement would. Still, there was a patronizing element in the concern of Addams and other social welfare workers, who worried that immigrant mothers—enticed by the mass-produced wonders of the American marketplace—would otherwise abandon arts and crafts as inferior. They did not completely trust immigrant women to make their own cultural choices but
sought to determine themselves what would be preserved or rejected of Old World traditions.54

Young immigrant women wage-earners could on occasion seize cultural initiative within the clubs and associations sponsored by settlements and female reformers. As had their American predecessors in the Lowell mills, they defended the dignity of respectable labor for women, criticized working-class matrimony, and sometimes even pointed to the single life as an ideal.55 And although boys outnumbered girls in settlement programs, neighborhood girls who went received strong impressions of American women and values there. Hilda Satt Polacheck’s autobiographical I Came a Stranger is the only known description of the settlement from an immigrant girl’s perspective—one who apparently drew considerable strength from the experience.56 Polacheck’s contacts with the women of Hull House allowed her to write comfortably about her American life as an adult woman, mother, and reformer, rather than simply ending her story with her childhood, as so many other immigrant autobiographers did.57 Chinese helpers in Donaldina Cameron’s mission to Chinese prostitutes also sometimes adopted the reformers as models for becoming American.58

Even the Americanization movement—which was most concerned with issues of political participation and citizenship in the years just before and after World War I—carried an insistently domestic message to immigrant women. While men might learn the political mythology of George Washington in Americanization classes, women learned English from texts focusing on child care, marketing, clothing, and the home.59 Americanizers wanted to reach isolated immigrant women not so much as citizens but as mothers who needed help to raise American children.

Most adult immigrants could evade Americanizers. But this does not mean that they remained unaware of American life. Immigrants’ first important contacts with American ideas and values often occurred within their own communities and in their workplaces. Community activists, ethnic institutions, and the labor movement all sought to transmit American values to immigrants, telling women how to become working-class, Catholic, Polish American, or Jewish American women. All agreed that women’s responsibilities were to be domestic ones.

Foreign-language newspapers played an especially important mediating role. Women figured prominently among advice-seekers in the “Bintl Briv,” printed in the Yiddish press.60 In addition, between 1840 and 1940, over fifty newspapers for non-English-speaking women appeared in the United States, while even more foreign-language newspapers carried women’s pages or supplements. Typical was Die Deutsche Hausfrau: Monatschrift für die Deutschen Frauen Amerikas, which provided a German view of American domesticity and advice on both keeping house in the United States, and keeping it in an American way.61 Later, newspapers like Los Angeles’ La Opinion would add beauty advice to their tips on housewifery for Mexican Ameri-
Newspapers published by women's organizations—the Polish Glos Polek (of the Polish Women's Alliance of America) or The American Jewess (published by the National Council of Jewish Women), for example—more often recognized women's activities in the ethnic public sphere. But like the organizations that sponsored them, they emphasized the domestic origins of women's communal responsibilities. In particular, they saw the socialization of children to ethnic consciousness and the maintenance of ethnic institutions as an alternative to materialistic, secular, or Protestant American institutions as pressing tasks for ethnic American women. For these periodicals, women's voluntarism was not a form of Americanization, but a mechanism for the preservation of the ethnic group.

The foreign-language labor press offered a slightly wider range of advice and information to immigrant women. It acknowledged the activism and militancy of young unmarried women workers, while also emphasizing the importance of domesticity for adult women. German socialists, for example, noted the expansion of women's wage-earning in modern industrialized societies, but argued that the socialist future would allow working-class women to enjoy the domestic privileges and leisure time reserved for the bourgeois wife under capitalism. Some multiethnic labor organizations pioneered in publishing for women, as did the Italian Branch of the Ladies Waist & Dress Makers' Unions in New York with its newspaper L'Operaia. Writing for young women workers, some newspapers (like young women workers' organizations) criticized bourgeois womanhood by asserting the respectability of wage work and by defending the morality and respectability of female wage-earners. But only Toveritar, a Finnish socialist newspaper, and the women's page of the Jewish Daily Forward seemed supportive of female autonomy beyond its potential service to ethnic survival or working-class struggle. Only they emphasized how women might benefit from their own freedom.

Whether in parochial school, church, or synagogue, ethnic programs aimed at women emphasized the importance of marriage, motherhood, and housekeeping "the American way." For example, the Clara de Hirsch school, organized by German Jewish women for independent Russian Jewish girls, provided a curriculum of sewing and domestic service (complete with a three-month practicum in an American—that is, in all likelihood, a German Jewish—family). The school encouraged female self-esteem, but within the confines of nineteenth-century bourgeois womanhood. These included premarital wage-earning, a carefully scheduled domestic day, piety, charity work, and an obligatory savings program. The staff of the de Hirsch school promoted bourgeois womanhood as American womanhood.

Within their communities, immigrant women also learned about and experimented with American values in the marketplace, and as consumers of popular culture. Immigrant entrepreneurs in both places became important interpreters of American womanhood for immigrant women and their daughters. Although women on the other side had frequently managed the
small amounts of cash circulating through family hands, their use of money increased enormously with the move to the U.S.68 Monthly rents, weekly insurance payments, daily carfare, or food marketing—all demanded financial skills from women who on the other side might have made only one or two cash transactions in the course of a year. Learning to handle money was a big step toward competent American domesticity.

Immigrant mothers and housewives quickly became avid consumers of American products. Ethnic entrepreneurs eagerly provided them both with goods they needed as breadgivers and with goods to confirm their progress toward longed-for prosperity. If wage-earning in a capitalist economy brought new hardships along with opportunities, consuming in a capitalist economy seemed to promise pure pleasure.69 Every study of immigrant women notes the rapidity with which women (particularly young women) learned of and adopted American standards of dress: often they exchanged homeland clothes for store-bought American ones the very day they arrived.70 Older women might resist changing their appearance, language, or clothes, but they happily provided more plentiful and more varied meals for themselves and their families. They equipped comfortable kitchens and parlors, and they left the coffee pot always on the stove so they could offer hospitality to visitors. Whether viewed as Americanization in the marketplace; as evidence of immigrant women’s longings for individualism, material comfort, and creativity; or as evidence of the way American goods could be used to support traditional family and community relationships, “buying like an American” reinforced domestic definitions of womanhood by making consumption part of housewifery.71

Women’s daily ventures into the marketplace roused only occasional male comment. Immigrant radicals most often objected. They saw American materialism and the pleasures of consumption as the most tempting and therefore despicable of capitalism’s corruptions: the unflattering portrait of Mrs. Cohen in chapter 7 came from the pen of a Jewish radical. Radical German men also sometimes joined native-born reformers in seeing women with overflowing shopping baskets and eyes eager for American goods as violators of common sense and female modesty.72

The relationship of American popular culture and female domesticity during the years of peak migration 1880–1920 is a controversial one, in part because so much of popular American culture was in fact the invention of immigrant innovators, not of long-time Americans purveying their own images of domestic womanhood. Early commercial entertainments like German beer gardens created settings for family leisure in public, while in the twentieth century, movies, dance halls, and amusement parks—all heavily marked by immigrant creativity—focused instead on the excitement of youth and courtship.73 In all these places, immigrants’ daughters learned to spend money on themselves, to care about their appearance, and to enjoy their leisure—usually in the company of young men. Movies established new standards of physical beauty and introduced immigrants to one version (as
shocking to many native-born social workers as to immigrant parents) of American sexuality.74

In creating a leisure-time world of autonomy and choice for some immigrant daughters, popular culture reinforced independent wage-earning to create a working-class ethnic equivalent to the middle-class new women of the Progressive Era.75 Popular culture showed immigrant girls new ways to be young and unmarried; it described a modern and American form of courtship—dating—which emphasized individual expression and choice. It even taught them how to kiss—"at least two minutes," insisted a Spanish newspaper in describing kissing as an art, not a science.76 Popular culture offered a new road to domesticity, and a new version of domesticity, but not a critique of it. The commonest outcome for popular culture's female immigrant consumers was that of many early movies about single working women—marriage, motherhood, and domesticity.

Although the domestic message they carried to immigrant women differed little in its behavioral essentials, native-born and foreign-born interpreters of American culture nevertheless hoped women's domesticity would support fundamentally different ends. Women's ethnic organizations and their press argued that women's domesticity supported community activism and guaranteed the survival of the ethnic community. Public school teachers and settlement workers instead saw domesticity as the first step toward women's successful Americanization.

The daughters of immigrants thus committed themselves almost universally to marriage, motherhood, and American-style domesticity as they became adults. In so doing, they departed from the patterns their mothers had pioneered together with African American women. The daughters of the peak pre-World War I migrations pioneered in creating domesticity as a female right rather than a class privilege. By the 1950s, ethnic workingmen's wives had embraced what Betty Friedan would later castigate as "the feminine mystique."77

What women did is scarcely in question—but how to interpret their turn toward American domesticity is another matter. Daughters of immigrant women had pragmatic reasons for wanting lives different than those of their mothers. High rates of infant mortality alone could have encouraged immigrant daughters to listen carefully to American reformers; they did not want to share their mothers' devastating losses.78 Daughters could see the physical price of their mother's hard-laboring lives, and the leisure that American domesticity seemed to promise. But they also saw their mothers as powerful, and thus as good role models. The second generation wanted something from the domesticity of both worlds they knew.79 In seeking to emulate only what they found appealing in their mothers' lives, they created an ethnic American domesticity with some of their own mothers' skills and habits. By doing so, they also enjoyed a sense of continuity in the midst of ongoing cultural change. The psychological dimensions of domesticity—not the programs of immigrant or native-born activists—ultimately explain both immigrant
daughters’ satisfactions with domesticity and the next female generation’s continued embrace of the ethnic hyphen.

THE STING OF CHANGE AND THE DOMESTICATION OF ETHNICITY

Cultural change is a stressful and time-consuming process. Humans differ enormously in their capacity to change; only the partially socialized young learn new languages and new ways of life quickly, and then largely because their personalities and their definitions of self are not yet fully established. For adults, cultural and linguistic change call into question many of the assumptions that allow humans to make sense of the world and to construct their identities. In short, one cannot change languages and cultures without changing one’s very being. However exciting or freely chosen, culture change also feels disorienting and personally threatening. Anthropologists have called these psychological effects the “sting” of change or “culture shock.” This sting is particularly sharp for refugees, whose migration experiences are deeply traumatic.

Scholars have long seen immigrant communities as important mechanisms for cushioning immigrants from the worst shocks while they begin to change their values and behavior. They have helped women and men lead productive lives even while yearning for home or grappling with linguistic and social change. Studies of contemporary immigrants report that family, friendship, and neighborliness are the most important guarantors of immigrant health, happiness, and well-being. Among today’s immigrants, women with female kin or with close friends (women differ among themselves in how they rate their relative importance) more often avoid illness, depression, and mental illness than those who feel isolated from other women.

Immigrant women have often expressed the stress of cultural change through illness. Women raised to be deferent or self-sacrificing may know no other way to focus attention on their own needs. Stress-related illnesses, in turn, cannot easily be described or diagnosed by modern American doctors, especially when immigrant women’s concepts of wellness and illness differ significantly from those of modern or American medicine. Stress has been shown to affect reproductive health and drug use. Undocumented (illegal) immigrants experience especially high levels of stress. In immigrant women, reaction to stress also takes the form of depression.

Many immigrant women prefer to turn to folk healers specializing in herbal, humoral, and spiritual cures rather than to English-speaking doctors. Familiar foods, often endowed with healing qualities, also cure illnesses related to the stress of culture change. Laotian women, for example, consciously turn to sticky rice to ease emotional trauma. Whether women of their own background help as healers, as sympathetic listeners, or as food preparers, their labors ease the sting of change while selectively reproducing old habits.
It is not surprising that health beliefs,\textsuperscript{95} folk curing practices,\textsuperscript{96} and ritual food habits\textsuperscript{97} are among the elements of culture most often passed along through immigrant daughters to subsequent generations. Healing, food, and family celebrations of recurring life crises provide a sense of continuity that can ease the stress of cultural change.\textsuperscript{98} Domestic rituals and habits have thus defined a domestic ethnicity that survived the passing of segregated neighborhoods and immigrant community institutions, shaping identities and loyalties into the third generation.\textsuperscript{99} Today, immigrants' grandchildren still claim ethnic identities, even though few participate in ethnic institutions.\textsuperscript{100}

Because of women's responsibilities for child socialization and reproduction, Laotian men and women both believe that women are "the strongest part of the family."\textsuperscript{101} Immigrant women and their daughters in many groups used their strength to domesticate ethnicity, embedding a changing culture in everyday life and human memory. Responsible for family festivals, family stories\textsuperscript{102} and tales, and the socialization of children, women's domestic work created the only material basis ethnic identification had for many immigrants after the first generation. As men and women left ethnic communities and their institutions, ethnicity lost material and pragmatic dimensions for men, while living on more among women.

Immigrants did not hold any more tenaciously to old gender ideologies than they did to old baptismal or burial customs, though there are interesting variations among rates of change. Studies of Latin and Caribbean immigrant groups find more change in gender ideology among women than men,\textsuperscript{103} while studies of Chinese and southeast Asian immigrants suggest that men more easily adopt American attitudes toward gender roles than women.\textsuperscript{104}

Increasing intermarriage has meant, however, that immigrants' grandchildren can choose an ethnic identity. For women that choice still has practical implications: which food will they prepare; which kin network will claim their labors? Some women adopt the ethnicity of their husbands upon marriage, assuming responsibility for learning and passing on elements of their husbands' mother's or grandmother's domestic skills.\textsuperscript{105} Faced with a conscious choice, a small group of women seek to return to their cultural roots with the help of "how-to" books on Jewish orthodoxy\textsuperscript{106} or of ethnic cookbooks and festival books.\textsuperscript{107} Why do women bother with this "folklorism?"\textsuperscript{108} The only plausible explanation seems psychological.

Americans are said to lack a sense of history because the past limits an individual's freedom in forging her own self or destiny. If our history makes us what we are, then we must reject history to make ourselves. But for third-generation women of many backgrounds, historical connection is still a means to individual identity and self-understanding. A young Chinese American woman put it this way: "Our grandmothers are our historical links."\textsuperscript{109} An Italian American woman would have agreed: "I am my grandparents' granddaughter, so to speak. I am the reverse immigration."\textsuperscript{110} Both women claim American individualism and ethnicity simultaneously, yet observers in the early 1970s often argued that a woman's embrace of ethnicity
prevented her from claiming individualism for herself.¹¹¹ They conflated ethnic self-identification and family dependency. So did some young women of the third generation, like the Italian American who said, “I didn’t want to live out my family’s thoughts of women. I’m independent of my family, and I am very happy for becoming a real [emphasis mine] person. . . .”¹¹² For this young woman, as for many Americans, “real” individualism means one with no ethnic or familial “bonds.”

The domestication of immigrant women thus resulted neither in a simple Americanization nor in the creation of permanently segmented ethnic communities with their own languages, institutions, and cultural values. Immigrant daughters clearly did not follow in the footsteps of their unmarried school teachers and settlement house instructors. (Indeed, middle-class reformers had not intended them to.) Neither did they traverse the sort of evolutionary domestic path to American womanhood that reformers envisioned for them. They did not and still do not cook, or eat, or keep house as Americans might have wanted. But neither do they cook, eat, or keep house as their grandmothers or their ethnic leaders hoped they would. Instead of guaranteeing the survival of ethnic community institutions or an authentic Old World culture, women, especially of the working class, transformed ethnicity into a central domestic, familial, and individual psychological phenomenon. In doing so, they left little room for either unhyphenated feminists or middle-class ethnic leaders to represent them. As one working-class ethnic woman told a female interviewer in the 1970s: “Nobody speaks for me.”¹¹³

**PLUS ÇA CHANGE? CULTURAL CHANGE AMONG TODAY’S IMMIGRANTS**

Today, immigrant women still remain primary transmitters—and thus transformers—of homeland culture,¹¹⁴ while learning English remains the single most difficult challenge for adult immigrants.¹¹⁵ But in sharp contrast to the past, immigrant women’s acculturation is now more often measured by their abandonment of domesticity for wage-earning than by their embrace of American domesticity. Whereas once immigrant women fell short of American standards of womanhood by failing to focus exclusively enough on their children or husband’s well-being, they now fall short if they appear to do so. As the lives of American women have changed, so too has the way Americans define the “backwardness” of women from the other side.

Still, welfare and educational programs aimed at immigrant women have often continued to train them for domesticity. Refugees, for example, receive crash courses in American life from the voluntary agencies that organize reception camps. In the recent past, refugee English classes tended to focus on teaching women about marketing and domesticity.¹¹⁶ Almost every refugee camp offered classes for homemakers on providing low-cost meals, decorating an American home, obtaining used and new clothing, and using kitchen appliances or the telephone. In a few programs, native-born and
feminist English teachers objected to exclusive reliance on such lessons, and sought to provide sessions on “Women in America” to cover a broader range of issues.117

Vocational training for refugee women has been equally out of step with changing American women’s lives. Women have received instruction in industrial sewing, cleaning, and electronics assembly; a few programs added training in child care, small business management, and health care. Few suggested that women should prepare themselves for clerical work or service employment, although these are the most important employers of women, perhaps because both require even better English language skills than women’s jobs in the past. One result is that welfare dependency among some Southeast Asian migrants has been quite high.118

CONCLUSION

How did a woman become American? She did so by first acquiring an American ethnic, class, and gender identity, all with strong implications for her domestic activities. She then transformed the American domesticity she embraced, to weave her own or her parents’ memories of the other side into the daily lives of her children and grandchildren. The rate at which this happened, of course, varied widely. Women who came from the rapidly developing parts of the other side in the nineteenth century most quickly claimed American customs (especially American individualism) for themselves, because their proletarianization—begun at home in Ireland, Sweden, or Jewish eastern Europe, and reinforced by their independent migration to the United States—left them little other choice. Popular stereotypes of today’s immigrant women—of rapidly adjusting Cubans and lagging Mexicans, of articulate Japanese and unassimilated Hmong—also remind us that their economic starting place in the homeland and the circumstances of migration, as much as culture or race, determine the rate of immigrant women’s cultural adaptation.

For immigrant women generally, the creation of an ethnic group or, later, an ethnic identity cannot be separated from women’s selective enjoyment of American individualism, their choice of an Americanized domesticity, and their maintenance of family traditions through time. The construction of ethnicity and the construction of identity were intertwined, not conflicting, cultural processes of change. Even in the third generation, women’s sense of ethnic identity differed from men’s, and was stronger.

By domesticating ethnicity, immigrant women and their daughters also transformed American domesticity into American Jewish,119 American Catholic, Swedish American, Japanese American, and Italian American versions of it. American domesticity now subsumes a wide variety of traditions, family celebrations, and religious observances. Immigrants’ impact on Americans could be seen even in the settlements and missions seeking to change them. Donaldina Cameron’s mission among Chinese prostitutes in California, for example, served Chinese food to its American workers; Cameron her-
self partially adopted Chinese dress over time. Both sides changed during cultural contacts.

Of course, the women and men of the other side often would not have recognized third-generation family celebrations and religious observances as their own, for immigrant women created their own idiosyncratic ethnic American domesticity as they selected old ingredients to cook in new ways, or combined multiethnic elements into "traditional" family rituals. But neither would the Americanizers, public school teachers, and settlement house workers of the early twentieth century have wanted to label women's domestic amalgams as American, for they just as clearly departed from the models outlined by native-born elites in their domestic science textbooks and model apartments. When immigrant women chose domesticity, they made it their own: it was no longer a vehicle of Americanization or of ethnic preservation, but an expression of their individual and evolving sense of themselves as ethnic American women.

Has this complex path to American womanhood been open only to immigrant women from Europe? Increasingly, women and men of European descent have been able to choose whether to accept the "hyphen" of ethnic identity or not; about a third of third-generation women now call themselves simply American. They can choose this identity only because their neighbors now perceive them as "white." The same has not been true for immigrant women or colonized minorities "of color." The daughters of Filipino fathers and white mothers were assigned Filipino American identities because other Americans saw them as physically like their fathers. For them, ethnic womanhood was not chosen, but imposed.

We cannot know if the latest wave of immigrants will help native-born minorities to broaden still further prevailing definitions of who is, or looks, American. In the past, class and economic mobility helped open the door to American status. As the daughters and granddaughters of Catholic, Jewish, and "dark" southern and eastern European immigrants succeeded economically and "became white," they naturalized hyphenated notions of American womanhood. And in the process, they claimed moral distinctiveness for themselves as family-oriented model minorities, presumably in contrast to native-born minorities of African descent.

Does this mean that today's middle-class Asian, Spanish-speaking, and West Indian immigrant women will see their daughters or their daughters' daughters become American women with the option of identifying themselves as Korean Americans or Jamaican Americans? And if they do, will native-born African American women alone remain part of a "racial" minority, destined to be defined by others' perceptions of skin color and culture? Or will they, too, be permitted to see their ethnicity as a beautiful and deeply meaningful element which they may choose to foreground in constructing their individual identities?

The very fact that it is difficult to imagine the latter transformation suggests that it may still be quite some time before immigrant, or other, women of color can choose an ethnic identity, rather than having it imposed upon
them. Meanwhile, men and women of the African diaspora in the United States have long explored and celebrated a distinctive African American culture, and as a large and vital group, they, too, will seek to influence how new immigrants, especially those of African descent, construct their identities in the U.S. We can be confident only that in the twenty-first century, as in the past, it will be the interactions of native-born and immigrant minorities—with each other, with the “white” majority, and with their own children—that will make American identity anew.
Conclusion

Oscar Handlin once noted that he had set out to study the history of immigrants in America, only to discover that American history was, in fact, the history of immigration. At any time in the nineteenth century, immigrant women and their daughters made up a quarter of the female population of the United States; closer to half the American population had at least one immigrant grandparent. Today, immigrant women and their daughters make up less than ten percent of American womanhood, but including third-generation Americans who embrace ethnic identities would raise the percentage of living female links to the other side substantially. Immigrant minorities are still a highly visible presence in American life, if no longer quite American history itself.

From the Other Side has attempted to offer a portrait of immigrant women and gender in immigrant life that respects cultural diversity, gender ideology, and change over time. It has directed readers’ attention to points of contact between immigrant women, immigrant men, and native-born Americans. It has revealed parallel experiences shared by immigrant women past and present, others shared by immigrant men and women of similar backgrounds, and still others shared by immigrant and native-born women. It has noted the ties that have bound women to others—male and female of similar and of differing backgrounds—as well as the forces that have divided woman from woman and woman from man.

Overall, the history of immigrant women in the U.S. points to the flexibility of American identities and the changeableness of ethnic definitions of American womanhood. The peoples of the other side became Americans through gendered transformation: foreign men became ethnic American men and foreign women became ethnic American women. In the third generation, but only among those of European descent, ethnicity has become an option, possibly reversing this earlier process of “ethnicization.” Race remains the largest barrier to ethnicization, but even racial understandings have sometimes shifted dramatically in the aftermath of sizeable migrations. From the Other Side thus leaves us with a paradox. Immigrant women’s lives have showed greater convergence with those of other American women (especially in wage-earning patterns, wages, and life-cycle) than one sees among men (where racial and ethnic differences in wages and occupations are still strong). But they have also showed greater female than male identification with ethnicity and with foreign origins over the generations.

COLONIALISM AND IMMIGRATION:
RACIAL AND IMMIGRANT MINORITIES

From the Other Side has argued that distinguishing between racial minorities and immigrant minorities as types, while useful, can also be quite mislead-
ing. Both types of minority emerged within a forming world economy that created economic opportunity for some while simultaneously encour-
gaging the institutionalization of inequalities between powerful nations and “the other side.” Ethnicity, religion, race, and class defined the boundary separating the two. That boundary ran through the United States—between white majority and colonized minority—as well as around it. The immigrants of the nineteenth century came from the third world of the international economy of their age; today’s migrations often appear as third-world empires “striking back.” Immigrant men and women sometimes had been colonized minor-
ities in their homelands. Not surprisingly, the experiences of immigrant men and women in the U.S. economy and society—past and present—often fall somewhere between those of the native-born minority and those of the native-born majority. The unanswerable question for today’s immigrants is, as noted earlier, whether they will become parts of American “racial” minorities or, instead, add to the diversity among Americans who voluntarily embrace ethnic identities.

Gender was not the primary marker of the boundary between the United States and the other side. Women shared with men of their own backgrounds subordination as peasants, the adventure and dangers of migration to the United States, and the experience of being foreign “outsiders.” But gender mattered, and in a variety of ways. Gender created distinctive male and female versions of each of these general experiences. Immigrant men’s and women’s lives diverged sharply—in their labors for wages, and in family and community responsibilities—even while shared languages and religions bound the two in cultural solidarity. Gender also colored men’s and women’s understanding of social and cultural boundaries, opportunities, and taboos. For both these reasons, it is not really possible to conclude that immigrant women overall became American more slowly and reluctantly or more rapidly and enthusiastically than immigrant men. Structurally they followed different paths to different destinations—ethnic American womanhood and ethnic American manhood.

Attention to gender also reveals some important differences between African Americans and other minorities in the United States. Immigrant women, like colonized women throughout the world and in the U.S., came under intensive pressures to emulate the domestic ideals and behavior of the ruling ethnic group’s middle class. Their behavior as sexual beings and as mothers came under especially careful scrutiny. Paradoxically, when women did claim some of the privileges of middle-class domesticity—leisure, consumption, concern with individual appearance, modern clothing, or bourgeois social customs—they sometimes found their efforts the object of mocking humor or scorn from both native-born Americans and the men of their own groups.

But more important, white Americans saw foreign-born women—like Native American and Chicana women—as victims of the men of their own groups rather than as forgers of their own lives. White Americans repeatedly
used gender to layer a moral dimension over the fundamentally economic and political boundaries between themselves and the other side. Although they sometimes questioned the morality of women of the other side, they more often viewed women in sympathetic, if condescending terms—as children and sufferers. At the same time, and at least since the end of slavery in the United States, sharply different stereotypes of African American women have repeatedly emerged, to set the descendants of enslaved women apart from most women of the other side. White Americans have singled out African American women as powerful “Mammies” and as matriarchs with enough power at home to deny their brothers, sons, and husbands the manhood they need to succeed in a male-dominated country. And stereotypes of strong, angry, and sexually demanding women—“Jezebels” and “Sapphires”—have not disappeared from contemporary debates about African American communities in the late twentieth century.

**RACE, ETHNICITY, AND RELIGION**

Structurally, the lives of American women seemed to develop in parallel streams throughout the nineteenth century, before beginning a marked convergence from the 1920s to the present, fueled primarily by the demand for female workers in clerical and service jobs. In the nineteenth century, immigrant and colonized minority women did some of the same jobs, but in different places; today, the working lives of American women of many backgrounds follow more similar trajectories than in the past.

Subjectively, however, cultural diversity among women has proved far more salient and persistent, both now and in the past, than economic and social structures would suggest. Swedish and Irish domestic servants resembled each other in their employment patterns, and in some of their marital and family choices, but they lived in linguistically, ethnically, and religiously separate communities, with little sense of commonality or shared sisterhood. Both foreign-born and African American women gravitated toward entertainment and community service in search of professional work and accomplishment, yet neither a shared religious faith, a common culture, nor personal sympathies united the two groups of women. To discuss the influence of ethnicity or religion on immigrant women thus requires us to accept the parallels, the common experiences, and the striking structural similarities that exist while acknowledging these women’s culturally distinctive world views as important sources of division.

Ultimately, religious faith has presented the lowest barriers to immigrant women and men seeking to become American. The religious toleration enshrined in the U.S. Constitution could not prevent harsh religious conflicts—and these were real enough in the nineteenth century when Protestant mobs attacked convents, lay Catholics, or Jews—but it did establish clear limits to American nativism in its early religious expressions. Nativist Protestant Americans had no powerful legal mechanisms for demanding conversion as
a requirement of prospective Americans. As Catholics and Jews established their claims as Americans, they created a solid precedent for others hoping to make similar claims in the face of other exclusionary practices.

Today’s immigrants are pulled especially sharply by the conflicting dynamics of race and class, which remain the highest barriers to becoming American. In the past, Americans tended to use the terms “ethnicity” and “race” interchangeably, but many saw ethnic and cultural differences as originating in racial or physical ones. By the twentieth century, scholars were drawing a clear distinction between ethnic (that is, cultural) groups and racial (that is, biological) groups. Most recently this dichotomous treatment of race and ethnicity has itself come under attack. Like growing numbers of publications rejecting race as an objective or in any sense scientific category, From the Other Side has stressed that racial/ethnic categories changed dramatically over time. For that reason it has viewed all racial categories as in fact cultural ones. For this reason, too, the book has made sparing use of a currently popular category, “Euro-American.” Whatever the cultural similarities among Americans of European descent today (and these are significant), European immigrants recently arrived in the nineteenth century shared neither a common religion, a common language, common kinship rules, nor common customs regarding everyday life, gender, or childrearing. Nor did they have a sense of solidarity based on shared history. Similarly, From the Other Side has often pointed out the cultural diversity encompassed within American “racial” categories.

Some racial boundaries succumbed to immigrant economic mobility over three generations. As first the Catholic Irish, then Catholic, Orthodox and Jewish southern and eastern Europeans and their children became middle-class, they also, in a very practical sense, became white. The upwardly mobile descendants of Japanese and Chinese did not, however, become white as they became middle-class. The grandchildren and great-grandchildren of Asian immigrants note that white Americans still sometimes ask them where they are from, as if they cannot see that they are English-speaking Americans culturally much like themselves. Indeed, as noted earlier, the great question raised by contemporary migrations is whether the superior class position of a sizeable minority of third world immigrants today will allow them to become Americans in ways apparently reserved for those of European descent in the past.

Religion, race, and ethnicity shaped men and women’s lives alike. But this does not mean that gender was irrelevant to immigrant women or that ethnicity (or race) was “more important than gender” in shaping their experiences or those of their daughters. Gender functioned within linguistic and religious groups, within ethnic, racial, and religious categories. As African American women scholars have repeatedly pointed out, women cannot be divided analytically along the several components of their identities. Immigrant women did not act as women in one context and as ethnics in another. Thus it is analytically simplistic to ask whether ethnicity or gender was more
important in the histories of immigrant women in the United States. *From the Other Side* has instead pointed to the interaction of gender, class, race, ethnicity, and religion in the lives of the foreign-born.

The best example of this interaction is provided by the perception of ethnicity's importance among the grandchildren of immigrants. These can be traced directly to gendered divisions of labor within the families and communities of immigrants and their children. First as community activists and later as socializers of children and organizers of family and religious rituals, immigrant women reproduced and transformed cultural traditions through their labors. Men at first sought women's help in reproducing ethnicity and then abandoned it increasingly to women and their domestic roles. It is scarcely surprising that women, more than men, continue to view ethnicity and their immigrant "roots" as an important influence on their lives.

**CLASS**

*From the Other Side* has traced migration to a world economy in formation, and it has hinted at the parallel consolidation of international classes transcending nation-state borders over time. The adjustment of immigrant women in the United States, the jobs they took, the families and communities they built, and the educational and professional careers they pursued strongly reflected their starting place in the world economy. Women who began their lives in subsistence economies seem to have achieved upward mobility and to have become American more slowly than the women who left the developing peripheries of the world. Furthermore, the best long-term predictor of economic success, education, and community activism in the United States has been middle-class or elite status prior to migration.

Still, Americans have insisted that the American middle-class woman differs from those of other nationalities. In the nineteenth century, they saw middle-class women as uniquely domestic; today, they see them as uniquely autonomous. As Americans' views of themselves have changed, so have their understandings of upwardly mobile or middle-class immigrant women: once chastised as insufficiently domestic, today many seem inappropriately committed to male-dominated families and familial traditions. A look at voluntarism among middle-class women, furthermore, shows that American women have had an easier time working with the poorest of immigrant "girl workers" than they did with their middle-class but foreign-born peers—for example, in the woman's club movement, where ethnic, racial, and religious separatism reigned.

For these reasons, the experiences of past immigrant women allow few sensible predictions about the futures of the many middle-class and elite immigrants arriving in the United States from today's third world. Class, education, and profession would seem to propel such women quickly into the American mainstream. On the other hand, Americans' perception of the foreign-born as necessarily "huddled masses" and their assumption that a
large proportion of the newcomers are indistinguishable from native-born African Americans or Hispanics would seem to prohibit just that ending. In the present as in the past, immigrant women may find easier acceptance among those of their own ethnicity—male as well as female—than among native-born American women of their own class.

**NATIVITY, NATIONALITY, NATIONALISM**

Although United States scholars are accustomed to seeing the transformation of immigrants into Americans as a peculiarly American phenomenon, in fact, there is relatively little that seems unique to the United States about immigrant women’s experiences. Crossing the boundary of the United States seems to have been less significant for women than taking jobs for wages, accustoming themselves to urban life, confronting new dialects and languages, or being introduced to new, bourgeois standards of domestic life, mother-child relations, and marital expectations. The Irish country woman who went to Dublin had many of the same experiences as her sister who went to Boston. A Japanese farmer’s daughter who ventured off to work in an urban inn in Hiroshima shared many experiences with the picture bride headed for hotel employment in Seattle.

Still, immigration has been central to the United States’ conception of its own national identity. Americans continue to this day to refer to their country as a nation of immigrants, and to take pride in that label. Immigration may form only one channel in the wider historical stream of the nationalization of rural, poor peoples throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. But it is an important channel, especially in the United States and in other immigrant nations such as Canada, Argentina, and Australia.

One foundation for Americans’ national pride is the assumption that the benefits of the American political system have remained open to all, even foreigners, through naturalization. Of course, we know that this simplifies history. Asians could not become citizens before 1943; those of African descent could not always vote even as citizens. Women, too, and regardless of origin, had no claim to the franchise before 1920. The nationalization of all these outsiders has had a slow, conflictual, and incremental history.

While gender was at most a symbolic marker of the boundary between powerful nations and the other side, it was of the greatest importance in the nationalization of female outsiders. The vast majority of men and women on the other side did not have strong national identities at the time of their arrival in the U.S. They came instead with local, regional, ethnic, religious, and familial loyalties. Increasing numbers of men on the other side had claimed national identities and the privileges of citizenship and political participation for themselves, as men, throughout the nineteenth century. In the U.S., many of these men found the path to citizenship, political participation, and national identity still open to them, albeit only as ethnic-bloc voters for ethnic candidates or as soldiers in wars from the Civil War to Vietnam.
Conclusion

The nationalization of immigrant women, like that of Asian immigrants, racial minorities, and white native-born women, followed its own route. White immigrant women gained citizenship initially not as individuals but as family dependents. Citizenship brought them few rewards before 1920 and the enfranchisement of women generally. The Nineteenth Amendment, furthermore, nationalized European naturalized immigrants as women—not as foreigners or as members of ethnic groups. Women of African and Asian descent, by contrast, found their access to national life opened along with that of men of their own backgrounds—and usually long after 1920. Of all these women, furthermore, the nation expected service as wives and mothers, not as leaders and governors, for until recently politics remained virtually closed to all women.

In the national patriotic mythology, then, immigrant women scarcely number among the "we" who built the United States. The arrival of several waves of immigrants has reinforced Americans' views of their country as a land actively and voluntarily sought out by ambitious foreigners. Yet as has been shown earlier, U.S. law now guarantees that marriage and family connections, not individual female initiative and the pursuit of economic mobility, bring the largest group of female immigrants to the United States, perpetuating older stereotypes of women immigrants as passive recipients, not active forgers, of their American futures.

"MODERNIZATION" AND FEMALE AUTONOMY

Immigrant women did not—and do not—specifically "Americanize" in the process of becoming an American. Whether the Jamaican nurse today travels to London or New York, she finds herself changing behavior in many parallel ways. In both places, too, the nurse is likely to maintain a connection to her homeland and a sense of identity as a Jamaican. In this sense, scholars are correct in rejecting Americanization as a description of immigrants' changing lives; the term they often substitute, however—modernization—is equally problematic.

As a description of culture change among immigrant women, "modernization" seems as value-laden as "Americanization." Modernization is usually used to connote the opportunities it opens, not the possibilities it forecloses. These opportunities seem obvious to Americans: they include individual wage-earning, education, free movement, secularism, and participatory politics in a liberal "public" sphere. Thus immigrant women's modernization has meant escape from traditional and negative cultural stereotypes about women, or even from patriarchy itself. Modernity, in other words, has been defined through negative contrasts between the lives of the men and women of the other side and those of the world's most powerful nations. Modernization has not been a value-neutral term, and many social scientists have rejected it for precisely this reason.
Immigrant women did not necessarily see all of their own former lives, or the lives of their immigrant mothers, negatively. They generally did not suffer exceptionally from male domination on the other side, nor did they escape into a modern world free of patriarchal relations in the United States. And they did not accept the lives of modern or American women as unequivocally positive role models. Like anthropologists who document the domestication of third world women under colonialism, or Marxists who trace poverty to proletarianization in capitalist development, immigrant women knew that crossing the boundary from the other side brought losses as well as new opportunities. For them, the main challenge of migration was to claim new forms of power—whether in the form of an individual wage, the choice of a spouse, or leisure time—without losing older female modes of influence within community and kinship networks. For many, it seems, the goal was to be as comfortable and as accepted as any American while still remaining a “mensch.” The desire to remain a mensch in a country dominated by individualist values has been central to women’s labors in reproducing family and ethnic traditions, as well as to their more tenacious claim (relative to men) to ethnic identities.

By continuing to think of themselves as hyphenated or ethnic American women, immigrant women could behave in new, and modern, ways without casting off the values learned on the other side. In doing so, they could protect themselves as well from the price modernity sometimes extracted, especially from women—notably social isolation, rootlessness, and poverty. They could become, as Maria Zambello put it, “just as good,” “just as up to date,” and “just as polite,” while still remaining “Italian girls.” With their skills as “people persons,” the women of the other side—now most often speaking through third world feminists and minority feminists in the United States—remind American women, and feminists among them, of some of the limits to modernity’s vision. They offer alternative views, not only of female emancipation but of the meaning of a good life for all.
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